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mDuring the fit_een year period of performance of this grant (October 1, 1979 - March 31, 1994)
we have significant contribution. The contribution for the period October 1, 1979 - December 30,
1993 were submitted in earlier reports and will not be repeated here. During the period January
1, 1993 - March 31, 1994 contributions have been made in the following areas:
Ij Flare Physic_
In this area, we have published three papers in theory and numerical modeling and one
paper utilizing a non-linear-force-free (NLFF) model to interpret the magnetic structures and
energy of the 1989 March flares. These papers are:
Magnetic Structures and Energy of 1989 March Flares, S. T. Wu, F. S. Weng, H. M. Wang,
H. Zirin and G. X. Aft, Adv. Space Res. 13, 9, (9)127-(9)130, 1993
Magnetic Diffusion and Flare Energy Buildup, S. T. Wu, C. L. Yin, W.-H. Yang, SolarPhysics, 142, 313-325,1992.
Numerical Modeling of the Energy Storage and Release in Solar Flares, S. T. Wu and F. S.
Weng, J.. of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Phys., 55, 7, 939-945, 1993.
Magnetohydrodynamic Simulation of the Evolution of Bipolar Magnetic Regions, S. T. Wu,
C. L. Yin, P. Mclntosh, and E. Hildner, Astronomical Society of the Pacific Conference
Series The Magnetic and_Fields of Solar Act_ (I4. Zirin, G. Ai, and H. M.Wang, eds.) 46, 98-107, 1993
II. Coronal Dynamics
Eleven papers have been published in this area. We have achieved partial construction of
a two-dimensional and three-dimensional quantitative coronal model, studied the physical
mechanisms of rising prominence loops, shear-induced instability and arch filament eruptions, and
the fundamentals of Ml-ID wave generation and propagation in the corona to understand the
coronal heating processes. These published results are:
On Generation and Propagation of MHD Body and Surface Waves: Single Magnetic
Interface and Magnetic Slab, S. T. Wu, Y. C. Xiao, Z. E. Musielak, and S. T. Suess, Physics
of Fluids B: Plasma Physics, 1994 (submitted).
Model Calculations of the Rising Motion of a Prominence Loop, T. Yeh and S. T. Wu, SolarPhysics, 132, 335-351, 1991.
Shear-Induced Instability and Arch Filament Eruption: A Magnetohydrodynamic (Mt-ID)
Numerical Simulation, S. T. Wu, M. T. Song, P. C. H. Martens, and M. Dryer, Solar Physics,134, 353-377, 1991.
Numerical Simulation of Extended Corona, S. T. Wu, A. H. Wang, Adv. Space Res. 11, 1,(1)187-(2)195, 1991.
A Two-Dimensional MHD Global Coronal Model: Steady-State Streamers, A. H. Wang, S.
T. Wu, S. T. Suess, and G. Poletto, Solar Wind VII Proceedings of the 3rd COSPAR
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Colloquium held in Goslar, Germany, 16-20 September 1991, E. Marsch and R. Schwenn(eds.) Pergamon Press, Oxford, 311-314.
Predicting Ly-t_ Intensities in Coronal Streamers, G. Noci, G. Poletto, S. T. Suess, A. H.
Wang, S. T. Wu, _e First SOHO Workshop, Annapolis, Maryland, USA 25-
28 August 1992, (EAS SP-348), November 1992.
A Two-Dimensional MilD Global Coronal Model: Steady State Streamers, A. H. Wang, S.
T. Wu, S. T. Suess, and G. Poletto, Solar Physics, 147, 51-71, 1993.
Let Intensity in Coronal Streamers, G. Noci, G. Poletto, S. T. Suess, A. H. Wang, and S. T.Wu, Solar Physics, 147, 73-96, 1993.
Numerical Simulation of CME Propagation in a Helmet Streamer: Emerging Magnetic Flux
Mechanism, J. H. Zhang, S. T. Wu, M. Dryer, F. S. Wei, IAU Colloquium 144, Solar Coronal
Structures, V. Rusin, P. Heinzel and J. C. Vial (eds.), 7-11, 1993.
_. _netohydrodynamic Simulation of a Streamer Beside a Realistic Coronal Hole, S. T. Suess,
Wu, A. H. Wang, G. Poletto, _OHO Workshop, Elba, Italy, September27 - October, 1993.
Coronal Heating Due to the Emergence of Magnetic Flux, S. T. Wu, M. T. Song, C. C.
Cheng, and M. Dryer, Space Sci. Reviews, 1994 (in press).
HI. Interplanetary Dynamic_
In this area, we present a three-dimensional, time-dependent, MHD model for the
understanding of the s°lar-interplanetary-magnetosphere (SIM) coupling. Three papers werepublished:
" Three-Dimensional Numerical Simulation of Interplanetary Magnetic Field Changes at 1 AU
as a consequence of Simulated Solar Flares, Study of the Solar-Terrestrial Syster,_
Proceedings of the 26th ESLAB Symposium, Killarney, Ireland, 16 19 June 1992, ESA-SP346, September, 1992.
• Heliospheric Current Sheet Effects on the Propagation of Solar-Generated Shock Waves, M.
Dryer, S. T. Wu, C. C. Wu and S. M. Hart, Study of the Solar-Terrestrial Syst¢,l_
Proceedings of the 25th ESLAB Symposium, ,tune 16-19, 1992, Killarney, Ireland, R.Reinhard, (ed.), 77-79, 1993
• Forecasting the Arrival of Fast Coronal Mass Ejecta at Earth by the Detection of 2- 20 keV
Neutral Atoms, K. C. Hsieh, K. L. Shih, D. J. McComas, S. T. Wu, and C. C. Wu, SPIEConference Paper, 1992.
IV. Numerical Method_
In order to assure the accuracy and efficiency of the numerical simulation we have
developed new numerical techniques for solving nonlinear MHD systems resulting from the
physics we try to understand. Three papers are published/submitted for publication whichinclude:
Modified ICED-ALE Method for Astrogeophysical Plasma Flows, S, T. Wu, M. T. Song, M.
Dryer, AIAA 91-1470, presented at the AIAA 22nd Fluid Dynamics, Plasma Dynamics and
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twenty-onepapersin four areas.
Lasers Conference, lune 24-26, 1991, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Extension ofRezoned Eulerian-Lagrangian Method to Astrophysical Plasma Applications, M.
T. Song, S. T. Wu and M. Dryer, AIAA 93-3177, presented at the AIAA 24nd Plasma
Dynamics and Lasers Conference, July 6-9, 1993, Orlando, Florida.
On the Time-Dependent Numerical Boundary Conditions of Magnetohydrodynamic Flows,
M. T. Sun, S. T. Wu, and M. Dryer, ,/.. ComputationalPhysics, 1993 (submitted).
In summary, accomplishments resulting from this grant are reported in the publication of
All the reprints/preprints are enclosed with this final report.
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MAGNETIC STRUCTURES AND ENERGY
OF 1989 MARCH FLARES
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ABSTRACT
We use a recently developed non-linear force-free model to analyze the magnetic structures and
energy for 1989 March flares. In this analysis, we extrapolated the magnetic structure using
the vector magnetograms obtained at Huairou Solar Observatory. In order to validate our
extrapolated magnetic field topology, we compared our computed magnetic field results with
H_ pictures obtained at Big Bear Solar Observatory. The results are presented for the evolution
of the magnetic field structure (i.e. potential and non-linear force-free field), magnetic energy, and
current distribution. It shows that the location of the occurrences of the flares are approximately
related to the location of the high intensity of the currents. Further, we demonstrate that the
amount of energy in force-free fields is more than adequate to power the flares.
1. INTRODUCTION
It has been recognized that the active region of 1989 March (NOAA AR 5395) was the most prolific
flare-producing region in recent history. This region produced some 200 flares, of which fifty were
class M flares and ten were class X. The data analysis on the basis Of th bservations of this region
from Big Bear and Huairou Solar Observatories for the spots motions,e_
and flare locations is presented by Wang et al. /1/. In this paper, we present an analysis on the
agnetic field morphology
magnetic structures, current distributions and available energy of the active region 1989 March.
To achieve these goals, we employed a recently developed noh-linear force-free (NLFF) model
/2/ to extrapolate the magnetic field configuration up to coronal heights ("-30,000 kin) using the
vector magnetograms obtained at Huairou Solar Observatory. Using these computed magnetic
field configuration, we deduced the current systems and available energy of this active region. The
procedures for the extrapolation of magnetic field on the basis of observed vector magnetograms
are briefly outlined in Section 2. The results and physical interpretations are presented in Section3 and discussed in Section 4.
2. MAGNETIC FIELD EXTRAPOLATION PROCEDURES
To understand the physics of an active region, the storage and release of flare energy, and the
formation of hot plasma loops, it is imperative that we study and determine the structure of the
solar magnetic field. Up to date, the technique used to study and determine the solar magnetic
field structures is the potential field model given by Schmidt/3/ which represents the minimum
energy and zero electric current state. This approximation is far from a realistic representation
of the solar magnetic field in an active region. Recently, Wu et aI. /2/ proposed a NLFF field
model which is an order of magnitude better than the potential field model. This model gives
a description of the current system which could resemble the realistic solar atmosphere underthe force-free condition (i.e. /3 = _6_,,_r
<< 1). The detailed description and accuracy of the
nonlinear force-free model are presented in reference 2, we shall not repeat them here. However,
we summarize briefly the procedures to operate this method as follows: we take as boundaries the
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six planes of the computational domain as the physical observed domain. The values of the field
on the lower surface at discrete points are taken from measurements of the vector magnetograms
at the photospheric level. The specific COmputational procedures are described in ref. 2.
3. RESULTS AND PHYSICAL INTERPRETATIONS
We have analyzed vector magnetograms from Huairou Solar Observatory and Ha filtergrams from
Big Bear Observatory. These vector magnetograms covered a period of seven days (from 9 - 15
March 1989). These data have a domain of 512 × 512 pixel with 0.8 arc see for each pixel. In the
present study, we only employ a 64 × 64 grid domain by taking the average of every four pixel to
save the computer memories. In order to demonstrate the reliability of the present nonlinear
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Fig. 1. The extrapolated magnetic field configuration for (a) potential and {c) nonlinear force-
free fields in comparison with {b) Ha filtergrams for 10 and 11 March 1989, respectively using theNLFF model (ref. 2).
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force-free field (NLFF) model, we have used it to compute the potential field configuration in
comparison with Schmidt method /3/. These results clearly indicate that the magnetic field
configuration in the potential field approximation derived from NLFF and Schmidt models give
identical results which we have not shown here.
As soon as we verified the numerical code for NLFF model, we used this code to extrapolate the
magnetic field configuration and deduced physical parameters such as total available energy and
currents for NOAA AR 5395 during the period 9 - 15 March 1989. However, we only selected
the most important results to present in this short paper. More detailed results will be presented
elsewhere. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the three-dimensional magnetic field configuration
from 10 - 11 March 1980. In this figure, the left panel is the potential field representation of the
extrapolated field, the middle pane] is the Ha filtergram and right panel is the nonlinear force-free
representation of the extrapolated field. From these results, we note the following:
i. The potential field representation does not resemble any of the fibril and loop structures observed
in the Ha filtergrsms. In addition, we notice that there is no significant change in field
configuration during this period. This is because in the potential field representation only the
observed line-of-sight of field component is used, any the change in the trsnsvers field is not
included. In fact, it is known that the variation of transverse field is significant. This is shown in
the nonlinear force-free field representation.
ii. The nonlinear force-free field representation resembles some of the fibril and loop structures
observed in H,_ filtergrams. For example, if we compare the results shown by Ha filtergrsrns and
nonlinear force- free field for 10 March 1989 0600 UT, we immediately notice that the features on
the right upper and lower corner resemble each other. Similar loop structures are also shown in
the upper right and left corner and lower right corner of Ha filtergrams and nonlinear force-free
representation on 11 March 1989 0226 UT in Figure 1.
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Fig. 2. Computed total available energy for the NOAA AR 5395 during the period 10 - 15 March
1989, where the solid line respresents the total energy computed from NLFF model and the dotted
line represents the total energy computed from the potential field model. The difference of these
two is the total available energy. The * indicates the occurrance of the flare.
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Fig. 3. (a) The location of the 10 March 1989 flare (indicated by (0)) and (b) the computed total
current intensity.
Using the nonlinear force-free representation, we reveal the change of the loop structures from
10 to 11 March 1989. For example, on the upper right corner, the large loop system seen on
10 March has been replaced by a rather small loop system on 11 March. On the upper left
corner not much loop is seen on 10 March, but a huge loop system appeared on 11 March. To
understand the geometric size of these loops, we should refer to the dimension of extrapolation
which is 310,000 x 310,000 x 31,000 km.
Figure 2 shows the total magnetic energy for potential field and nonlinear force -free field for
NOAA AR 5395 from 10 - 16 March 1989. The available energy is simply the difference between the
nonlinear force-free energy and potential field energy. To calculate this total energy is integrated
over the volume of this active region as quoted above. Finally we show the flare location (a) and8r
current distribution (b) in Figure 3. It appears that the flare occurred where the current system
was at or near maximum value. However, we can only show the maximum current intensity is
merely a necessary condition for flare occurrance.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have computed the magnetic structures, current system and total magnetic energy of the
NOAA AR 5395 by using the nonlinear force-free (NLFF) model given by Wu e_ al. (1990). The
study demonstrates that this newly developed NLFF model does provide new physical features
which cannot be shown by the most currently used potential field model. We have only shown a
portion of our results. A full report of this active region from 9 - 16 March 1989 will be presented
elsewhere.
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MAGNETIC DIFFUSION AND FLARE ENERGY BUILDUP
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Abstract. Photospheric motion shears or twists solar magnetic fields to increase magnetic energy in the
corona, because this process may change a current-free state of a coronal field to force-free states which
carry electric current. This paper analyzes both linear and nonlinear two-dimensional force-free magnetic
field models and derives relations of magnetic energy buildup with photospheric velocity
doatan;_h°t174_gnteticfield(B"_" 10_ G) and field- When realistic
photospheric velocity field (rma_ _ 1 km s - _) are used, it is
- urs are needed to create an amount of free magnetic energy which is of the order of the
current-free field energy. Furthermore, the paper studies situations in which finite magnetic diffusivities in
photospheric plasma are introduced. The shearing motion increases coronal magnetic energy, while the
photospheric diffusion reduces the energy. The variation of magnetic energy in the coronal region, then,depends on which process dominat s.
1. Introduction
It is recognized that the magnetic field plays a key role in solar activity. The motion of
photospheric plasma may shear or twist the footpoints of the coronal magnetic field,
therefore, generating free magnetic energy which has been considered to be the energy
source for various kinds of solar active phenomena, particularly solar flares (Svestka,
1976; Sturrock, 1980). In such a dynamic process, the vertical component of the
magnetic field at the photosphere remains unchanged. Photospheric motion increases
the horizontal component of the magnetic field. The coronal magnetic field, therefore,
may evolve from an initially current-free state to curre - ," _
higher energy when the r_hoto ,-,h,_,.;.... ,__:. • . '.nt carr)mg force free states of
• ,- sv ..... ,. ,,c,uctty Is considerably slower than the Alfvdn
speed of the coronal plasma. Such a scenario is based on the assumption that the
magnetic field lines are frozen in the solar atmospheric medium because of its high
electric conductivity. However, the observed decay of photospheric magnetic fields
indicates, at least in some situations, that at the photospheric level it may have non-zero
magnetic diffusivity, which allows the magnetic field to diffuse through the plasma. It
is suggested that a turbulent state of photospheric plasma may raise the magnetic
diffusivity to a significantly high level. In fact, it is physically necessary to have turbulent
plasma for the enhancement of diffusivity to lead the magnetic reconnection in which
the conversion of magnetic energy becomes possible for the flare to occur. If this indeed
happens in the photosphere, one would naturally ask what influence it brings on the
magnetic structure at higher altitudes in the solar atmosphere. In this paper, we
investigate how finite magnetic diffusivity affects the distribution of an emerging photo-
spheric magnetic field and the energy buildup in the coronal region. Section 2 studies
• Permanent address: Purple Mountain Observatory, Nanjing, China.
Solar Phrsics 142:313-325, 1992.
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the relation of magnetic energy in force-free coronal magnetic fields with a photospheric
velocity field. Two-dimensional linear and nonlinear force-free field models are analvzed.
Section 3 investigates how magnetic diffusion in photospheric plasma could affect the
energy buildup in the coronal field. Some physical implication of this study will be
discussed in the final section.
2. Magnetic Energy Buildup
In active regions, the coronal plasma is usually dominated by the magnetic force (fl ,_ I).
The magnetostatic state can then be described by the force-free equation, which is
V× B=_zB, (1)
where _ is a scalar function of position. Equation (I) denotes the magnetic configuration
where the electrical current is parallel to the magnetic field. It is easy to see that
B.V:_ = 0, (2)
which indicates that _ is constant along individual magnetic field lines. Although
Equation (1) has a simple form, to derive its general solution is difficult because of its
nonlinearity. The simplest case occurs when _ takes the same value on each field line.
Equation (1) then defines a so-called linear or constant-_z force-free field. The analytical
solution for a two-dimensional magnetic arcade is well known"
Bx - B 0 cos - x e- z/d
/ ' (3)
B,,=- 1 zr d2} Bocos-xe-:la1 ' (4)
B.=B osin n -z/a
. -- Xe/ (s)
This force-free field is periodic in the x-direction (Priest, 1982), and I defines the width
of each bipolar field (see Figure 1). It is required that l < rrd. The situation that I = rrd
defines a current-free field (B,. = 0). The inclination of the field lines to the x-direction
is
- I ( re2d2
q_ = tan \ -]7
from which we have
1
d-
/17COS
1/21 , (6)
(7)
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We may rewrite Equations (3)-(5) in the form
7_
B x = - cos (p B o cos - x e - - '_cos,t,//, (8)
1
B,. = - sin (p B o cos - x e - :" cos ,_,,/, (9)
1
B. = B o sin - x e--" ¢os_,,,t (10)
l
This constant-:< force-flee field solution has
1T
z_=- sin (p. (11)
l
The magnetic energy density is
8re 8_z
which is a function of z only when the width l and the inclination angle (p are given. We
can calculate the total magnetic energy per unit length in the ),-direction for a single
bipolar field by integrating Equation (12) in the domain x = - l/2, 1/2; z = 0, _c. We
obtain
/'2 "_B5
E - (13)
cos (p 16n 2
Since the case (p = 0 represents the current-free state, Equation (13) can be rewritten
as
E- E°
, (14)
COS (p
where E o is the magnetic energy of the current-free state. Equation (14) shows how the
shearing motion increases the coronal magnetic energy in the situation where the
B:-component at z--0 remains unchanged. We find E = 1.06, 1.31, 2, 5.8E o for
(p = 20 °, 40 °, 60 °, 80 °, respectively. When (p--, 90 °, E--, zc.
We consider that the magnetic field is initially in a current-free state and then evolves
quasi-statically to force-free states due to slow photospheric motion. We assume that
the maximum velocity at the boundary x = 1/2 is t'ma x and the photospheric velocity field
is linearly symmetric to the origin of the coordinates as shown in Figure 1. We have
1
Y=- tan(p, (15)
2
= :
= =E__
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Fig. I. Schematic representation of a bipolar magnetic field topology and shear configuration.
where y is the maximum shearing displacement, and thus
t, dY l de
_ax _ _ _
dt 2 cos2¢ dt (16)
From Equation (14), we obtain the magnetic energy change rate
dE 2
d-7: 7 ':maxsin¢,L'o
(17)
If the length of the magnetic arcade in the )'-direction is about 31, the total magnetic
energy in the current-free state is approximately
313
Wo: ---_ So
16_2 •
(18)
In the case that /= 1.6 × 104 km and B o = 1000 G, we get _o -- 4.3 × 10 ;j erg. If
t'm_× = 1 km s- _, to build up an amount of free magnetic energy =
about 4 hours. ""/4/0 (¢ 60°) needs
With the shearing of velocity and magnetic field configuration mentioned above, Wu
et al. (1984) calculated the energy buildup for a flare-productive region by numerical
modeling and obtained similar results. The linear force-free field model discussed above
is restricted by its periodic boundary condition in the x-direction and the linear
dependence of the photospheric velocity field in the x-coordinate. Several numerical
techniques have been developed in recent years to compute more general cases of
force-free magnetic fields and simulate the coronal magnetic fields (e.g., Yang, Sturrock,
and Antiochos, 1986; Wu etaL, 1990). One important purpose of those efforts is to
investigatemagnetic energy buildup in the solar atmosphere through shearing or twisting
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a potential field to a sequence of force-flee fields. In the following, we adopt the
two-dimensional magnetic field model previously used in deriving an empirical formula
of estimating magnetic energy in a sheared field (Klimchuk, Sturrock, and Yang, 1988).
The magnetic field model is two-dimensional, B(x, z). The B:-distribution at z = 0 is
assumed to have the form
B:(x, O) Bo 2x , := -- e-.r-/. .,,
x 2 , (19)
so B: changes sign at x = 0. The shearing displacement of footpoints in the y-direction
is represented by
y(x, 0) = / Yo + Y sin
[0,
(/) lsin (/)J ' Ix{ < l ;
xl>l.
(20)
The force-flee field solution for the half-space domain (z > 0) can be obtained numeri-
cally by the so-called magneto-flictional method. However, the empirical formula
derived would be convenient for the purpose of this study. The total magnetic energy
on the base of both sheared and non-sheared fields can be estimated approximately by
E(S) = Eo[l + aln(l + bS2)], (21)
where E o is the energy of the current-free state (Y = 0), S = Y/xo, a, b are parameters
which depend on the field configuration. The energy buildup rate is
dE 2abSE odS
dt 1 + bS2 dt .(22)
To build up n-times magnetic energy in the field (i.e., E = nEo), the maximum dis-
placement of the footpoints is
Y = [e(,,-1);,, _ 111/2
b i,,2
and the time needed is
Xo; (23)
m[ _ y/Urea x , (24)
where rmaX = d Y/dt is assumed to be constant. Using the results given by Klimchuk,
Sturrock, and Yang (1988), we have a = 0.8156 and b = 0.8318. From Equations
(21)-(24), we found that it takes --, 3 hr to build up magnetic energy by a factor of two,
E= 2E,,with rma X= lkms _ and x,= l=4x (1.6 x 10 -_)km.
r4
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3. The Effect of Magnetic Diffusion
It has been understood aCcording to classic theory (Spitzer, 1962) that the solar
atmosphere is highly conducting. The magnetic field, therefore, can be considered to be
frozen in the plasma. The magnetic field lines are moving with the photospheric velocity
field. HOWever, it has been suggested that magnetic diffusivity may be enhanced in the
presence of a plasma-turbulent state or fluid eddy.
Observation indicates that supergranulation plays an important role in the evolution
of a solar active region. The generation of new magnetic regions and the decay of old
magnetic fields re/ate to SUpergranule motion (SchrOter, 1971). On the photospheric
surfac0,, the magnetic flux first appears in the Upwel/ing at the center of a super-
granulation cell, and then is swept to the cell's boundaries by the horizontal motion of
the supergranulation. The eddy diffusion associated with random motion of the super-
granulation causes magnetic flux decay. Observations of high resolution provide some
evidence for diffusion on the decay ofthe active region's magnetic field. There is no lack
of such examples in published observational data (e.g., Martin, Livi, and Wang, 1985).
The eddy magnetic diffusivity created by stochastic motion in granulation and super-granulation can be estimated by (Parker, 1979)
r/= 0.2t,2t,
(25)
Where t' and r are the velocity and lifetime of the fluid eddy, respectively. Observation
indicates t, ._. I km s- 1, r _ 103 s for granulation; therefore _-,. 8
supergranulation z, _ 0.2 km s- i, r_ IO s _. ,- ' q _ 2 x 10 m 2 s - 1 ,-.
Leighton (1969)developed _, hence, n_ _ ,, ,,_8 2 , • for
,-. I.;_ .. "t _ ^ 113 m S-',
a hmematlc model of the 22-yr cycle based on the random
walk of fields diffusing from spotgroups and obtained a diffusivity of7.7 x 10 s m 2 s - '
to 1.54 × i09m2 s _ 1. He found the poleward drift rate of fields could be matched by
r/= 109 m 2 s - '. Mosher (1977) constructed a diffusion model of the solar magnetic field
based on the cross-correlation equation fitting K line data and /-17 data, and derivedeffective diffusion constants of 2 × 108 m 2 s -
(1985) got r/= 3 x I0 s m 2 s - ' from the actual and 4 x 108 m 2 s- ', respective/3, . Zirin
motion of network elernents. However,
Marsh (1978) suggested that the reconnection of ephemera/regions with the network
would produce a diffusivity r/-- 8 × I08 m 2 s - _, but Wang and Sheeley (1991) disputed
Marsh's suggestion. DeVore et aL {'I 985)proposed models of the evolution of magnetic
regions by starting with an observed magnetogram and reproducing the field distribution
observed a month later. They assumed a diffusivity r/= 3 × I08 m 2 s - '. Wang (1988)
analyzed the videomagnetogram data at Big Bear Solar Observatory, and suggested a
value of 1.5 × 10s m 2 s - J. More recently, Wang, Nash, and Sheeley (1989) suggested
that a new value for diffusivity be 6 x 108 m 2 s - _. It is then interesting to estimate how
those diffusivities would affect the photospheric magnetic field distribution and theenergy buildup process in the solar corona.
The induction equation is
_B
= 7× (v × B)+ ;IV2B
(26)
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where r/is the magnetic diffusMt}. We assume that the magnetic fields beneath the
photospheric surface have z-component only, which has the same distributions of the
force-free magnetic field models (at z = 0 plane) as adopted in Section 2. Since the
photospheric shearing velocity v is set in the y-direction, in the present study
Equation (26)could be reduced to a simple form of a one-dimensional diffusion equation
8B_ 8"B
- _1 (27)
8t 8x 2
In fact, the diffusion occurs in two uncctlons on the Sun. The adoption of one dimen-
sion for the present study' is merely for mathematical convenience and to understand
the insight of the first-order physics during the process. For the periodic linear
field model, the initial field is assumed to be
7_
B_ = B o sin - x. (28)
l
We obtain the solution of Equation (27), which is
B_ Bosin rt [ =2 ]= - xexp -r/ t . (29)
- /
The magnetic field maintains the sinuous distribution, while its magnitude declines
exponentially with time. We then assume that the coronal magnetic field evolves through
consecutive force-free states corresponding to time-varying B__(x, 0, t). Its magnetic
energy then varies in the manner
  Oexp(2 2)cos 4) I r/t (30)
and
cos °(" 1-- cm..,_sin2cp--- r/ exp qt . (31)
• 1
Equation (31) includes the influence of two factors" shearing by the photospheric plasma
increases the energy in the coronal magnetic field; and photospheric diffusion reduces
the field energy. To keep the magnetic energy', E, increasing with time requires
2_z2 _/
' /'max > --" (32)
l sin 2_p
In the following, we compare four situations, in which r/ takes the values of
10 9 m 2 s- i 3 × 108 m 2 s - l, 1.5 × l0 s m 2 s- ', and 0, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates
the decrease of the magnitude of the B__m:,_/B,-distribution at - = 0. Then assuming rm.-,x
equal to 1 km s- '. 0.5 km s- t, 0. I km s- _, we calculate the variation of magnetic
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E .
L
Fig. 2,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Time (h)
Curves A, B, C show the decay of the photospheric magnetic field of model 1 when taking r/= 10",
3 × 10_, and 1.5 x I0 _ rn 2 s - ', respectively.
energy tor the same magnetic diffusivities. These results are plotted in Figures 3(a), 3(b),
and 3(c). In comparing these results, we notice that the total energy in the coronal field
decreases for large magnetic diffusivity. For example, the case of q = 3 x 10s m 2 s - J
indicates that a fast photospheric velocity field l k -' •
magneUcenergymthecoron • ,........ ,__ ( m s ) _s able to Increase the
becomes too slow e 0 a, ho.,_,, t,e energy decreases when the shearin m "( .g., .lkms- ). g otlon
The second case of Section 2 is a problem of magnetic diffusion with an infinite
boundary. The distribution of the B=-field in the photosphere evolves as
B_- B° fhtL2 _exp(-e_-" + b_ - e)d_,
_ _ (33)
where
c = x(7 + 4qt x x 2
d-
4rltxo ' 2qt e - 4rlt
and
12h = x,T(qrc)
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Fig 3. Magnetic energy variation in the corona for different velocity fields in the photosphere:
(a) _',.... = ] km s - '; (b) _'..... = 0.5 km s " (c) t'..... = 0.1 km s _.The labeled A, B, C denote the cases of
the different magnetic diffusivities as shown in Figure 2. r/= 0 case is labeled by D.
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B__in Equation (33) can be calculated directly by numerical integration. Figure 4 shows
how the B_--distribution varies with time at z = 0 for _l = 10 9 m 2 s - I. The time interval
of each curve is 3 hours, and the curve A represents the initial distribution orB: at t = 0.
In comparison with Figure 1, the decay speed of this model is obviously slower.
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Fig. 4.
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B:-distribution varies with time at = = 0 for r/= IW. The time interva] of each curve from .4 to G
is 3 hours, and the curve .4 represents the initial distribution at t = 0.
Applying Equation (21), where the normalized shearing extent is modified as
/
S= o
[3'(x, 0y/x] 2 [B: ]2 dx
1,2
iB__]2dx
0
we can calculate the increase of free mmmetic energy in a sheared field with diffusion(see _ _.
Figure 5). Taking the same diffusivities _ 9 2 -
1.5 x 10Sm"s-_ ,-,am.._.,_,+ • , . (r/- lO m s , 3 x 108m2s-_
. ., a,,,., ,.,j auu shearing velocities (c . . = l n g _._ ,-, , _ _ _. . '
case 1, we nnd that the efficiency of enenzv buildu_._:_,---,- ' "'",' .,,.u us_ Km s ) as m
_. _, ,a mgner man m the linear model.
The increasing rate of magnetic energy, decreases as diffusivity and time both increase
so that the free magnetic energy cannot, in fact, become arbitrarily large.
(34)
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Fig. 5. The increase of free magnetic energy of the nonlinear model of Section 3 for different shearing
velocities: (a) L',.... = I km s - _; (b) u,,,_ = 0.5 k.rn s - '; (c) t',..... = 0.1 km s - _.The labeled A, B, C, D denote
the cases of the d'fferent magnetic diffusivities.
4. Summary and Discussion
In this study we have presented a model to investigate the property of a nonlinear
force-free magnetic field and the effects of magnetic diffusivity for flare energy buildup.
The importance of our findings can be summarized as follows.
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(i) Photospheric motion distorts magnetic field lines and enhances electric currents
in the coronal region. The magnetic energy buildup depends on the photospheric
magnetic field and velocity field. The linear, force-free magnetic field model simulates
the situation of a bipolar magnetic field confined by a finite boundary, which involves
interaction with the boundary during the shearing process. The magnetic field lines of
the nonlinear field model of Section 2 are free to expand in a half-space domain with
their footpoints rooted in the photosphere. When shearing becomes arbitrarily large,
these two-dimensional models show an infinite magnetic energy (unit length in the
v-direction), as indicated by Equation (14)and implied by Equation (21). The increasing
energy rate, however, behaves differently because of the different boundary condition
imposed. From Equations (17) and (22), the magnetic energy increase rate can be
written in the form
dE
= Frm,_xEo,
d, (35)
where F is the function of the shearing extent, dE/dt is increasing with the shearing
motion for the linear field model, but decreasing for the half-space field model. When
we use some typical values of the solar magnetic field (1000 G) and velocity field
(1 km s-_), to create an amount of free magnetic energy ,,,E o takes about 3-4 hoursfor both cases.
(ii) The suggestion of diffusion of photospheric magnetic fields is inferred from the
observed decay of the magnetic field on the quiet Sun and the magnetic field in the active
regions. The question is whether the magnetic diffusivity introduced affects magnetic
energy storage in the solar corona, and if so, how? We investigate this problem by
solving the diffusion equation using different values of magnetic diffusivity proposed by
several authors. The calculations in Section 3 show the significant influence of magnetic
diffusion, particularly for the linear field model, where fixed periodic magnetic neutral
points are imposed. As a matter of fact. for high values of the magnetic diffusivity, the
coronal field always decays when photospheric shearing motion is taken into account.
We further note that in such a situation, shearing motion still stores free magnetic energy
in the corona. The amount of free magnetic energy can be estimated by comparing with
the possible current-free field energy at that time. The current-free field energy decreases
with time because of magnetic diffusion of B:(x, 0). The physical nature of magnetic
diffusion relating to turbulent photospheric plasmas is still not well understood. Further
exploration of this subject would benefit the study of magnetic evolution and flare
occurrence in the solar active region.
Finally, we may conclude on the basis of these results that
(i) to estimate the total energy storage in the magnetic field more accurately, the effect
of diffusion of photospheric fields needs to be considered;
(ii) because of the inclusion of diffusion, the magnitude of the shear speed becomes
a very important factor in the flare energy buildup process.
L_
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Numerical modeling of the energy storage and release in solar flares
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Abstract--This paper reports on investigation of the photospheric magnetic fieldline footpoint motion
(usually referred to as shear motion) and magnetic flux emerging from below the surface in relation
to energy storage in a solar flare. These causality relationships are demonstrated by using numerical
magnetohydrodynamic simulations. From these results, one may conclude that the energy stored in solar
flares is in the form of currents. The dynamic process through which these currents reach a critical value
is discussed as well as how these currents lead to energy release, such as the explosive events of solar flares.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is understood that the Sun is the primary source of
electromagnetic energy powering atmospheric and
oceanic circulation and photosynthesis in the bio-
sphere. Its continuous corpuscular emission, the solar
wind, determines the shape and dynamics of the outer
envelope, the magnetosphere, of Earth's environment.
It is also recognized that the Sun is a variable star ; its
size oscillates in a variety of modes. Also, it is known
that various solar processes affect the composition,
structure and dynamics of Earth's atmosphere. Earth's
atmosphere is directly influenced by the very complex
behavior displayed by solar spectral irradiance from
X-rays through the visible domain to the infra-red.
We limit ourselves, in this paper, to a discussion of
a specific topic, the energy source propelling the solar
flare. It is now generally understood that flare energy
results from stressed solar magnetic fields. The physi-
cal processes that cause the solar magnetic field to be
stressed could be due to photospheric shear motion
and emerging flux from the convective zone. It has
been shown both theoretically and observationally
(ZIRIN and TANAKA. 1973: TANAKA and NAKAGAWA,
1973: Low, 1977: Wu et al., 1984; HAGYARD, 1990)
that one of the physical processes involved in the
storage of flare energy in the solar magnetic field is
the shearing of magnetic fields due to photospheric
motion. ZtRIN and TANAKA (1973) reported that they
had observed proper motion of sunspots in relation to
changes in a representative active region (McMath
I 1976) where flares occurred. Recently, MOORE (1990)
has summarized the observed properiies for sunspots
and solar active regions. This summary again shows
that there is an intimate relationship between sun-
spots motion and occurrence of flares. All these
results are centered on photospheric motion whereby
the solar rnagnetic field could be twisted due to the
interaction between plasma motion and the magnetic
field. Stresses build up in the magnetic field in such a
way that the energy needed to propel the flare is there-
by stored. On the other hand, some observations
(RusT, 1972, 1974) showed that the emerging mag-
netic flux also will cause the field to be stressed, with
a subsequent storage of additional energy which can
be made available to propel the solar flare. Following
this observational and theoretical evidence, we suggest
the following scenario for flare energy storage and
release : that is, the solar magnetic field will be stressed
(twisted) due to both photospheric motion (i.e. shear
motion) and emerging flux. When the magnetic field
is twisted, electric currents are generated. As soon as
the currents reach a critical value (Wu and Xv, 1992),
the energy stored in these currents is released and will
cause the occurrence of one or more flares.
In this paper, we employ a simulation model to
illustrate these two physical processes. Section 2 of
the paper presents the simulation model and initial
boundary conditions appropriate for this study. Sec-
tion 3 discusses the numerical results and Section 4
contains a discussion. Finally, Section 5 presents the
concluding remarks.
2. SIMULATION MODEL
The simulation model used in this study is based
on ideal (infinite electrical conductivity) magneto-
hydrodynamics (MHD) given by Wu et al. (1983).
The basic set of MHD equations adequate to describe
these physical processes consist of the conservation
laws of mass. momentum and energy together with the
induction equation of the magnetic field to account for
the interaction between the plasma motion and the
magnetic field. These two-dimensional, nonplanar,
time-dependent MHD equations are identical to those
given by Wu et al. (19831 and will not be reproduced
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here. In seeking the numerical solution for this set of
nonlinear partial differential equations, we are con-
cerned with an initial boundary value problem. The
initial condition is the steady-state solution of the set
of MHD equations. Physically, this solution repre-
sents an isothermal hydrostatic equilibrium atmo-
sphere with temperature (To) being 10_ K and the
number of density (no) at the lower boundary (i.e.
y = 0) of I0,4 cm - _. The magnetic field configuration
which satisfies this set of MHD equations can be either
a potential or a force-free magnetic field configura-
tion. For convenience, we have chosen a bipolar mag-
netic field topology as the initial magnetic field (see
Fig. i). Physically, this magnetic field configuration
resembles a magnetic arcade that is usually observed
on the solar surface beneath a helmet streamer. We
chose the mathematical expressions representing this
magnetic topology to be a potential dipole field given
by the following equations :
B,° = B, cos e-"Y/:_0
B_!= - B,. sin ( rtX Xje- "_J2_o
\SZo/ "
B-° = 0 (1)
where B, is the magnetic field strength at the solar
surface, the commonly-observed neutral line (i.e.
x = 0, y = 0, z -7-0).
The boundary conditions used for this calculation
are identical to those used by Wu et al. (1984). They
are as follows: the top boundary condition is the
non-reflecting boundary condition (i.e. where all the
gradients of the physical parameters are set equal to
zero) ; the side boundaries are symmetric : finally, the
lower boundary condition is prescribed on the solar
surface. The initial atmosphere is needed for closure
of the mathematical problem. To satisfy the magnetic
topology which is chosen for this problem, the initial
atmosphere is isothermal at hydrostatic equilibrium.
In order to simulate the physical conditions at the
lower boundary, we describe the cases of photospheric
shear and emerging magnetic flux as follows.
(i) Photospheric shear case
This case is similar to the one described by Wu
et al. (1984). Here, the photospheric motion of the
footpoints of flux loops at the base (i.e. at y = 0, the
x-z plane represents the photosphere) is simulated by
the following expressions:
where
(o)
(_)B,, 0_<t_<r
Wo(t) = [ W,, t/>r (2)
where W, is the velocity along the z-axis as shown in
Fig. la. This velocity is a constant corresponding to
the photospheric shear velocity. The magnitude of this
velocity, chosen on the basis of observation, is a few
hundred meters per second to an order of km s- ' at
the peak of the shearing profile shown in Fig. la.
./
Y
rnerglng flux
(bl
Fig. 1. Schematic description of an axisymmetric bipolar
magnetic field subjected to (a) footpoint shearing motion at
the photosphere: and (b} emerging magnetic flux from the
sub-photosphere in the direction indicated by the arrows.
(ii) Emerging.flux case
Observationally, it has been shown that emerging
magnetic flux (RusT, 1972, 1974) could constitute
another physical mechanism that can cause the mag-
netic field to be stressed with subsequent relaxation,
thus propelling solar activity as discussed above. In
order to simulate this case, the lower perturbed
boundary conditions are mathematically expressed by
the following equations :
/I:X
B, = -B,(1 +e))sin rrx (3)
Solar flare energy storage and release
where B, is a constant which represents the magnetic sentation of this 94 l
lb. physical situation is shown in Fig.
field strength at the reference center. The parameter
co is chosen to scale the amount of the emerging flux's
energy supply to the system. The energy supply is
equivalent to the shear motion case and is given asfollows :
with
to= _ i +V/_, O_<t_<r
to= _ 1 + v/_-_,, t_r
4
e,=e -1 +I
where e is an arbitrary constant, chosen as 7x 10-5
for/_'c, = 1.0 and 7 × 10- '_for _o = 0. I, respectively, in
the present study. These values are determined by the
strength of the emerging flux. A schematic repre-
(4)
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the present study, two separate numerical simu-
lations were performed to investigate energy build-up
via two different physical situations : (i) energy storage
due to photospheric shear motion; and (ii) energy
storage due to emerging magnetic flux from the sub-
photosphere. In these two cases, the simulation
domain has the size of 1.6 x 104 km in the x direction
and 2 x 104 km in the y direction • the - direction is a
dummy variable. The results from these simulations
are summarized as follows :
(i) Energy storage due to photospheric shear motion
In this simulation, two cases with different initial
plasma beta (_o) values are computed. For the case
of/?o = 0. I, the B, is equal to -,. 1500 gauss, leading
to characteristic Alfven speed and time as -,- 120 km
s- J and .,. 70 s, respectively. If we choose B, to be
somewhat smaller, -,. 500 gauss, the value Po is i.0 and
the Alfven speed and characteristic time are -,. 60 km
30
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Fig. 2. The computed total excess energy (AE = E- E,,) and its individual mode of excess energy of
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magnetic (AE,,). kinetic (AE_). thermal (_Ez) and potential (AEr) energies vs time for (a)/i. = 0. I and (b)
/L, = 1.0. respectively, due to photospheric shearing motion with a maximum shearing speed of 1.0 km s- '
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Fig. 3. The computed maximum current density vs time for (a) fl0 -- 0. l and (b) flo = [.0, respectively, due
to photospheric shearing motion with a maximum shcaring speed of 1.0 krn s- _.
s _and 140 s, respectively. Figure 2 shows the excess
energy (E-En) as a function of time due to a photo-
spheric shear motion of i km s- t for these two differ-
ent values ofinitial plasma beta (fl0). It is immediately
noticed that most of the energy build-up is stored in
the magnetic mode. Also, it could be shown that the
total energy build-up per unit depth in kilometers is
"--20 times bigger for /LJ = 0.1 (i.e. 24x 1024 ergs
kin-_) in comparison with the case of [3n = 1.0 (i.e.
1.20 × ]0 24 ergs kin- _) after a temporal duration of
150 s. The energy growth rate almost becomes a linear
function of time after i 50 s. Recently. KAHLER et al.
(1988) employed observations to show the cor-
respondence of flare and filament (current) eruption
occurrences. On the basis of the results given by
KAltkER el al. (1988), Wu and Xu (1992) have shown
that there is an intimate relationship between the flare
and filament current eruption, a relationship which
depends upon the current density.
In order to further the understanding of the present
results, Fig. 3 shows the maximum current density
caused by photospheric shear motion as a function of
time lbr (a) fi,, = 0.1 and (b) fl, = 1.0. respectiveh,
Again the figure shows that the current density is a
factor of 4 larger for fl,, = 0.1 in comparison to the
flo = i.0 case. The gr.owth rate for current density also
has a linear behavior with time.
(ii) Enerqy storaqe due to ernerqinq maqnetic flux from
sub-photosphere ' "
In these simulations, all boundary and initial con-
ditions are kept identical to those used in case (i)
except for the perturbed lower boundary conditions
which are given in equation (3). Figure 4 presents the
total excess energy as a function of time for flo being
0. i and 1.0, respectively. Figure 5 shows the maximum
current density growth rate for flo as 0. I and 1.0. It is
again noted that the total excess energy is much bigger
for []o = 0. l in comparison to the fl0 = 1.0 case. a
situation similar to case (i). However, the maximum
current density and its growth rate are different in
comparison to case (i). That is, a stronger field
(flo = 0.1) case will resist the emerging flux: then it
produces small maximum current density and its
growth rate. On the other hand, when the field
strength becomes weaker (i.e. larger beta, fl,_ = 1.0),
it is easier for the magnetic flux to emeree into the
system. Thus. the increased flux produces stroneer
maximum current density and growth rate. In co_-
parison to the photospheric shear motion case. the
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Fig. 4. The computed total excess energy (AE = E-Eo) and its individual mode of excess energy of
magnetic (AE,,). kinetic (AE_). thermal (AEr) and potential (AEp) energies vs time for (a) fl,, = 0.1 and (b)
/3o = 1.0. respectively, due to emerging magnetic flux from the sub-photosphere.
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stronger field (i.e. /30 = 0.1) provides a much larger
maximum current density and growth rate in the shear
motion case because an additional magnetic field com-
ponent perpendicular to the arcade is developed,
thereby generating more current density. On the other
hand. no additional field component is induced during
the emerging flux case. In summary, it is again demon-
strated that there is enough total energy to propel a
typical flare of -,, l0 _° ergs.
4. DISCUSSION
On the basis of these MHD numerical simulations,
it is possible to construct a physical scenario for solar
flare energy storage and. thereby, to its release due to
these two suggested physical processes (i.e. photo-
spheric shear motion and emerging magnetic fluxi.
The important physical characteristics related to the
solar flare energy storage and release are (i) availablc
energy and (ii) magnetohydrodynamic instability in
relation to the triggering mechanism of a solar flare.
We shall discuss thesc characteristics, based on the
MHD numerical results, in some detail as follows:
(i) Az,ailabili O, o./maqnetic energy
The results given in Figs 2 and 4 demonstrate that
the energy available to propel a solar flare is stored in
the magnetic mode for both cases. The computed
average energy growth rate is given as follows :
Average total energy growth rate (ergs s- ')
(i) Shear motion (ii) Emerging flux
/_,,= o. 1 I_,,= _ o I_,,= o. _ I_,,= l.o
dE_¢'d/ 2.16×10 -'7 6.6×102_, 2.13x10z7 7.2x102_ '
In all of these simulations, we terminated our com-
putation when the computed growth rate became
almost a linear function of time: about 3--4 Alfven
times (r ,). Thus, by simply multiplying time with the
magnetic energy growth rate, we are able to estimate
the total energy available to propel the solar flare
resulting from either a prescribed photospheric shear-
ing motion or emerging magnetic flux from the st, b-
photosphere. For example, a typical energy buildup
time for an active region is on the order of a few da3._.
Hence. we obtain the following:
t...a
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Fig. 5. The computed maximum current density vs time for (a) fin = 0. I and (b) fl, = 1.0, respectivclv, due
to emerging magnetic flux from the sub-photosphere.
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(86,400 s) (259,200 s) (432,000 s) (604,800 s)
Shear motion
flo=0.1 1.87xl0 _-" 5.61xi03- " 9.35x10_2 1.31x10 _
,6o = 1.0 5.7× 1031 1.71 × 1031 2.85× 10-_" 4.00× 103-"
Emerging flux
fin=0.1 1.84×10 J-" 5.52×103- " 9.2×10-1-' 1.29×i0_
rio = 1.0 6.22×10 ,l 1.87)<I0 _1 3.11×103-' 4.35×10 _2
In the estimations shown in the above table we have
taken a typical length of filament of --- 10 4 km and the
total energy stored in an active region is on the order
of 10-_-I0 _ ergs for one day and 10_:-I0 3-_ergs for
seven days. This indicates that there is enough energy
to supply flaring. In order to examine the question as
to how this stored energy could be released, we take
the current practical view that it is due to an MHD
instability that causes the explosive energy release.
This is addressed in the next section.
(i i) Triqgerin.q mechanism. MIlD instabilit.l.
In this section, we shall examine the simulated
physical system subjected to magnetohydrodynamic
400
(MHD) instability. In order to perform a simple
MHD instability analysis estimation, we shall use the
principle of tearing mode MHD instability suggested
by TACm et al. (1983) and VAN HOVEN (1980) to test
our simulated results. TACHt et al. (1983) concluded
that if the magnetic Reynolds number, Re,, = I0 -"
aBT 3 -'n-_z, exceeds 3 × 10 -_. both tearing mode and
joule heating mode are possible for _ = ka = 0.1, with
k being the wave number of the perturbation and "a"
being the characteristic length. In the present simu-
lation. _'e have B = 500-1500 Gauss. n = 10 '_ cm
and T= 10 _ K and the shear motion is prescribed in
the form sin (rt.v/2x,,). where the .v,, is the horizontal
length ot" the computation domain. We have chosen
x,, to be 8 × lO s cm therefore, the wave number of
the perturbation/,, is equal to rr .v,, = 4 x l0 " cm
With this information, we can compute the magnetic
Reynolds number for the present simulation
Re,,,=]0 -" B(T)_ "-(n)- _ "_,,_ 4 × IO _.
This value is much larger than the value (3 x l0 '}
given by TACH_ et al. (19831 for triggering both the
tearing mode and .joule heating mode of the MHD
instability. However. it is impossible to discriminate
between these two modes in the present simulation.
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But it may be concluded that the simulation results
for the present physical system will lead to MHD
instabilities. Thus, energy release is possible to propel
a solar flare. Using the observations analyzed by
KAHLER et al. (1988), Wu and Xu (1992) have shown
that the current intensity at the X-ray onset of the
impulsive phase of a particular solar flare (26 April
1979 event) is -,, 2 x I04 statamperes cm-2. From the
present simulation, as shown in Figs 3 and 5, the
current density growth rate due to photospheric shear
motion is converted to 0.75 statamperes cm-2 for
fl0 = 0.1 and 0.3 statamperes cm -2 for fl0 = 1.0,
respectively. However, the current density growth rate
due to emerging flux is much smaller, namely
0.15xl0-3 statamperes cm-2 for fl0=0.1 and
0.4x l0 -3 statamperes cm -2 for fl0= 1.0, respec-
tively. Hence, due to photospheric shear motion, the
time needed to reach the flaring threshold is 2.67 x 104 s
(7.4 h) for /30=0.1 and 6.67x104 s (18.5 h) for
fl0 = 1.0. In the case of emerging flux, the growth rates
are too slow to generate the threshold current density
required to trigger the instability for flaring. We do
not mean to imply that the mechanism of emerging
flux is not a viable mechanism. The present calculation
is limited to a planar case for emerging flux; we did
not examine the non-planar case, which would have
potential for flaring.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, we utilized the MIlD model given by
Wu et aL (1983) to investigate energy build-up and
storage for a solar flare due either to photospheric
shearing motion or to energy flux emergence from
sub-photospheric levels. Furthermore, the simulation
results were applied to a test of MHD instabilities
(i.e. tearing-like mode and joule-heating mode) for a
possible explanation of the physical mechanism of
energy release. The interesting findings of this simu-
lation study can be summarized as follows :
(i) The simulation results show that there is enough
energy stored due to both shearing motion and emerg-
ing flux to supply the flare energy. All of this energy
is stored in the magnetic mode.
(ii) Under the condition of MHD instabilities, these
simulation results show that photospheric shear
motion is more favorable for triggering a flare because
it produces a large growth rate for current density in
comparison with low growth rates for the emerging
flux.
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It has been recognizedthat the magnetic fluxobserved
on the solarsurfaceappears firstin low latitudes,and then thisfluxis
graduallydispersedby super granularconvectivemotions and meridional
circulation.Theoretically,the magnetic fluxtransportcould be explained
by the interactionsbetween magnetic fieldsand plasma flowson the solar
surfacethrough the theory of magnetohydrodynamics.
To understand thisphysicalscenario,a quasi-three-dimensional,time-
dependent, MHD model with differentialrotation,meridJonal flow and
effectivedif-usionas wellas cyclonicturbulenceeffectsisdeveloped.Nu-
mericalexperiments are presentedfor the study ofBipolar Magnetic Re-
gions (BMRs). When the MHI) effectsare ignored,our model produced
the classicalresults(Leighton,Astro h s.
that the interactionbetween
magnetic fieldsand plasma flow (i.e.,MHD effects),observed together
with differentialrotationand meridionalflow,givesriseto the observed
complexity of the evolutionof BMRs.
.L/NTRODUCTIO_
Leighton'smodel of sunspots and solarcyclein relationto the expansion and
migration of unJpolar (UM) and bipolar(BM) magnetic regionswas published
in 1964. Since then, a number of investigators(DeVore et al 1984; McIntosh
and Wilson, 1985; Sheeley,et a/1985; Sheeley,and Devote, 1986; Wilson, 1986;
Wilson and Mcl.ntosh,1991; Wang and Sheeley,1991) have extensivelystud-
ied the magnetic flux transportin relationto the solarcycle by means of a
modified Leighton model with additionalphysics.Recent rapid development of
numerical simulationgivesus the capabilityto study highlycomplex, nonlinear
mathematical systems. Wang and Sheeley (1991) have presented a numerical
simulationincludingd£_erentialrotation,supergranular diffusion,and a pole-
ward surfaceflow (i.e.,meridionalflow) of the redistributionolrmagnetic flux
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erupting intheform ofBM.Rs. They reproduced many ofthe observedproperties
ofthe Sun'slarge-scalefieldnot encompassed by Babcock's {1961)or Leighton's
(1964) model. Wilson and Mclntosh (1991) compared observed evolutionsof
large-scalemagnetic fieldswith simulated evolutionsbased on the kinematic
model of Devore and Sheeley (1987).They concluded theremust be significant
contributionsto the evolvingpatt_ by non-random fluxeruptionswithinthe
network structure,independent of activeregions.
On the basisofmagnetohydre_dynam/c theory,we understand that the non-
lineardynamical interactionsbetween the plasma flow and magnetic fieldare
essentialto understand magnetic.flux transport. However, none of the previ-
ous investigationshave invoked M'HD to study thisproblem. In thispaper, we
presenta quasi-three-dimensional,time-dependent,MHD model with differential
rotation,meridionalflow and efl'ectivedifr_ion as well as cyclonicturbulence
to study magnetic evolutiono£ BMRs. The mathematical model, initialand
boundary conditionsare presented.inSectionIT.Numerical resultsand conclud-
ing remarks are given in Sections_ and IV respectively.
IX.MATHEMATICAL MODEL, I_:ITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The mathematical model appropriatefor the physicalscenariowe describedin
the previoussectioncan be expresselby a setofincompressiblesimulatedMHD
equationsincludingdi_erentialrota!ion,mer/dionalflowand turbulentallusion.
These governing equationsare:
v. ,z= o (i)
r8_ 1 [p[_- + (e. _)(,__ ,z,) = -vp + _(v x _) x _ + __,_ 2p_ox (,_- ,z,)
× x (2)
_- = r x (_x_)_-A(vx_)+ _v'_+ g (3)
a-T+('7v)P = aQ +(_'_- 1) + Y_,az_,+ a,,j,/J (4)
where p is the plasma mass density,_ the plasma flow velocityvector,p the
plasma thermal pressure,and _, the magnetic induction vector,respectively.
The other quantitiesare definedas f_llows;_o isthe angular velocityof solar
differentialrotationreferringto the centero£ the solarcoordinatesystem, thatisgiven by empiricalvalue as
_o= _ (0.2337- o04s3scos,o°)
86400 - arcsecs-I (5)
with 00 being the latitudeo£ the centerof a sunspot (or activeregion). The _l
isthe prescribedbackground plasma velocityfieldincludingdifferentialrotation
and meridional flowwhich isgiven by
u= ,.
ram=
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w = w,.L. + wot_ + _',_L_ (6)
with t_/ being the radialcomponent velocityon the solarsurface,u_ is the
velocityof the meridional flow which ischosen t,)be us/= 0.015/sin 0 for the
present study and u_ isthe velocitydue to the (ljjTerentialrotationrelativeto
the rotatingcoordinatesystem, that is
w_, = 0"_04835(c°s2 eo - cos 2 e)r sin _
86400 arcsecs-I (7)
_'/isthe dummy positionvectorreferringto the locLtionofthe sunspot (oractive
region),_ isthe gravitationalforceof the sun, n !sthe effectivedi/r_sivityand
A representsthe coefBcientof the cyclonicturbulezce,S isthe additiona_source
terms such as emerging fluxetc.,the/_ isthe tur]pulentviscosity.
Finallythe term AQ representsthe heat sour_e due to the initialdynamics
of the quietphotosphericmotion such that
1
This term isprescribedto assurethe self-consi.ttencyofthe _ solution,
namely, the initialdynamical equilibriumofthe sol_ratmosphere isobtained.
This setof _ equationsdiffersfrom those cfusual firstprincipleM.B:D
theory.These differencesarisefrom additionalphys:cs we have included in this
formulation. For example, the additionalterms in Equation (2) representthe
inertiacentrifugalforce(ie 2p_ x (t7- e)), the 'coriolisforce (i.e.2p_ x
(=3ox (_'-Fl)))and effective"dJfr_ion due to rando_t motion of the granulesor
the super-granules.The additionalterm inEquatio_ (3)representsthe cyclonic
turbulence (i.e.A(_7 x _)).
Ideally,we shouldsolvethissetofequationsin fuJlthree dimensions.How-
ever,thisiscostlyand unnecessary,as we are inteXestedonly in exploringthe
fundamental physicalprocessesratherthan in simulatingthe realisticsituation
on the sun. Consequently,we prescribethe behavior of the radialderivativesof
velocityand magnetic fieldon the basisof the mathematical convenience.Thesefunctionsare:
with
._ = B,.(r)B,.(O,#_)_,.+ B_(r)Be(e,_)_ + ,Y_O')B_(O,_)_,/, (9)
= t_(r)t_.(8,4_)L+ ue(r)ue(e, @)_s+ ui,(r)t_#,(e, _)_,_ (10)
aS, 2 a
a-T= -(; + _),_,
dYB# I a
- -(;+ _)_0
@B_ 1 a
W -(_ + _)S_
(11)
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Our 2
-- _ -- U/,Or r
Oue : 1
= -us (12)00r r
00uo 1
0-'7= 7 '_*
Substitutingequation (12)and (13) i_toequation (2) by settingu, _= u',,wehave
00P P-[u°(uO - ust) + u6(u6 u,d)J + 2P_oSinO(u_ uCd) - pg +00P r
1 [/_o_ (00Bo 00(rB') _ ] B¢(_r ) 1 o°13, (13)
where Ho is the depth of the sunspot (i.e. -_ 2 × 10 4 kin) and a is an arbitrary
constant which is the measure of the decreasing rate of field strength againstheight.
Using these relationships,the computation reduces to a calculationon the
solarsurface.That iswhy we caa]edo_r model a quasi-three-dimensional,time-
dependent IV_HD model.
To assureself-consistencyof the z.u.mericalsimulationof the evolutionary
MIID processes,proper initialand bc.undary conditionsare needed. We ob-
tain our initialconditionsby assumizg the solaratmosphere is in dynamical
equilibrium.Thus, theseinitialconditionsare:
with
1 00
rsinO _'_( BsosinO) +
; 00 a
,A;,og_(B_)=_B,0
B#o
B_ - -tanc_ (14)
o, _++_ <_ <_-.__;
B,o, _+-_ <_ <_-.+_; e+-_ <e <e++_
B,., _--_ <_ <,/,"+_; e- ,_ ,_
o, __+_ <_ <_.__; -r <e <e-+_
(15)
where (_+,0 +) and (_-,0-) repre!senthe coordinatesof sunspots with
positiveand negativepolarityrespectivdyand d representsthe diameter of the
sunspots.
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(ii)Initialvelocityfieldisgiven by
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u.,.=u,.t=O or 0.I
0.015
It@ -- it@! ----
si,*0'
u_ = u¢# = wo(O)rsinO
(iii) Initial pressure field is
lap0 1 [
"° ( B,o?
k rtt,$- t
krns -L
krns -_
_0
+ #e/
(16)
(17)
100po 1 [ Be (d-_ _B.B._
rain# c9¢ - 4x _ (B, sin#) #@ /
-_ B_0 + - (18)r sin0
In addition,the B,_ ,Bso and Be0 are given to iJatisfythe solenoidalcon-
dition(i.e.V. _ = 0).
The boundary conditionsemployed here are computational boundary con-
ditionswhich simply are the forward di_erencing linetrextrapolation.
liT. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
The computational domain forthe simulationissetas a rectangularregionwith
51 gridsin the carringtonlongitude(@) and 35 gridsht the latitudinaldirection
(0)in which we have chosen 0.5 degreeforeach gridin thisstudy.Itisassumed
that the differentialrotationand meridionalflow velo(itydepend upon latitude
only. Therefore,the prescribedflow pattern within the computational domain
willdepend on the domain's latitudebut not on itsloagitude.
Beforewe carryout thissimulationstudy,we nee i to know two important
coefficients:effectivediffatsivity(_) and cyclonicturbtience (A).We know that
the range of valuesofeffectivediJ_sivityisquitewide, forexample, _ = 160 -
300 krn2s-z givenby Parker (1979);Leighton'svalueoI'_is800 - 1600 krn= s-x
(Leighton,1964);DeVote et a/(1985) selected_ = 30( krn2 s-z for theirstudy.
Wang (1988) derived a value of _ being 100- 150 i:rn=s-z on the basis of
observations.The purpose of thisstudy is to learn tJaefundamental physical
processesdue to the simulated MHI) effects(i.e.photospheric dynamo) and is
not to simulate a particularevent. Therefore,we simply choose valueswithin
theserangesforthisstudy.The value ofcyclonicturbttienceischosen according
to the scalelaw (A < _/L), where L isthe characteristJ_clengthof sunspot,itis
chosen to be 6000 krn forthe present study.
The firstissuewhich we shallexamine ishow the=simulatedMHD process
(i.e.photosphericdynamo) willeffectthe Leighton'sresults(1964). To achieve
_=_
L_
w
_mm
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thispurpose, we simply reduce tilepresent set of governing equations into a
singlediJ_siontype equation ofLeighton'stheory which isexpressedby Eq. (3)
with A --0. To perform such a simulation,we set up a bipolarmagnetic region
with strength + 1800 G and two degrees apart,then, a11ow the mathematical
system to evolve. The B, contour: for _ = 120 km 2 s-z at time 240 hrs after
introductionofthe bipolarmagnetic region(BMR) areshown inFigure Is which
resemblesthe classicalLeighton'sr_.sults.As we have pointed out earlier,these
resultssimply representthe magnetic fieldtransportdue to effectivedi/_sion
and differentialrotation.Figure lb ,_howsthe simulationresultsusm_ the fullsetofgoverningequationswith cl£ffereniialrotationand _ equal 120 k s-i at 240
hrs afterintroductionof the BM'R. Itshows the interactionbetween the plasma
flowand magnetic fields.In such a case,the photosphericdynamo processsets
in. Significantdifferencesbetween Fig.la and lb are evident; (i)with MHD
effectsthe simplicityof magnetic i_eldstrength contours disappeared,(li)the
magnetic fieldhas migrated signJ_c_mtlyin longitudinaldirection,because we
have ignored meridionalflow in thi_calculationand (Ri)the MI-ID effectslead
to highly sheared neutralline.
19"
, !
! '
10_ 12* 14 _ 16" 18" 20 _ _ 24 _
Fig. I The radialmagnetic fieldstrength(B,) contoursat 240 hrs afterintrod,c-
tionof the BM'R without (a)anllwith (b) simulatedMHD effects.
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and with merid/on_/]ow (b) us/rig the _ set of shnu_stecl M]_D _.
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Figure 2 shows the effectsof the meridional flow on the magnetic field
transport,Figure 2a exhibitsthe B, strengthcontours and transversefieldfor
= 200 km 2 a-t and A = 0.0125krn s-I without a meridionalflow and Figure
2b shows the same case with meridionalflow.Itmay note that the meridional
flowproduced a slightlypoleward movement ofthe BMR.
Up tonow, we have shown the computed evolutionofthe morphology ofthe
BMR with and without MILD effects.Itisinterestingto understand the energy
evolutionduring these processes. In Figure 3, we show the magnetic energy
evolutionforthe caseswith and without background velocityeffects.Figure 3a
shows the normalized magnetic energy (i.e.,E,_(t)/Em(O)) inthe absence ofpre-
scribeddifferentialrotationand meridionalflowforthe case when only diffusion
and cyclonicturbulenceare included.We noticethat the normalized magnetic
energy E,_(t)/E,_(O)of the BIVIR through effectivediffusion(_ = 200 krn2 s-I)
isdecreasingalmost linearlywith time asrepresentedby curveB. Ifboth effective
dhT'usionand cyclonicturbulenceA = 0.25krn s-I are considered,E,_(t)/E,_(O)
decreaseda littlemore slowlythan curve A. Curve C representsthe caseforcy-
clonicturbulenceonly and E,_(t)/E,,_(O)shows a slightincreasewith time. This
clearlyinforms us that the photosphere dynamo can be an energy production
source.In Figure 3b we testthe influenceofeffectivediffusion(loss)and cyclonic
turbulence(source)in the presence of differentialrotationand meridionalflow
on the evolutionofthe normalized magnetic energy.Curve A representsthe case
for _;= A = 0; itgivesE,_(t)/E,=(O)being constant,thisinforms us that this
simulationmodel has maintained dynamical equilibriumthroughout the process
and itvalidatesthe accuracy of the simulationmodel. Curves B and C are for
A = 0 and _ = 100 km 2 s-I and 200 krn2 s-I,respectively.It isapparent that,
when the effectivedilrmsivityincreases,the decay rate of normalized magnetic
energyincreases.Curves D and E in Figure 3b show the evolutionofnormalized
magnetic energy for _ = 0 with A = 0.75krn s-I and 0.1 krn s-l, respectively.
Itisimmediately noticedthatthe growth rateofnormalized magnetic energy in-
creasedwith increasingA. From thesestudies,we realizethat effectivediffusion
and cyclonicturbulence are competing physicalmechanisms for the magnetic
energy evolutionin the magnetic fluxtransportprocessof a BMR. In Figure 4,
we presentthe normalized magnetic energy vs time fora fixedvalue of cyclonic
turbulence(A = 0.025km s-I) and effectivediffusivity0, 100 and 200 km 2 s-1
respectively.These resultsclearlyshow how these two competing mechanisms
work; when _ = 0, the magnetic energy willincreasewith time but when ef-
fectivediff_ivitydominates cyclonicturbulence,then the magnetic energy of
BMR decays.
IV. CONCLUDING REMAR.K_
The purpose of thisstudy has been to show how a simulated magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD) processwhich incorporatesto the photosphericdynamo might
affectthe evolutionof a bipolarmagnetic region(BMR) and lead to the com-
plex activeregion on the solarsurface. To accomplish thispurpose, a quasi-
three-dimensional,time-dependent MHD model was developed. For the present
exploratorysimulationstudy,we realizethatthereare two major physicalmech-
anisms which interplayduring the evolutionaryprocessof a BMR, and could
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Fig. 3
(a) The evo|ution of the normalized magnetic energy without MHD effect:
A (_: = 200 km= s-] A = 0.025 km s-i), B (_: = 200 km= 8-;,A =
0 km s-i), and C (_: = 0,A = 0.025 km s-i). (b) The evolution of
the normalized magnetic energy with M.HD effect: A (_: = 0, A = 0), B
(_= 100kin =s-; A=0),C(,:= 200kin Is-i,A=0),D (x=0,,_=
0.075 kra 8-I), E (_: = 0,,_ = 0.I km s-i).
1.ss_
! ,.,ol t/'" 1
.H _0
Fig. 4 Time (hour)
The evo]lltioll of normalized magnetic energy with _ effect and v_r-
ious ma_uLitude of effective diffusion: A (x = 200 km i s-i), B (x =
100 km _ s-i), and C (x = 0), at fixed v_ue of cyclonic turbulence(_ = 0.025 km s -1).
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explainthe magnetic flux transporton the solarsurface. These two physical
mechanisms are the effectivediffusivityand cyclonicturbulencewith simulated
MHD process which triggersthe photosphere dynamo. The most interesting
resultsfrom the present simulation can be summar/zed as follows:(i)If the
simulated MHD process isappropriate,the decay of a BMR willcreatemore
complex structuresbecause the nonlinearinteractionsexistbetween the plasma
flowsand background magnetic fieldsand (ii)the magnetic energy of the BMR
could be increasedifthe cyclonicturbulenceprocess dominates. In summary,
we may conclude thatMHD interactionsare important and needed in the studyof magnetic field r nsport.
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Abstract
Generation and propagation of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) body and surface waves
in a medium with a single and double (slab) magnetic interface are studied by using of a
nonlinear, two-dimensional, time-dependent, ideal MHD numerical model constructed on
the basis of a Lagrangian grid and semi-implicit scheme. The processes of wave couflnement
and wave energy leakage are discussed in detail. It is shown that the obtained results
depend strongly on the type of perturbations imposed on the interface or slab and on the
plasma parameter ft.
z Intergraph Corporation, Huntsville, Alabama
I INTRODUCTION
It is commonly accepted that magnetohydrodynamic (MUD) waves may play a dominant
role in the energy transfer and in the local heating in many laboratory devices contain-
ing structured and magnetized plasmasl-Z as well as in some astrophysical settingsa-S.
Under typical laboratory or astrophysical conditions, plasma is usually highly inhomoge-
neous and, therefore, simple analytical methods z developed to study the propagation of
linear MUD waves in homogeneous media cannot be applied. Conversely, a number of
known analytical solutions are obtained for cases of only marginal practical interest s-11.
In general, problems of propagation of MUD waves in a medium with smooth and/or sharp
gradients in physical parameters are so complex that they must be investigated by means
of numerical simulations.
In this paper, we present results of numerical studies of MUD wave generation and
propagation in a magnetically structured medium. The adopted model is relatively simple
because it takes into account only magnetic interfaces and the corresponding "jumps" ill
physical parameters across these interfaces. Despite simplicity of the present model, we
are still able to study two important and previously unsolved physical problems, namely,
the interaction of a single magnetic interface with the external medium and the interac-
tion of a magnetic slab (two magnetic interfaces) with its surroundings. Some aspects of
these problems have already been investigated12-13, in particular, there is a class of known
analytical solutions represented in the form of dispersion relation and obtained by mak-
ing a Fourier transform in time and space 14-1s. However, to the best of our knowledge,
time-dependent numerical calculations of the propagation of MHD body waves and MUD
surface waves discussed in this paper have not been previously performed. In particular,
it is presently not clear how effectively MHD surface waves can transfer energy along the
single magnetic interface and along the magnetic slab, and how efficient are these waves
in generating acoustic waves in the external medium. Our main aim is to gain a new
physical insight into these two problems by calculating the efficiency of wave confinment
= .
t_
for a different form of the imposed perturbations and for a different range of the physicalparameters.
We organize our paper as follows: the basic formulation and governing equations are
given in Section II; the results of numerical simulations for the single magnetic interface
and for the slab are presented in Sections III and IV, respectively; and finally Section V
contains discussion and some concluding remarks.
II BASIC FORMULATION AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS
To describe the propagation of MHD waves in structured media, we consider two simple
physical models. In the first model, we assume that the background medium is separated
into magnetized and non-magnetized domains by a single magnetic interface (Figure la),
and that there are no other gradients in these domains except at the interface. In the
second model, we consider a thick, non-stratified, magnetic slab embedded in an otherwise
non-magnetic and uniform medium (Figure lb). In both models, we assume that there
is a temperature equilibrium between magnetic and non-magnetic regions, and that the
pressure balance across the interface is satisfied. Our approach is two-dimensional and
based on the following set of ideal MHD equations written in cartesian coordinates
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(r)
y =
k.¢ and the equation of state,
p = pRT (s)
where v_ and v_ are the horizontal (x-axis) and vertical (z-axis) components of the velocity,
respectively. Similarly, B_ and B, are the horizontal and vertical components of magnetic
field. The other symbols have their usual meaning: p is the density; T is the temperature;
p is the thermal pressure; 3' is the specific ratio being taken as 5/3 and R is the universal
gas constant. It must be noted that we have suppressed the factor 47r in the term of
Lorentz's force through an adequate choice of the unit of magnetic field. This set of
differential equations is solved numerically for the case of a single and double (magnetic
slab) magnetic interface. Note that the presented equations are formally nonlinear and
that these nonlinear equations have been solved numerically; however, in this paper we
restrict our discussion the results due to a small finite amplitude perturbation to avoid
shock formation in our computational domain. To relate the initial physical parameters in
the magnetized and non-magnetized regions, we use the horizontal pressure balance given
by
which can be also written as
Hi
= V'+ (9)
Pi "-"
1 + tiP" (10)
where fl = 87rpi/B _ and T_ = T, = const. All physical parameters in the magnetized
(internal) and non-magnetized (external) regions are indicated by subscript "i" and "e",
respectively (see Figure 1).
To carry out the studies of propagation of MI'ID body and surface waves in the con-
sidered models, we have developed a nonlinear, two-dimensional, time-dependent, ideal
MHD code constructed on the basisof a Lagrangian grid and semi-implicit scheme.The
Lagrangian grid hasbeenusedbecauseof its small numerical diffusion and becauseit easily
allows tracing the interface. The semi-implicit schemecode means that we find solutions
for fluid properties (17,p,p, T) by using an explicit scheme and then solve for the magnetic
field using a non-iterative implicit scheme is. As shown in Figure 1, our computational do-
main always contains one magnetized region and either one or two non-magnetized regions.
The perturbations are imposed on the system at z = 0 (which is also the lower boundary of
the computational domain) and are restricted only to the magnetized region. The physical
condition at the lower boundary is the so-called rigid free-slip wall condition, which means
that transverse motion of the boundary is transmitted to the fluid only through the mag-
netic field. In our calculations concerning a single magnetic interface, the location of the
interface is at the z-axis (see Figure 1) and nonreflecting boundary conditions are applied
at all the computational domain boundaries parallel and perpendicular to the interface.
For our computations concerning a single magnetic interface for longitudinal perturbations,
the z-axis is the axis of symmetry, so the symmetry boundary conditions are used. At the
remaining computational boundaries the nonreflecting boundary conditions are applied. In
the case of magnetic slab, all the computational boundaries are non-reflecting boundaries.
Having prescribed the boundary conditions for our numerical calculations, we now
briefly describe tests performed to confirm the validity and accuracy of our code. We
have tested the code by performing simple acoustic and Alfven wave calculations and then
comparing the obtained numerical results to known analytical solutions. We have com-
pared numerical and analytical MHD surface wave speeds and found that the difference
never exceeded 2%. To describe the results from one of the tests, we consider a small
amplitude acoustic wave propagating in a homogeneous medium with a uniform magnetic
field (for the purpose of this test, we have excluded the interface and consider the magnetic
field to be present in the whole computational domain). It is assumed that the acoustic
wave is excited at the height z = 0 (see Figure 1) by the motion v,(t) = vo sin (27rt/r)
with Vo = 10 -s 6', (C0 is the speed of sound) and r = 40 sec. For this special case,
we have found fully time dependent numerical solutions and then compared them to the
well-known analytical solutions to the acoustic wave equation; note that the analytical
solution is simply obtained by making a Fourier transform. The difference between the
obtained numerical and analytical solution is less than one percent and the relative dif-
ference of wave energy in each wavelength is less than 2 × 10 -s. We have also performed
similar tests for purely transverse MBD (Alfven) waves propagating in homogeneous and
inhomogeneous (stratified and isothermal) media, and find that our numerical solutions
are consistent with the known analytical solutions. All these details can be found in Ref.
16. After performing these tests, we feel confident in using the code to investigate the
behavior of MHD body and surface waves on a single and double magnetic interface. In
the following, we present the results of these studies.
III
SINGLE MAGNETIC INTERFACE
The existence of a single magnetic interface in an otherwise homogeneous background
medium (see Figure la) allows separating MHD waves into two classes, namely, body
and surface waves. In our model, the body waves are confined oniy to the magnetized
part of the computational domain and the surface waves exist on the magnetic interface.
The waves are excited by imposing either transverse or longitudinal perturbations in the
magnetized part of the computational domain. In the following, we shall consider both
cases of perturbations and present the obtained numerical results. We begin with the
transverse perturbations.
To introduce the transverse perturbations at the lower boundary of our computa-
tional domain, we impose the following velocity perturbations in the magnetized region:
v_(t) = Vo sin (27rt/r), with Vo being 10 -_ VA (V.4 is the Alfven velocity) and r equals
to 0.5E/V_ where L is the height of the computation domain. The reason we kept the
amplitude of perturbation small is to avoid shocks in our computational domain. The
imposed perturbations generatepurely transverse magnetic waves which propagate with
the Alfven velocity inside the magnetized region; we shall call these waves the body waves
(see Figure 2). The perturbations also excite the surface wave which propagates only along
the magnetic interface with a velocity lower than the external sound speed. As seen in
Figure 2, the wave velocity and magnetic field are predominantly in the direction of its
propagation, therefore, we shall call this wave the slow MHD surface wave. In addition,
the figure clearly shows that there are no disturbances (corresponding to acoustic waves)
propagating into the external medium. This simply indicates that under the considered
physical conditions the excitation of external acoustic waves by the internal (body) wave
and/or by the slow MHD surface wave does not take place; note that the discussed results
have been obtained for the plasma/_ = 100. It is interesting to explore whether there
are any circumstances when the external acoustic waves can be generated by the purely
transverse body waves. This may sound surprizing because the body waves considered
here are purely transverse and, therefore, they do not have a longitudinal component (at
least, in the first approximation). The results presented in Figure 3 correspond to t3 = 1.2
and 0.5, and clearly show that the external acoustic waves can indeed be excited by trans-
verse MHD waves when the plasma fl is of the order of unity or lower. Note that in the
calculations discussed here, higher values of fl are obtained by decreasing the strength of
the magnetic field while keeping the other physical parameters unchanged.
The following physical picture emerges from the results presented above. The process
of generation of the transverse body waves is simple to understand because it is a direct
consequence of the imposed velocity perturbations at the lower (magnetized) part of the
computational domain. Still, the overall picture of the interaction of the single magnetic
interface with its non-magnetic surroundings is relatively simple only for a high 13 plasma;
in this case, the wave preserves its transverse character during the propagation and the non-
magnetic external medium is not disturb by the wave montion (see Figure 2). The problem
is more complicated for lower fl (see Figure 3) because the body wave changes its character
uW
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and the perturbed quantities become more aligned with the background magnetic field.
The p/ace where the process of changing the wave character is particularly prominent is
marked "mode change" in Figure 3a. The physical reason for the observed mode change is
the interaction of the body wave with the external medium and the energy leakage through
the interface (see below for more detailed discussion). The same interaction determines
the character of the MHD surface wave existing on the magnetic interface and leads to
the excitation of external acoustic Waves. It is interesting that the Waves in the external
medium are generated when the plasma/3 is close to unity (compare Figures 2 and 3). This
can be explained by a well-known physical process considered for magnetic flux tubes_r.
Name/y, the generation takes place only when the phase velocity of propagating waves
in the magnetized medium (in the case under consideration, these are the body Waves) is
comparable or exceeds the characteristic propagation speed in the external medium (which
here is the Sound speed). The generation can occur only for/3 close to and lower than 6he
and this is clearly demonstrated by the results presented in Figures 2 and 3. We calculated
the energy leakage from the magnetized region to the external medium and found that for
/3 = 1.2 almost 20% of the total energy leaks out to the surrounding mediumlS. This
leakage through the magnetic interface is a Source of energy for the generation of external
acoustic waves. It must be also noted that the slow MHD surface wave confined to the
interface does not contribute to this wave generation because its phase velocity is always
smaller than the external speed of sound.
This physical picture of the interaction between the magnetic interface and the external
medium will be helpful in the following studies of a magnetic slab.
IV MAGNETIC SLAB
We now introduce another magnetic interface into the background medium and form a
magnetic slab. In this case, similar to the single interface, we assume that there are no
other gradients in the surroundings. Here, we consider two different kinds of perturba.
t J
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tions, namely, purely transverse and purely longitudinal perturbations. We begin our
presentation with the former.
A Purely Transverse Velocity Perturbations
The imposed velocity perturbations on the considered magnetic slab are similar to those
discussed in the case of a single magnetic interface (see the previous section). Note that
only the magnetized region of the computational domain is perturbed. The results of our
simLIlations corresponding to three cases of 13 = 100, 1.2 and 0.1 are presented in Figures
4 and 5. The plotted wave energy density shows a significant increase at the interface due
to the MHD surface waves; it is also seen that the energy leakage to the external medium
increases when plasma _ decreases. There are four general conlusions which can be drawn
from the results presented in these figures. First, it is clear that the external medium
becomes more perturbed when the plasma _ decreases; this is consistent with the results
described in the previous section. Second, the kink mode (body wave) being confined to
the slab changes its character (from purely transverse to predominantly longitudinal) as
a result of the interaction between the slab and the surroundings. Third, MHD surface
waves propagate along both magnetic interfaces and they are predominantly longitudinal.
Finally, the physical processes playing a dominant role in the behavior of the slab are
essentially the same as those described above for the single magnetic interface.
At this point, it is interesting to compare the results obtained for the magnetic slab to
those known for thin and vertical magnetic flux tubes. 1_ Here, we are mainly interested in
linear and transverse (kink) tube waves and want to compare the behavior of these waves to
that shown by the slab kink waves. In a typical tube wave treatment 1_, the waves propagate
along magnetic flux tubes without exchanging energy with the external medium; this is
one of the most fundamental assumptions of the approach. Our results clearly indicate
that the oscillating magnetic slab strongly interacts with the external medium and that
this interaction is particularly strong for low-_ plasma. Therefore, calculations based on
the approximation that the generated external acoustic energy can be neglected in the
process of transverse tube (slab) wave propagation must taken with caution.
B Purely Longitudinal Velocity Perturbations
Now, we impose the velocity perturbations along the magnetic field direction in the
slab and investigate the interaction of the generated acoustic waves with the external
medium. Note that similar to the cases previously considered the perturbations of the
form vz(t) = Vo _in (2_-t/r), with Vo = 10-3 C,, and r = 100sec, are imposed only to
the magnetized (slab) region. The considered problem shows symmetry with respect to
the z-axis (see Figure lb) which means that the calculations can be limited to only one
half of the computational domain by assuming the symmetric boundary conditions at the
z-axis and all the other three computational boundary conditions are nonreflecting. The
results of our numerical calculations carried out for/3 -- 0.1, 1.2 and 100 are presented in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The comparison of these results to those presented in the
previous subsection clearly shows the opposite dependence of the wave energy leakage on
the plasma/3. This can easily be explained by the fact that only strong magnetic fields
(low-/3 plasma) can significantly confined acoustic waves to the magnetized region; the
confinement is stronger for stronger fields (see Figure 7). In the case, however, of weak
magnetic fields (high-C/plasma) the waves generated at one corner of the computational
domain propagate freely in all directions (Figure 7a) and almost all energy leaks out to
the external medium. Note also that in all three cases the MttD surface wave existing on
the interface is rather weak and cannot be well-resolved numerically.
V CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this investigation, we have presented a nonlinear two-dimensional, time-dependent, pla-
nar MHD body and surface model to study the behavior of MHD waves on a single and
double (slab) magnetic interface separating magnetized and non-magnetized plasma regions
with finite amplitude perturbations. The physical processes of generation and propaga-
tion of MHD body and surface waves on these magnetic interfaces have been investigated.
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In addition, we have also studied the interaction of the magnetic interfaces with their
surroundings and the problem of energy leakage from the magnetized medium to the non-
magnetic surroundings. The obtained results clearly depend on the type of perturbations
imposed on the magnetized region and on the plasma parameter _. We have shown that
from a physical point of view there are several major differences between imposing purely
transverse and purely longitudinal perturbations on the magnetized region. Tile former
being perpendicular to the interface disturbs the external medium, however, the latter
being parallel to the interface do not disturb the surroundings. The problem of wave con-
finment is more complicated because it shows a strong dependence on the plasma _. For
a low-/3 plasma, the interfaces become more "rigid" boundaries in the medium than for a
high-/3 plasma. This leads to the distinct behavior of the waves generated by the transverse
and longitudinal perturbations. Namely, the "rigid" interfaces (a magnetic slab with rigid
walls) will predominantly confine internal acoustic waves but will strongly influence the
external medium when the transverse perturbations are imposed. In the case of a high-
/3 plasma, the wave behavior will be exactly opposite: the internally generated acoustic
waves will freely propagate in all directions but the energy carried by the kink slab waves
will be predominantly confined to the magnetized region; the latter results from the fact
that the interfaces are not so rigid as in the case of a low-/3 plasma and therefore they
cannot much influence the external medium. In summary, the presented results show that
the confinment of MHD surface waves to single magnetic interfaces and magnetic slabs
significantly increases with increasing plasma/3.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
• Fig. 1 Schematic description of (a) single magnetic interface model and (b) magneticslab model.
• Fig. 2 The cadculated (a) wave energy density, (b) disturbed magnetic field, and
(c) wave-induced velocity field due to a transverse perturbation for/3 100, C, .=
lOkrn s-l, Va = 1.1kin s-I -"
• and 7- -- 900s in the case of single magnetic interfacemodel.
+
• Fig. 3 The calculated (a) wave energy density and wave-induced velocity field for
,8 = 1.2, Co = lOkm s-l, V,4 = lOkrn s-1 and 7" = 100s and (b) the sarneparameters for
/3 = 0.5, Co - lOkm ,,-1, V_ - 16krn s-1 and r = 60s due to a transverse perturbation
in the case of single magnetic interface model.
• Fig. 4 The calculated (a) wave energy density, (b) disturbed magnetic field, and (c)
the wave-induced velocity field due to a transverse perturbation for/3 - 100, C, =
lOkm s-l, VA = 1.1krn s-1 and r = 900s in the case of magnetic slab model.
• Fig. 5 The calculated (a) wave energy density and wave-induced velocity field for
/3 "- 1.2, C, = lOkm s-l, V_t -- lOkrn s-1 and r = 100s and (b) same parameters for
/3 = 0.1, Co = lOkrn s-l, V.4 = 35kin s-1 and "r= 75s due to a transverse perturbation
in the case of magnetic slab model.
• Fig. 6 The calculated (a) wave energy density, (b) disturbed magnetic field and
(c) wave-induced velocity field due to a longitudinal perturbation for/3 = 0.1, Co =
1Okra s-l, Va = 35kin s-1 and r = 100s in the case of single magnetic interface model.
• Fig. 7 The caJculated (a) wave energy density and wave-induced velocity field for
/3 = 100, C° = lOkm s-l, V.4 = 1.1kin s-1 and r = 100s and (b) same parameters/3 =
1.2, C, = lOkrn s-l, Va = 1.1kin s-_ and r = 100s due to a longitudinal perturbation
in the case of the single magnetic interface model.
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MODEL CALCULATIONS OF THE RISING MOTION OF A
PROMINENCE LOOP
TYAN YEH
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and
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AL 35899, U.S.A.
(Received 26 June, 1990; in revised form 23 October, 1990)
Abstract. Model calculations are presented for the rising motion of the top section of a prominence loop,
which is represented by a straight flux rope immersed in a coronal medium permeated with a bipolar
magnetic field. Initially the prominence is at rest, in equilibrium with the surrounding coronal medium. When
the magnetic monopoles that account for the source current for the bipolar field strengthen, the upward
hydromagnetic buoyancy force overcomes the downward gravitational force so that the prominence is
initiated into rising motion. The illustrative examples show that prominences can move away from the solar
surface by the action of the hydromagnetic buoyancy force, which is preponderant with the diamagnetic
force due to the current carried by the prominence interacting with the coronal magnetic field produced by
the photospheric currents, if the changes in the photospheric magnetic field are sufficiently large.
1. Introduction
A new dynamical model of prominence loops was recently constructed on the basis of
the theory of hydromagnetic buoyancy force for flux ropes (Yeh, 1989). A prominence
loop immersed in the solar atmosphere is regarded as an extraneous body in the sense
that it is magnetically separated from its surrounding medium. Thus its magnetic field,
mass density, temperature, and motion are quite different from those of the surrounding
medium. The important feature is the polarization current induced on the periphery of
the prominence that makes the ambient magnetic field tangential. The exertion of the
ambient hydromagnetic pressure gives rise to the hydromagnetic buoyancy force. Its
predominant constituent is the diamagnetic force which amounts to the force exerted
on the currents in the prominence by the external currents that sustain the coronal
magnetic field. For a prominence to be in stationary equilibrium with its surrounding
medium, the hydromagnetic buoyancy force counterbalances the gravitational force
exerted by the massive Sun. When the coronal magnetic field evolves, the changed
diamagnetic force no longer matches the gravitational force. Once the forces become
unbalanced, the prominence is initiated into motion. The evolving motion may be either
upward or downward, depending on whether the hydromagnetic buoyancy force is
greater or less than the gravitational force. That the evolving motion of prominence
filaments is driven by the evolution of the global magnetic field has been inferred from
observations (Kahler et al., 1988).
Solar Physics 132: 335-351, 1991.
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In this paper we apply the dynamical theory to study the motion of the top section
of a prominence loop arched above the solar surface. The calculation presented is
mathematically one-dimensional in space (viz., the heliocentric distance) although it
involves two-dimensional geometry and the magnetic field is three-dimensional (see
Figure 1). The governing equations for the dynamical evolution are MHD equations of
motion supplemented with equations of mass conservation, flux conservation, and
energy conservation. Since we are mainly interested in the dynamics of prominences,
energetics is dealt with only to the extent necessary to provide a closed system of
equations for the dynamics. Accordingly, in our present calculations we neglect all
entropy-generating processes that are pertinent to the thermodynamics of prominences.
Fig. I. Magnetic configuration resulting from the interaction between a couple of magnetic monopoles on
the solar surface and a large current carried by the prominence, with a polarization current induced on the
interface.
Several illustrative examples of dynamical evolution of a prominence loop are shown.
First, we construct an equilibrium configuration for a prominence loop immersed in a
coronal medium that has a bipolar magnetic field permeated into a magnetohydrostatic
atmosphere. For a prominence loop to be stationary, it must have neither translational
motion as a whole nor expansional motion relative to its axis. The former requires that
the downward pull of the gravitational force exerted by the Sun is balanced by the
upward lift of the hydromagnetic buoyancy force exerted by the surrounding coronal
medium. The latter requires that the outward push of the force by the gas pressure and
the azimuthal current of the prominence is balanced by the inward pinch of the force
by the hydromagnetic pressure of the ambient medium and the axial current of the
prominence. Next, we calculate the motion of the prominence loop when the equilibrium
is lost because of a temporal change of the bipolar field. The change can be caused by
strengthening and/or displacement of the magnetic monopoles for the bipolar field.
These examples demonstrate that the prominence can move away from the solar surface
when the change is sufficiently large.
The model calculations illustrate the mechanism involving hydromagnetic buoyancy
force that is likely to be important in the eruption of prominences. Such calculations
in conjunction with analytical study also serve to narrow down the range of the
rparameters as an aid to MHD numerical simulations of the eruptive motion of promi-
nences. Very often the difficulties with numerical simulations lie in the large number and
extensive range of the pertinent parameters that characterize the phenomenon under
study (Wu et al., 1990).
2. Assumptions
The geometry of the prominence loop may be described by its axis and its cross-section.
We assume that the varying cross-section is well accounted for by a circular cross-
section whose radius changes in time. In this treatment of the top section of a promi-
nence loop, a prominence is represented by a flux rope with a straight axis, whose
heliocentric distance may change. The corona is represented by a magnetized medium
that has a transverse magnetic field, perpendicular to the axis of the prominence, which
is bipolar and a longitudinal magnetic field, parallel to the axis, which varies with the
heliocentric distance only. The current that produces the bipolar field is below the solar
surface; it is to be accounted for by a couple of magnetic monopoles on the photosphere.
These monopoles are chosen to be line monopoles to make the problem two-
dimensional. The current that produces the longitudinal magnetic field is in the corona.
The coronal current is in magnetohydrostatic equilibrium with a stratified gas pressure
of the coronal gas which is acted upon by solar gravity.
The prominence loop carries helical field lines. The helical magnetic field in the
straight prominence is represented by
BE= I.B o 1- +lq, I- 51_Joq (l)
in cylindrical coordinates (z, q, q_), with the azimuthal angle q_measured from the radial
line pointing downward (# being the magnetic permeability in inks units). The axial
component decreases from the axial value B o at the axis q -- 0 to zero at the boundary
q = Q. The azimuthal component increases from zero at the axis to the boundary value
[
Bo = __PffoQ at the boundary. The total axial flux is _E--]nQ2Bo and the total
azimuthal flux is ]Q21,d 0 per unit axial length. This helical magnetic field is produced
by the current density
JE = l:Jo + 1_,#-
,Bo q/Q
Q (1 - q2/Q2)l/2' (2)
which has an axial component that is uniform and an azimuthal component that
increases from zero at the axis to infinity at the boundary. The total axial current is
IE =- nQ2Jo and the total azimuthal current is # - tB o per unit axial length. The Lorentz-
force density
JE x B E |q (_- I B_ -_#JoQ)-- (3)= t 2 qQ Q
acting at various mass elements of the prominence is in the radial direction, perpendicu-
lar to the axis of the prominence loop. It increases from zero at the axis to
#- IB]/Q _ i z5P-/oQ at the boundary, in proportion to the radial distance. The axial
current produces a pinching force toward the axis whereas the azimuthal current
produces an anti-pinching force away from the axis.
The immersion of the prominence loop in the coronal medium causes a polarization
current that keeps the internal field lines of the prominence separated from the external
field lines of the corona. The induced current, which is concentrated in a thin peripheral
layer by virtue of the high electrical conductivity of the solar plasma, produces a
magnetic field that makes the ambient field tangential by cancelling the radial com-
ponent of the coronal field on the interface and essentially doubling the azimuthal
component there (Yeh, 1983). With the coronal mass density p_, the coronal gas
pressurep_, and the coronal magnetic field B_ = lzBo_ tt + Bo_ ± pre-existing at the site
of the prominence, the ambient magnetic field on the outer surface of the current layer
is
B,_(_) = l_B_lt Iq e + 1_,2(1_. B_ j_)lq=Q + P-/'e
= 1¢2n Q
The boundary magnetic field on the inner surface is
(4)
Bn( ) = 2rtQ (5)
The polarization current, given by ie = lq# - ! (B A - Be) per unit circumferential length,
shields off the coronal field from permeating into the prominence. Across the massless
layer of peripheral current the sum of gas pressure and magnetic pressure is invariant.
The ambient gas pressure
P,_(_) = P_clq=Q (6)
on the outer surface is essentially equal to the pre-existing coronal gas pressure at the
periphery since the gas pressure in the exterior region is hardly perturbed by the intrusion
of the prominence. The boundary gas pressure
ps(c_)=p_ q O +//A-IB211Iq=Q + 2#-! 2
= B _ .L l q = Q COS2 (1) +
+ s ±lq=Qcos4, (7)
on the inner surface has a circumferential inhomogeneity which is spatially transformed
from that of the ambient hydromagnetic pressure. The gas pressure inside the promi-
nence is well represented by
-12 (qQ-_2)pc(q, cP)=[po-(p_ +½/a B_ll)tq.o] 1- +p_(q,_)+
- 1 2+ ½# 'B_II( q, cp) + _- Boo± (q, cp) +
2 )+/_- B._j_Jq=o 2Q2COS2__ 1 +
q2
-1 2 _ 2 Q-_COS2_ I_+# (B_a_lq= Q B_v_l_lq=o) +_B_c_l_lq=QCOS¢
rcQ 2
It varies from the axial value Po at the axis to the boundary value Ps. The gradient of
this gas pressure yields the force density
-_p_ = -V(p_ I 2 1 -1 2+½/_- B_+_ B_j_)+lr I_B_ j_ Ir = r. +
_O2
1 2
+ lq 2p° - (2p_ + #- B=oij)lr=r ° q , (9)
Q Q
ignoring insignificant terms. The term proportional to q/Q represents a radial force
density that results from the difference between the internal gas pressure and the
circumferential average of the external hydromagnetic pressure. The other terms, result-
ing from the circumferential inhomogeneity of the ambient hydromagnetic pressure,
represent the spatial spreading of the hydromagnetic buoyancy force. The latter
1
amounts to rp_ GMo/r _ + IE x B_:/rcQ 2 + IRE#- _B2_ ±/Rc by virtue of the magneto-
hydrostatic state of the coronal medium (see Equations (24) and (25) for the definitions
of R c and/3. The coefficient F has the value of 2 in the above elucidation.
The prominence moves with the velocity
UE = lrU 0 + lq V q ,
Q (10)
which consists of a translational _'elocity common to all mass elements of the promi-
nence loop and an expansional velocity proportional to the distance from the axis. The
translational motion is driven by the part of the force density that is uniform and the
expansional motion is driven by the part of the force density that is in various radial
directions. The former part includes the gravitational force exerted by the Sun and the
hydromagnetic buoyancy force exerted by the surrounding medium. The latter part
includes the Lorentz force that results from the interaction among the internal currents
inside the prominence and the gradient force that results from the pressure difference
between the internal and external gases.
The dynamical evolution of the prominence depends on its inertia. We assume that
the mass density is uniform over the cross section, ignoring the higher-order effect of
the spatial variation of the mass distribution. The value of mass density PL- changes in
time.
3. Governing Equations
A prominence which is located initially equidistant from the two magnetic line
monopoles will remain so when its heliocentric distance changes temporally (Figure 1).
_ T,,
The prominence loop is characterized by eight parameters' r o, Q, u o, v, pE, Bo, Jo, and
PO"
The characterizing parameters evolve in accordance with the differential equations
d
--%= Uo, (11)
dt
d Q v, (12)
dt
d GM° GM° _ F # - i B 2= --+p_--+Jo B i+ _J- (13)
PE dtt u° - PE r_ r_ R C '
__d v=2P° + #-lB2
PE dt Q
1 .r2 z"_22p_¢ + g- 1B_ !, + g#ao_
Q
(14)
supplemented by the temporal invariances of total mass, axial magnetic flux, azimuthal
magnetic flux, and total thermal energy:
rcQ2pE = Me, (15)
2 z (16)5rcQ Bo = _E,
I 2 1 IE (17}
aQ Jo=4-- _ ,
3 4/3 1 1 - 12rcQ z+ [ + _(p + __g B_ )] = Ee (18)
- _p. __ __ •
For a prominence to be initially in stationary equilibrium with the surrounding coronal
medium the requisite current density is
Jo = PE -- P_ GMo F p- IB_ l (19)
B _ _L r2 R_
in terms of the mass density (or the requisite Pe in terms of the current density) and
other quantities. The requisite magnetic field, in either direction, is
= I .2 r2,"_2 (20)B o + (2/ap_ + B211 + $/z ao_ - 2#Po) !/2
in terms of the gas pressure (or the requisite Po in terms of the magnetic field) and other
quantities. The first constraint makes the upward hydromagnetic buoyancy force exactly
balance the downward gravitational force. The second constraint makes the outward
forces due to the gas pressure and the azimuthal current of the prominence exactly
balance the inward forces due to the hydromagnetic pressure of the ambient medium
and the axial current of the prominence. These two constraints are depicted in Figures
2 and 3, which show the required values of ½#QJo and Bo for various values of to, Q,
Pc, po, P_, T_, B_ !1, and B_ j_, in the neighborhood of the equilibrium values used
in the examples (see Section 6).
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4. Coronal Medium
We choose the line monopoles for the bipolar magnetic field to have strengths of + T_,
and angular separation of 2 0M. The two monopoles produce the bipolar magnetic field
B_± = I,,B_:_c (21)
in the midplane between them. Its direction, from the positive monopole to the negative
monopole, is perpendicular to the midplane. Its magnitude is
_a4 R o sin 0MB_:± --_ •
rc r2 - 2rR o cos 0_, + R_ (22)
at a heliocentric distance of r. There the associated magnetic pressure has the gradient
-v½.-'8 = I
R_ (23)
f A
= =
=
m
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Q
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Fig. 3.
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in the vertical direction, with the radius-of-curvature
R_ = ½ re- 2rR° c°s OM+R 2
r - R o cos 0M
(24)
for the circular field line. (By virtue of the current-freeness of the bipolar field, the
gradient force of its magnetic pressure is exactly opposite to its tensile force density.)
This magnetic pressure gradient is enhanced by a factor
F_
2
(1- Q2/q_)[(1- Q2/q_)2 + 4(Q2/q_)sinZ cpa.,t]
by the polarization current
(25)
2q_(Q z + q_) cos ¢ - 4Qq_t cos _,
ie= l:_-tB_-t [Q2_ 2QqMcos(_p - _M) + q_] [Q2 _ 2Qq_t cos(_p + _bM) + q_]
(26)
.. i
,"|('[.,;kL L-_LL. LL,-\II(J,_"_ A)|' |tie K|,')l_b ,.LtJdiI),_. _)t
% U_U_'II-NL:_LL LLJ_JV
Here qM -= (roz - 2roR o cos 0M + R2)_/2 is the distance from the prominence to either
monopole and tpM = arc sin (R o sin Og/qg) is the azimuthal angle for the monopole.
The field strength B j__ increases with _ug and becomes maximized when cos 0M is
equal to 2rRo/(r z + R_). In terms of the field strength on the solar surface midway
between the two monopoles, the monopole strength has the value
¢PM = 2 rc 1 - cos 0M RoB_ J_ [r = Ro"
sin 0_t (27)
The monopole strength _4 and the separation angle 20_t may undergo temporal
changes.
We choose the longitudinal magnetic field
B _ il = I..B _: rr (28)
produced by the coronal current to be horizontal. The associated current density is
1,,_- ' dB_: i,/dr. It provides a magnetic force in the force balance
d (p:_ + _/a B_,) = P_c---- - I 2 GMo
dr r 2 (29)
between the gravitational force and the gradient of hydromagnetic pressure. In addition
to the equation of force balance, two more constraints are needed in order to determine
the vertical variation of the coronal mass density, gas pressure, and longitudinal-
magnetic field. We shall assume that the gas pressure varies in proportion to the mass
density and the magnetic pressure varies in proportion to the gas pressure, viz.,
p_ _ P_cI,.=ROp_,
Ir =Ro (30)
B_ rr _ B2tl t,=y___Op._ . (31)
P_ I_=Ro
These assumptions ensure that the pressure and mass density decrease with the helio-
centric distance. They allow us to calculate the mass density by numerical integration
of the differential equation
d 1 GM ° p_
drP_ = I + ½#-_B_I!]_=,%/P_!_=Ro KT_. r 2 (32)
from the solar surface. The ratio p_/p_ divided by the gas constant of the solar plasma
is the constant temperature T_ of the coronal medium.
5. Conditions for Upward and Outward Accelerations
In order for the translational motion to have an upward acceleration away from the Sun,
the hydromagnetic buoyancy force must overcome the gravitational force. The former
ORIGINAl.. PAGE !15
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will exceed the latter if the bipolar field is sufficiently large so that
1 GMo PE - P_
B_ ± > (33)
1 1 -I
+ [_ + F# GMo (P6- P_)/r_J_Rc] '/2 r_ 3"o
On the other hand, in order for the expansional motion to have an outward acceleration
away from the axis, the outward force must overcome the inward force. The former will
exceed the latter if the surrounding medium has a hydromagnetic pressure sufficiently
small so that
I -l 2 I -IBoZ - I..z_2 (34)P_ + 5# B _ _l< Po + 2/_ 4/-/Jo_ "
Upon the use of the equilibrium values at t = 0 and the conservation invariants, the
condition for upward acceleration can be written as
( )2 1-(p_/p_',=o)(Q/Q' o)Zr° It---q '= (35)B_± >B_±[,=o
', ro 1- P_I,=o/PEI,=o
if we ignore the higher-order part of the diamagnetic force associated with the pre-
existing gradient of the coronal magnetic pressure. The condition for outward accelera-
tion can be written as
1 -1 2 I 0+1# 1 2 1 - t,=0 -- 1
P:c + 2B Ball < _ t= - B_ttl,=o + X/_ _B21,_o Q
, = _( Q  4/31"l Ql,=o
+ _#Jolt=oQZl,.o i \Q_.o, / _]J _-
(36)
+
It follows from the inequality (35) that in the region where p_ is small, the translational
motion will have an upward acceleration when the bipolar magnetic field encountered,
B _: ± (t), is not less than its initial value by a factor of (ro] , = o/ro) 2. On the other hand,
it follows from the inequality (36) that the expansional motion will have an outward
I 2
acceleration in the region where p_ + ½p- B_, is less than its initial value when Q(t)
is less than Q[,=o and in the region where p_ + ½#- _B2, is sufficiently less than its
initial value when Q(t) is greater than Q I, = o.
6. Examples
In mks units, the magnetic permeability has the value # = 4n × 10-7T 2 m 3 J-_, the
gravitational constant times solar mass has the value
GM o = (6.67 × 10-i_ N m 2 kg -2) x (1.99 x 1030 kg),
and the gas constant for the proton-electron plasma has the value
K = (1.38 x 10-23 J deg- t)/½(1.67 × 10-27kg + 9.11 x 10 -31 kg).
OTr _ I_UALI.'_/
|i
= =
11,4,0
...... •.-,.. L.-_ _ J_J,%5 (.)1- Ittk RISING ,MC_I l().\ _t A PR(JMINENCE LOOp ..$'4.3
To facilitate the numerics, we choose to measure time, length, and magnetic field in the
units of I hour, one he]ioradius, and 1 G, respectively, viz., tref= 3.6 × 103S,
rrer = 6.96 × 108 m, and Bre _ _- 10-4 T. We further choose to measure speed, mass
density, pressure, current densitv, an
(p-IBaref)(rref/t 2 U_IR 2 .,, ld temperature m the units of rref/t_er 'ref) , r- _ - I
urer = I93 3 km s-r _ ref, ]1 _ref/rref ' and (r, /t _2/v
el'/ ref] Ix. Namely,• , pr_r = 2.129 × 10- _3 t.,., _- 3 ,__ .. /
"_ '" tcorresponamg to 1.274 × l0 s elec-
trons cm-3), Pr_r = 7.958 × 10-3jm-3, J_r = 1.143 x 10-7Am-2, and
T_r = 2.263 × 10 6 deg. In these normalized units, henceforth, both the magnetic perme-ability, given by
(4rt x 10-TT2m3 J z
- )/(B_ef/j_efrref),
and the gas constant, given by
(1.65 x 104 J kg-' deg- ')/(u_¢f/T_r).
have the value of unity whereas the gravitational constant times
of 5.102 helioradius 3 h - 2 ,. .... _ ..... solar mass has the value
F-- "- . , _;,vcn oy (1.333 x 1020 m 3 s- 2)/(rrefUr2ef).
t.,j me magnetohydrostatic corona/ atmosphere, we choose a mass density of
3 x 109 electrons crn - 3, a temperature of 2 x 106 K (hence r _
tudinal magnetic field of 2 G at the solar surface For the m'a -_ _-- 0.8838) and a longi-
• gnet,,, monopoles, to have
a transverse magnetic field of 10 G at the solar surface midway between the two
ga uss
I0
0
1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
r hel/oradi/
Fig. 4. Profile of a stratified magnetohydrostatic corona at 2 x 106K, with a mass density of
3 x 109 electrons cm- J, a longitudinal magnetic field of 2 G, and a transverse magnetic field of 10 G at the
solar surface.
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monopoles, we choose
_w -- 5.497 G helioradius, 0_, = 10 o.
The calculated profiles are shown in Figure 4.
For a stationary prominence loop, we choose a height of 5 × 104 kin, a radius of
2 × 104kin, a mass density of 5 × 10 tl electrons cm-a, and a temperature of5 × 104K so that:
ro = 1.0718, Q -- 0.02874, Pc -- 3924.2, Po = 86.704.
At the site where the prominence resides we have
P_ = 16.535, P_ = 14.614, B_jr = 1.676, B__ = 8.054.
The conditions of force balance require
Jo = 2080.9, Bo = 40.574.
In other words, for the prominence loop to be in stationary equilibrium with the
surrounding medium, it must carry a total axial current Ie of 3.0 x I0 _ A and carry an
azimuthal current that sustains a total axial magnetic flux _e of 3.4 × 10 I2 webers.
These values are within the range of typical values for quiescent prominences
180° "90° 0° 90' 18l _b
-100(
Fig. 5.
Peripheral distribution of the polarization current in the equilibrium configuration.
=F
= =
...... ,-,aiJui,_ OF TItE RISING MOTION OF .k PROMINENCE LOOP
(Tandberg-Hanssen, 1974). It is seen from
Pe GM° = 17428.7, GMo I_.B_
ro2 P_ _-- 73.61, 1
ro2 nQ 2 = 16759.7,
• - IB2
f # t_2± = 595.4
R c
that the gravitational force is largely balanced by the diamagnetic force (the part due
to the inhomogeneity of the coronal magnetic field is only 3.55 _o of the part due to the
prominence current). The hydrostatic buoyancy force is very small, accounting for only0.42_o. On the other hand, it is seen from
Po = 86.704, i _ iBo25P = 823.14, !, r2,-_2
4m, o_ = 893.82,
P_ = 14.615, I _IB 25/_ _ H = 1.405
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that the pinching force of the axial current is largely balanced by the anti-pinching force
of the azimuthal current and to a lesser extent by the internal gas pressure. The ambient
hydromagnetic pressure provides only a very small pinching. To facilitate comparison,
these values may be translated to (2#p_) _/2 5.4063 G,
= _pJoQ = 29.903 G, and
(2#po) _/2 = 13.168 G. The plasma beta at the axis is 0.1053. The transverse projection
of the field lines in the equilibrium configuration is as shown in Figure 1. With the ratio
#I_/_M= 0.9684, the bipolar field has two neutral points located at q = 0.187,
= + 118.7 °. Figure 5 shows the peripheral distribution of the polarization current with
qM = 0.194 and tpM = 63.4 o. The polarization current flows in the direction of the
prominence current in the lower periphery l q_[ < 82.6 ° and flows in the opposite
direction in the upper periphery. It is zero at the two points where the two neutral points
would be located in the case IF. happens to be zero. Of course, the total polarization
current sums up to zero.
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Evolution of the prominence with various values of d _M/dt.
Now, we consider the motion of the prominence loop when the equilibrium is lost.
The initiated motion is caused by a temporal change of the bipolar magnetic field due
to the strengthening of the monopoles. Figure 6 shows the evolution with
d
dt T_=20"0Gheli°radiush-_ for 0<t<10h,
revealed by the numerical solution of the dynamical equations. The initial increase in
the bipolar field makes the hydromagnetic buoyancy force exceed the gravitational force,
so that the prominence rises from its equilibrium position. The prominence keeps
moving upward, even during the short while 0.6 < t < 3.5 when the prominence is
decelerated because the hydromagnetic buoyancy force is not large enough to exceed
the gravitational force. Likewise, the radius of the prominence keeps increasing. Its rate
of increase is small in this case because the encountered coronal hydromagnetic pres-
sure decreases very slowly. To see the dependence on the speed of the evolution of the
photospheric magnetic field, we show in Figure 7 the evolution caused by smaller
values of d _/dt. It is seen that the prominence may move up and down in oscillational
motion if the evolution is slow. With a sufficiently rapid evolution, the prominence will
move away from the Sun. In passing, we mention that the prominence would move
downward in response to negative values of d _/dt.
7. Discussion
The calculations show the importance of the hydromagnetic buoyancy force, which
includes the diamagnetic force, in the dynamics of prominence loops. In the illustrative
examples, not only in equilibrium but also during the motion, the hydromagnetic
buoyancy force is preponderant with the diamagnetic force due to the current carried
by the prominence interacting with the coronal magnetic field produced by the photo-
spheric currents. The part of the diamagnetic force due to the inhomogeneity of the
coronal magnetic field only amounts to a few percent and the hydrostatic buoyancy force
is even much smaller. Their percentages diminish in heliocentric distance. Therefore, we
conclude that without the action of the diamagnetic force due to the prominence current,
prominences are not likely to move away from the solar surface.
In fact, when the prominence is close to the photospheric surface, the diamagnetic
force is enhanced by the mirror-current effect (Kuperus and Raadu, 1974). The polari-
zation current induced on the photosphere will exert an additional upward force on the
prominence current in the amount of/d'_R _/2 nro(r _ _ R _) (cf. Van Tend and Kuperus,
1978). Inclusion of this force will modify Equation (13) to
d GMo+p_ GMo -1 2
r #- 'B___Pe-_ttUo = -p_ r2o _ + JoB_3 " + +
Rc
/"12R 2
+ ill2 k{ (9
t_'O_
2ro(4- rig) (37)
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the prominence when the mirror-current effect is included in the hydromagnetic
diamagnetic force, with d _'_/dt = 20 G helioradius h - t. Dashed lines indicate tke corresponding evolution
without the mirror currents.
Accordingly, for the prominence in the illustrative examples, the requisite current density
reduces to Jo - 1426.5 and the requisite magnetic field reduces to B o = 26.44. With the
monopoles strengthening at the rate of d _/dt = 20, the prominence rises slightly
slower. See Figures 8. This is due to a smaller prominence current. The reduced IeB_ ±
is not sufficiently compensated by the added 2 2 2
/_IlrRo/2nro(ro - R_). This calculation
serves as an aposteriorijustification for the simplified model by X'_ Tend and Kuperus(1978).
The dynamical model illustrated by the calculations presented in this paper applies
to prominence eruptions driven by gradual evolution of the photospheric magnetic field
in weak field regions. It also applies to filament eruptions in active regions, with otherparameter values.
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Abstract. We investigate, via a two-dimensional (nonplanar) MHD simulation, a situation wherein a bipolar
magnetic field embedded in a stratified solar atmosphere (i.e., arch-filament-like structure) undergoes
symmetrical shear motion at the footpoints. It was found that the vertical plasma flow velocities grow
exponentially leading to a new type of global MHD-instability that could be characterized as a 'Dynamic
Shearing Instability', with a growth rate of about x/_ VAa, where VA is the average Alfvdn speed and a - ]
is the characteristic length scale. The growth rate grows almost linearly until it reaches the same order of
magnitude as the Alfvdn speed. Then a nonlinear MHD instability occurs beyond this point. This simulation
indicates the following physical consequences: the central loops are pinched by opposing Lorentz forces,
and the outer closed loops stretch upward with the vertically-rising mass flow. This instability may apply
to arch filament eruptions (AFE) and coronal mass ejections (CMEs).
To illustrate the nonlinear dynamical shearing instability, a numerical example is given for three different
values of the plasma beta that span several orders of magnitude. The numerical results were analyzed using
a linearized asymptotic approach in which an analytical approximate solution for velocity growth is
presented. Finally, this theoretical model is applied to describe the arch filament eruption as well as CMEs.
1. Introduction
More than a quarter century ago, Gold and Hoyle (1960) suggested that horizontal
photospheric motion can move the footpoints of magnetic field lines and twist the flux
tubes because of the highly electric conducting plasma at the photospheric levels. A
number of investigators (Tanaka and Nakagawa, 1973; Low and Nakagawa, 1975;
Low, 1977; Klimchuk, Sturrock, and Yang, 1988; Klimchuk and Sturrock, 1989)
studied the evolution of force-free fields and its role in energy storage (build-up) for solarflares.
* Permanent address: Purple Mountain Observatory, Nanjing, China.
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All of these studies were limited to the case ofmagnetostatics; self-consistent dynami-
cal effects were ignored. Recently, Wu, Hu, and Nakagawa (1983), Wu, Hu, and Krall
(1984), and Wu et al. (1986) presented a self-consistent MHD model for the purpose
of examining flare energy build-up and wave-mass interactions due to shear and
converging-diverging motions at the photospheric level. More recently, Mikic, Barnes,
and Schnack (1988) and Biskamp and Welter (1989) have presented numerical results
on the dynamical evolution of a magnetic arcade type due to shear motion. However,
their models are restricted to symmetric boundary conditions, while in this study
self-consistent boundary conditions were used (see, for example, Wu and Wang, 1987;
Nakagawa, Hu, and Wu, 1987).
In this paper, we use the time-dependent MHD simulation model devised by Wu, Hu,
and Nakagawa (1983) to reveal a nonlinear solution for the evolution of the magnetic
field configuration driven by shear motion. In this solution, we find that the plasma
velocity in the vertical plane perpendicular to the shear, grows exponentially in a process
which can be analytically described by a linear MHD instability. This upward velocity
steadily increases until it reaches the average Alfv6n speed. At later times, a nonlinear
instability sets in. A field line pinch occurs in the lower shear region in the numerical
results. At the same time, mass and field line expulsion appears in higher parts of the
region and the closed field tends to open locally. We suggest that these new effects (i.e.,
mushroom cloud-like flow, pinch, and expulsion) can explain the formation of current
sheets, the opening of a closed bipolar field, and the ability of particle streams to escape
from the solar surface. Specifically, we suggest that this model applies to the eruption
of arch filament systems (AFEs) and their relation to non-flare-associated coronal mass
ejections (CMEs). The mathematical description of the model and numerical results are
given in Section 2. A general physical interpretation of these results is presented in
Section 3. An application of this model to specific coronal phenomena is given in
Section 4, and the concluding remarks are presented in Section' 5.
2. Numerical Simulation
In order to illustate how shear-induced non-equilibrium occurs, we use a theoretical
model in which a two-dimensional bipolar field undergoes a steady shear velocity at the
footpoints of its magnetic loops. The shearing motion is sketched in Figure l(a), and
the initial bipolar field is shown explicitly in Figure l(b).
First, we perform a simulation of the dynamic response of the bipolar field to the
shear. Then we use an analytical method to interpret the simulation results. The
simulation model is based on a two-dimensional, time-dependent, MHD model (Wu,
Hu, and Nakagawa, 1983; Hu and Wu, 1984) with an improved FICE (Full-Implicit-
Continuous-Eulerian) numerical scheme (Wu and Wang, 1987). Symmetrical side
boundary conditions have been replaced with non-reflecting boundary conditions.
This implies that the physical phenomena are determined by the solution at a specific
time and are not determined by the specified boundary conditions as in the case
studied by Mikic, Barnes, and Schnack (1988). The physical conditions on these
z r
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Fig. 1. (a) Sketch of a two-dimensional bipolar magnetic field that is subjected to a footpoint shearing
motion as indicated by the arrows. (b) Explicit bipolar magnetic topology prior to the shearing motion (see
Equation (I)). The photospheric boundary extends to Jxt = 8.4 × 10 3 km in both directions from the origin.
The vertical extent into the corona is to v = 8 × 10 3 kin. The positions y = y,, Y2 .... , Y_o indicate the
vertical levels at which horizontal surveys will be shown of various physical quantities during the shearing
motion at the footpoints.
two side boundaries are determined mathematically through compatibility relations
that are given in detail by Wu and Wang (1987). Thus, the computation domain
(i.e., Ix1 < 8.4 × 103 kin, 0 <y< 8 × 103 km) consists of three free non-reflecting
boundaries (i.e., top and sides), while the bottom boundary (y = 0) is treated with the
method of projected characteristics (Nakagawa, Hu, and Wu, 1987; Hu and Wu, 1984).
The basic equations for this model are the time-dependent MHD equations with infinite
conductivity, no viscosity and symmetry in one direction (Wu, Hu, and Nakagawa,
1983). Solar gravity, plasma pressure gradients, and compressibility are explicitly con-
sidered. None of these characteristics were considered in the work of Mikic, Barnes,
and Schnack (1988), and Biskamp and Welter (1989) have only considered compressi-bility in a special way.
The initial conditions are (see Figure l(b)):
po = p_exp( g'R_)' T°= T_, vx, t_., v_=O,
Bxo = Bo [cos(ax)] e-aY, Byo = -Bo [sin(ax)] e-ay, Bz o = 0, (1)
a= rt/2Xo, Xo= 8.4x 103km, g= 2.71 × 104cms -2
The plasma parameters are taken to be Pc = 1.67 × 10- _2 g cm- 3 and TC = 105 K. The
scale height (b-_ = RTSg .,. 6.1 × 103 kin)and a-J -,. 6.3 × 103 km are the same order
of magnitude. These parameters are representative for solar conditions at the higher
chromosphere and lower corona. The computation grid points are:
x i = - 8.4 × 10 3 + (i - 1)Ax, i = I, 2,..., 22,
Y, = (j - l)Ay, j = 1, 2,..., 11,
A× = Ay = 8 × 10 2 km .,. 1 arc sec.
The non-reflecting boundary conditions, as noted above, are used for the top (y = y,l ),
left-hand side (x = xl) , and right-hand side (x = x22 ). The conditions at the bottom
boundary (y = y,) are taken as follows:
P=Pc, T=Tc,
wCsin(ax)
(6.8 × 103 - {Xl)
1.6 × 10 3
0
The other physical quantities (p,
Bv=B,,o, vx=0 but t),,vz¢:0
if JxJ < 5.2 × 103 km,
wC(sgn x) sin(5.2 x 103a)
if 5.2 x 103 < IX I _< 6.8 X 103 km,
if 6.8 × 10 3 < t× < 8 x 10 3 km.
(2)
7", vv, Bx, B:) are computed by means of the
compatibility equations for the non-reflecting boundary condition which assures the
consistency of the numerical computation.
In order to understand the general physical behaviour of the nonlinear solution from
the mathematical model, we have performed three numerical experiments. These three
cases use combinations of magnetic field intensity and magnitudes of the shear velocity.
The results for these three cases are described as follows.
2.1. LARGE PLASMA BETA (flo "_ 154)
In this numerical experiment, we choose the initial plasma beta (rio) to be 154 where
flo is defined as flo = Po/(BZo/Srr) with Po and B o being the plasma pressure and magnetic
field strength at the lower boundary (i.e., y = y_). This is not a physically realistic
case for a solar active region; but it does provide a basis for comparison with the other
cases. This case corresponds to a local, exceedingly low, magnetic field strength of
.,'Jl
2.12 G at the origin, x = ), = 0, as shown in Figure l(b). The shear velocity, we, was
taken to be 5 km s- _. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the magnetic field lines due
to the shear motion at 200 s _< t_< 3200 s. It is useful to examine the evolutionary
behaviour at various Alfv6n times (defined as rA = [Ay (or Ax)]/V A __ 1700 s where
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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t
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(g)
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I lj J
2400s
2800s
3200s
13, ~ 15 4, Xa ~ 1700S
Fig. 2. Magnetic field line evolution as a function of time during induced footpoint shearing motion for
case (i): flo = 154 and the Alfvdn time, TA = 1700 s. The horizontal axis represents the distance from
x_ ... x22 as shown in Figure l(b).
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V_, = Botx//_np o = 4.6 km s - _). During the early stages of evolution (that is, within the
first Alfv_n time), the magnetic field lines rise together in an orderly fashion in response
to the shearing motion. This behaviour is also presented in the analytical solution of Low
( 1981 ) and the force-free numerical solutions of Klimchuk and Sturrock (1989) although
they do not consider dynamics and gravitational effects. After the first Alfv6n time
period, the evolutionary behaviour of the field lines becomes more complicated.
Nonlinear interactions take place between the shear-induced mass motion, magnetic
field and gravity with the result that in some regions the field lines are bunched together
to form a current sheet (see Figures 2(g) and 2(h)). Further understanding of these
phenomena is provided by the representation of the shear induced mass motion as
shown by the vectorial velocity field in Figure 3. Notice that the inclusion ofmagnetohy-
drodynamic effects, in contrast to the kinematic study of Low (1981), causes upward
mass motion in addition to the up-lifting of the magnetic field lines because the plasma
has to move with the field lines under the conditions of infinite conductivity as
manifested by the upward component of Lorentz force. Note, however, that some of
the uplifted plasma (in the region displaced from the origin) slows down under the action
of gravity, reverses direction, and falls back to the surface. Most of the motion, however,
is upward. These upward mass motions are also found by Mikic, Barnes, and Schnack
(1988) and Biskamp and Welter (1989). However, these workers did not include
compressibility, pressure gradient, and gravitation as noted above. The present study,
which does so explicitly, demonstrates a different evolution in the later stages.
This induced upward motion can be explained via our governing equations. When
we introduce the shear motion (v:), an axial field component, B_, will be induced through
the induction equation. The additional magnetic field will cause an additional magnetic
pressure gradient in the momentum equation. This additional pressure gradient induces
both the horizontal (t'_) and upward (vv) motions as shown in Figure 3. Subsequently,
the mass motion interacts with both themagnetic field and gravity. Closer to the surface,
the combined effect is dominated by gravity, and the result is the cluster of magnetic
field lines in which a current sheet is formed as shown in Figures 2(g) and 2(h) at nearly
twice the Alfv6n time.
Figure 4 shows the plasma properties (i.e., density temperature, and pressure en-
hancement in terms of percentage change from the initial values at each level) at the end
of this simulation (t = 3600 s; more than 2rA). These properties are shown at various
heights (y_, Y2, )'4, Y6, and Y,o, as shown in Figure l(b)) as a function of horizontal
distance. These results also help to explain the magnetic field line distribution. That is,
the high density magnetic field region shown in Figures 2(g) and 2(h) within the
mid-horizontal range (at the altitudes: Y2, Y4) corresponds to the increase of plasma
density by 20_o (i.e., dolt ~ 0.2), temperature decrease of 20_ (i.e., dT/T", - 0.2), and
magnetic field strength (dB/Bo) increase by a factor of 3. These properties are similar
to those for a current sheet. With these properties in mind, Iet us now turn our attention
to the plasma flow patterns as shown in Figure 3. The plasma flow rises initially above
the zone of maximum shear velocity. At later times (say, from 1000 to 2000 s), the
plasma flow moves toward the central region in a pattern reminiscent of a mushroom
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Vectorial velocity field as a function oftime duringinducedfootpointshearing
_) = 154; ra = 1700 s. motion For case (i):
cloud. • In the later stages as shown in Figures 3(g) and 3(h), the significant plasma
motion is again concentrated in the neighbourhood of the sheared region• This is also
the region where the magnetic field lines have been clustered as seen in Figures 2(g)and 2(h).
IJ.
'_P/P- (_- = 5.56 x lO'14g/cm3 )
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Fig. 4. Changes (relative to the initial local values) of density (alp = p - Po(Y)), temperature (AT = T - 7"),
and pressure (Ap = p - Po(Y)) normalized by a proper value as shown at the end of the simulation (case (i):
,8o = 154), t = 3600 s which is more than two Alfv6n time periods. The distributions are plotted along the
entire horizontal scale of the domain and at various levels; y_, Y2, Y4, )'6, and Ylo as shown in Figure l(b).
All the values are normalized by a reference quantity as indicated•
2.2. INTERMEDIATE PLASMA BETA (i.e., ,80 = 1.54)
In this case, our simulation is performed with an initially modest magnetic field strength
(Bo = 21.3 G) and with a shear velocity (we) of 15 km s - _ a .,.
quahtatwe behaviour of the evolution of the vec'^--' = '-fields) .rid VA 46.5 km s- _. The
• " " _,l_ui nelas (_.e., magnetic and velocity
and plasma parameters (i.e., density, temperature, and pressure) are similar to
case (i). Therefore, we shall not repeat a full presentation. Nevertheless, there are some
interesting features that appear in the evolutionary results of the magnetic and velocityfields as shown in Figure 5.
The most pronounced result is the induced velocity distribution shown on the right
side panels of Figure 5. The high velocity of the ascending movement in the central
region is especially notable. As a result, the closed bipolar field tends to be opened up.
We attribute this to the force created by the ascending movement of mass motion
initiated by the shear prescribed at the lower boundary. The highest velocity attained
by the mushroom cloud-like ascending mass motion is about 25 km s- _ at t = 700 s
Fig. 5.
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Evolution of magnetic field lines and vectorial velocity fields at various times for case (ii):/70 = 1.54.
The characteristic Alfv6n time for this case is rA = 174 s.
(i.e., ,-,4 Alfv6n times) after introduction of the shear motion. The corresponding
plasma parameters can be summarized as follows: the density decreases by about 50 _o
at the legs of the intermediate loops marked by the footpoints x4, xs, and x 6 as labeled
in Figure l(b). Again, the pinch effects discussed for case (i) occur and a current sheet
is formed where the density increases by 25_/o ; the temperature decreases by 30_o" and
the field strength increases by a factor of 2.
2.3. Low PLASMA BETA (i.e., flo = 0.06)
In this case the initial magnetic field strength is increased to a more realistic value of106.3Gw c= 15kms-'
and VA = 232 km s-_ without changing the other plasma
parameters. The initial plasma beta is equal to 0.06 which is 250 times smaller than
case (ii) and 2500 times smaller than case (i). Again, the evolution of the magnetic field
and velocity field exhibits patterns similar to those of cases (i) and (ii). Figure 6 shows
the evolution of the magnetic field and the velocity vector field for this case. The
maximum upward velocity is a factor of 4 higher than for case (ii) and a factor of 40
Fig. 6.
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Evolution of magnetic field lines and vectorial velocity fields at various times for case (iii): #o = 0.06.
The characteristic Alfv6n time for this case is rA = 35 s.
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higher than for case (i). We note that the time required to reach the maximum velocity
is much shorter than in the other two cases.
In order to examine this phenomenon further, we plotted in Figure 7 the planar
• 2"_ I/2
maximum absolute velocity (i.e., (r._ + c,. ;ma,,_ in the neighbourhood of the apex of the
arcade as a function of time for the three different cases. We choose to pIot this
parameter instead of the upward velocity, t)., because the representative parameter
.2
[vx + v2] _/2 is related to our analytical analysis that is discussed later (and in the
Appendix). Actually, the numerical results show that the horizontal velocity, v_, is only
25 °"0 of the vertical velocity, _,. First, we point out the change of scales that was required
for the three cases (i), (ii), and (iii). Second, we direct attention to the common features:
an approximately linear initial phase followed by a smooth transition to an explosive
upward mass motion. The latter phenomenon is representative of the upward re,ions
a_ discussed earlier.
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Fig. 7. Maximum vectorial velocity that is representative of the upward vertical mass motion for cases (i),
OiL and (iii). Note the change of scales. The representative Alfv6n times for the three cases (,80 = 154, 1.54,
and 0.06, respectively) are r x = 1700 s, 174 s, and 35 s.
It is interesting to relate these results to the magnetic field evolution. For example,
we direct attention to Figures 2, 5, and 6 where, in the early stages of the evolution, the
change of field lines is regular with a slowly ascending movement. This upward motion
is also present in the force-free analyses of Low (1981) and Klimchuk and Sturrock
(1989), and the numerical incompressible simulations of Mikic, Barnes, and Schnack
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(1988), and Biskamp and Welter (1989). However, the change of field lines in the present
case becomes quite irregular in the later stages of the evolution. From Figures 2, 5, and
6, we notice that the lower field lines are pinched together and the upper field lines tend
to open up when the maximum planar velocity exceeds the Alfvrn speed. The Alfvrn
speed for these three cases is 4.67 km s - _, 46.7 km s - 1, and 232 km s - ', respectively.
The maximum footpoint shear motion, vz, is slow compared to the Alfv_n velocity in
the latter two cases but fast compared with resistive diffusion in all three cases. Thus
a sequence of essentially quasi-static, force-free states with frozen-in magnetic fields is
found in the early stages, which ends when the magnitude of planar maximum velocity
exceeds the Alfv_n speed, and the system becomes unstable. We claim that this is a
shear-induced instability that could not be found in the earlier numerical simulations
that omitted compressibility, pressure gradient, gravity, and the different treatment of
boundary conditions. We shall return to this point later for further discussion utilizinganalytical results.
3. Further Interpretation of the Simulation Results
From these simulation results, we have found that the buoyancy force leads to a
mushroom cloud-like ascending movement that pushes the closed magnetic field up-
ward. In order to understand this result further, we supplement our numerical simulation
with an approximate analytical solution:
3. I. CREATION OF MUSHROOM CLOUD-LIKE ASCENDING MOTION
From the numerical simulation of all three cases, we observe that the shear-induced
mushroom cloud-like ascending movement can be ascribed to the out-of-plane com-
ponent of the magnetic field, B__. This component gives an upward magnetic pressure
gradient (i.e., 7(BZ/8n)) which causes the ascending movement of magnetic field and
corresponding plasma flows. On the other hand, we notice that no B: component is
generated near the origin (x = 0, y = 0) due to shear. This leads to a downward force,
such that we observe the field lines being squeezed together to form a current sheet as
shown in Figures 2, 5, and 6. This point can be illustrated further by using a linear
approximation. The justification for the use of linear theory is seen from the numerical
results that show that the initial stage of the shear-induced motion behaves regularly as
shown in Figures 2, 3, 5, and 6.
A closed form linearized solution for the induced field component B= is the following(for the derivation, see the Appendix):
Bz
/ c, e -'7-" cos(ax) cos[Lax (e- ,o. cos(ax)) - 1] sin [(t + to)Leo].
',/4_tpo (3)
This result expresses that the induced magnetic field B_ rises from the lower boundary
(i.e., y = 0) and spreads upward with a characteristic time scale Logo, where L is defined
by Equation (A.8). It could be noticed from Equation (3) that B_ decreases exponentially
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with respect to the increase of y (height), because the term, cos[Lax (e- a,, cos(ax))- _]
in the central region, varies slowly with height.
Finally, the coefficient c_ corresponds to the shear velocity (w_). The part of the total
upward Lorentz force (-JxBz = -O/Oy(B2z/2)), that causes upward acceleration is
independent of the sign of the coefficient Cl (or w_).
3.2. SHEAR-INDUCED INSTABILITY
From the simulation results shown in Figure 7, we found earlier that instability sets in
when the absolute maximum planar velocity exceeds the Alfv_n speed. In order to
substantiate this claim, we performed a linearized analysis in which an approximate
linearized Solution for the planar velocities (u, v) was constructed as shown in the
Appendix (Equation (A.13)). These velocities are as follows:
u I = 6' e- 2,,y sin(2ax),
v I = 6' e-2"y[1 + cos2(ax)] .
The electric current along the z-axis can be estimated, to the first order, as
(4)
t"
4n J_ c_Bv c_B_ = 16a2Bo e 3ay' cosax f 6' dtc ax ay , (5)
o
which means that the Lorentz force c - _(J_B x - J,:B_) leads to ascending flow, because
it has been shown in the Appendix that 6' is always positive and has an exponential
growth rate as shown in Equation (A.16). We have identified this phenomenon as the
shear-induced instability since the numerical simulation results shown in Figure 7 are
consistent with the analytical analysis. It is further noted from numerical results that
the term -c- IJ,_B. is always upward.
The results for the evolution of the magnetic field configuration shown in Figures 2,
5, and 6 show clearly the two-stage evolution that we discussed earlier. The first stage
of the evolution can be described by the linearized solution given in Equation (4). The
second stage of the evolution involves the pinching together of field lines in the region
where the shear motion was applied. If the three factors noted earlier (compressibility,
pressure gradients, and gravity) had been absent, we believe that our results would have
been similar to those of Mikic, Barnes, and Schnack (1988). Our current sheet, however,
developed horizontally, whereas their current sheet was vertical. We explain this
phenomenon by examining the distribution of upward component of the Lorentz force
(i.e., c- _(J.B_ - J_B_)). To illustrate this viewpoint, we use the results for flo = 0.06
because this case best resembles the real physical conditions in active regions. The
results are plotted in Figure 8. The left-most panels show the horizontal distribution of
the vertical component of the Lorentz force at different heights from y_ to Y_o (as shown
in Figure l(b)) at 25 s after the introduction of the shear motion at the lower boundary.
A noted earlier, the Alfv6n time for this case is --, 35 s. This result clearly indicates the
first stage of the evolution due to the introduction of shear. All the forces are in the
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Fig. 8. The total )'-component of the Lorentz force per unit area at t = 25 s, I00 s, and 213 s and at various
levels in the solar atmosphere (). = y,, v, ..... etc.). The representative Alfven time for case (iii) is 35 _ :_.:sd
/3'0= 0.06. At t = 100 s (about 3rx) during the nonlinear stage of evolution, the Lorentz forces at the
intermediate heights have a combination of upward and downward directions that causes magnetic field
line pinching (see text). This pinch effect is more pronounced at t = 213 s (about 7rA) at lower altitudes. The
horizontal axis represents the distance x, ... x22 as shown in Figure l(b) also shown for Figures 2-6.
upward direction which means that all field lines are lifted up in an orderly fashion. The
magnitude of these forces is of the order of 3 × 10- 9 dyne cm- 2. The middle panels
show the resultant upward component of the Lorentz force at t = 100 s which is about
three Alfv6n periods. These results are reflected in the nonlinear nature of the evolution
in which the Lorentz forces have both upward and downward direction at the inter-
mediate altitudes.
This bi-directional nature of the Lorentz forces causes the field lines to be pinched
together in the lower regions as shown, for example, in Figure 6 for ,80 = 0.06. This
particular feature is most pronounced in the results shown in the right-most panels
which show the vertical component of Lorentz force at t = 213 s; this is about seven
Alfv_n periods after the introduction of the shear. We note that the vertical component
of this Lorentz force decreases at high levels, but, in lower levels (i.e., _,_ and Y2), two
very strong oppositely-directed vertical components of Lorentz force (---3 ×
10-7 dyne cm -2) appear. The force at .v_ is upward and the force at Y2 is downward.
J
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These two forces cause the field lines to be pinched together as shown in Figure 6(c).
Further discussion of this point will be included in the next section as part of a general
scenario for shearing motions of magnetic arches or bipolar regions.
4. Scenario
From these simulation results, supported by the linearized analytical solution, a physical
scenario is proposed for the formation of an 'Arch Filament System (AFS)' and its
eruption as part of a more general scenario for 'Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs)'. A
schematic representation of this scenario is presented in Figure 9. After introduction of
shear motion at a bi-polar region, all of the field lines will first be lifted up in an orderly
fashion due to the shear-induced upward Lorentz force before the absolute maximum
upward velocity reaches the local Alfv6n speed; this is the linear stage of the evolution.
When this upward velocity is in the neighbourhood of the local Alfv6n speed, the lower
parts of the magnetic field lines are pinched together, and an arch filament system is
formed. At the same time, the upper part of the magnetic field lines is pushed upward,
and a certain amount of mass is carried upward. This upward mass motion is shown
in Figure 10 in terms of contours of ap and dp that move upward at all but the lowest
gravitationally-bound heights.
!
Upward
Movement
I
1
1
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Negative Lorentz
Force
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Force
Fig. 9. Scenario for the formation of an arch-filament system (AFS) and upper level movement outward
in the initial stage of a coronal mass ejection (CME) as a result of shear-induced instability.
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Finally, when this absolute upward velocity exceeds the Alfv6n speed, the shear-
induced instability sets in as shown by the numerical results of Figure 7 and the
analytical solution in the Appendix (Equation (A. 16)). In the following we compare this
scenario with the available observations.
Arch filament systems and coronal mass ejections have been investigated by many
authors (Bruzek, 1967, 1968, 1969; Bumba and Howard, 1965; Martres et al., 1966;
Harrison, 1986). These authors have noted that arch filament systems (AFS) always
connect areas of opposite polarities and cross the neutral line in the longitudinal
magnetic field. Bruzek (1969) has pointed out that the occurrence of AFS is associated
with evolution of young bipolar spot groups. As for the motion of AFS, its characteristic
feature is its expansion in height with an ascending velocity of 16-25 km s-_ with
footpoints rooted in the two opposite spot regions. This behaviour is quite similar to
the early stage of the simulated magnetic field line evolution and mass motion shown
in Figures 2, 3, 5, and 6 where the apex of the magnetic loops is rising but their legs have
little lateral movement. It was further noted that the AFS has both descending and
ascending motions in loops. Bruzek (1968) attributed this phenomenon to the mass
injection at one leg and its return to the chromosphere via another leg that has opposite
polarity. On the other hand, shearing motion, if it has a line-of-sight component, would
always lead to a blue shift in one leg and red shift in the other. Therefore, observations
of flows in filaments are not evidence of shearing. However, such evidence is not needed
since the relative motion of bipolar spots is both necessary and sufficient evidence of.
shearing. Nevertheless, this concept of descending and ascending motion is based on
Doppler shift measurements which can easily, at least partially, be recognized as
complementary evidence of horizontal shear motion that occurs on both sides of the
neutral line. This statement considers the fact that the spot group area is often not strictly
perpendicular to the Iine of sight of the observer; thus the Doppler shift velocity must
have an appreciable horizontal component (Harvey and Harvey, 1976).
On the basis of our numerical simulations, the analytial solution and observed
characteristics, a physical model for the formation of AFS and subsequent CME can
be constructed as follows. First, a young bipolar sunspot group emerges from the
sub-photosphere. As it rises, its area increases and the neutral line dividing the opposite
polarities gets longer and longer. Then a portion of the field can be reasonably regarded
as a two-dimensional bipolar field (as is used in our mathematical model). In the
meantime, the opposite polarity areas rotate with respect to each other. Associated with
this rotation are horizontal shear motions that appear on both sides of the neutral line
(thereby justifying our construction of the shearing velocity used herein). The Lorentz
force generated by this process (see, for example, Figure 8) pushes the magnetic loops
upward during an initial stage. At the later times, the magnetic field becomes distorted,
nonlinear MHD effects force field lines to pile-up and, then, the pinch phenomenon
ensues. Such pinched magnetic flux tubes could be identified as arch filaments which
are visible as a set of dark loops. The simulation has shown that in this region the
plasma has high density and low temperature. From the analytical solution, we notice
that the growth time (VAa) - _ of the shearing instability is about 30 min which is a typical
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average life time of AFS. Thus, this simulation model may be appropriate to describe
the formation of AFS and the eruption which leads to some CMEs.
5. Concluding Remarks
We have used a time-dependent, nonplanar MHD model for a bipolar magnetic region
that was subjected to shearing motion at its foot points. The characteristic plasma beta
was varied over a wide range - from 154 to a more realistic value of 0.06. Common
features were identified for all cases with the differences primarily occurring in the timing
of the events vis-&-vis the characteristic Alfv6n times. An essentially linear, early phase
of upward mass motion was followed until the Alfv6n speed was reached, and a
shear-induced instability is initiated. This nonlinear instability may be the basic
mechanism for arch filament formation and subsequent coronal mass ejections.
In our opinion, the early evolution in our simulation is in accord with quasi-static
evolution of magnetic arcades demonstrated by Klimchuk and S turrock (1989). In their
work, a very low beta plasma was assumed, and therefore the magnetic field is unaffected
by pressure and gravitational forces. Our simulations are also in accord with the
dynamic evolution of magnetic arcades demonstrated by the numerical simulations of
Mikic, Barnes, and Schnack (1988) and Biskamp and Welter (1989) in both the early
and intermediate stages of this evolution despite their neglect of compressibility, pressure
gradient, and gravity. We did not find the reconnection and formation of an ejected
plasmoid, as Mikic, Barnes, and Schnack (1988) did, since we assumed electrical
resistivity and viscosity to be zero. During the late stages of the evolutionary develop-
ment, when the plasma velocities surpassed the AIfv6n speed, our numerical simulations
demonstrate nonlinear instability and catastrophic upward motion at high altitudes.
As a final remark, it can be shown that these numerical results are valid over a
wide range of parameters according to the scaling rule for dynamic similitude. For
example, the present numerical results, computed on the basis of To = 105K and
Po = 1.67 × I0-,2g cm-3, can be scaled to initial conditions of T, = 106K and
Pl = 1.67 x 10-*3gcm -3 by introducing a set of scaling parameters; t_ = v/2to,
LI = itL o, v, = _ Vo, T I = itTo ' Pl = ;t-'po, Pl = Po, and B ! = B o which leave the
governing equations invariant for a given plasma beta. In a recent study of similitude
theory, Wu et al. (1988) have shown that the present results also apply to the physical
condition represented by these different initial conditions.
As another example of the use of dynamic similitude, we may pose the following
question: if the footpoints are moved slowly enough that the evolution is quasi-static,
would the magnetic field closely approximate the static equilibrium states? Although,
we suggested above (as did Mikic, Barnes, and Schnack, 1988, and Biskamp and
Welter, 1989) that the answer is 'yes', the reader is reminded of the values of the shearing
velocity t,, used in the present studies (e.g., 15 km s- i, maximum, for flo = 0.06) and
in the above-mentioned work (30 km s-!, assumed by Mikic, Barnes, and Schnack,
1988, for fl ~ 0.03). Although these maximum footpoint shearing velocities are much less
than the Alfv6n speed, they are a factor of about 10 larger than observed photospheric
velocities.
In summary, we consider the results given here to be representative of a realistic
dynamical evolution of the posed physical problem of sheared magnetic arches and their
evolution into arch filament eruption and coronal mass ejections.
Finally, we remark on the relevance of our results to the observations of some CMEs
as reported by Harrison (1986). The major point of his work is that a small X-ray burst
is often found at the very onset of a CME, often followed by a large X-ray flare later
on during the CME. In the present work, the formation of the current sheet coincides
with the rapid increase in the velocity of the upper portion of the field lines. One could
interpret the latter, as already discussed, as the onset of CME, while the current sheet
formation could lead to a burst of energy dissipation (not shown here) which would be
visible as a small X-ray burst. The simultaneity of these two events is consistent with
the observations of Harrison (I 986). This could be another indication that these numeri-
cal results indeed represent a basic mechanism for the initiation of CMEs.
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_ Appendix
To obtain an asymptotic solution for the relationship between the footpoint shearing
77velocity, w, ancl B= in the first stage (linear stage) of evolution during which p, p, T, Be,L_--
--8,. vary slightly, we write
P = Po + P,, P = Po + P,, T = TO + T, , B x = Bxo + Bx ' ,
B:. = B,. o + B,.I, B_ = B_,, v_ = tM, t_v = t).,, vz v.,,
(A.I)
----where subscript 0 and 1 indicate the zero-order and first-order quantities. And, t t'._, t,
't)., !, f v:zI4. Bo/ 4x/_o = Alfv6n speed, IB.,] ,_. B o. Inserting (A.1) into Equations
._(2.4) and (2.7) formerly given by Wu, Hu, and Nakagawa (1983) and leaving out the
higher-order quantities, we obtain the linearized equations
&:, &o _(&,/4v/_o)+
_-- " Byo _(Bz,/ 4x/_o ) b By o Bzl
& 4x/4x/_o Ox x/4 ltpo Oy -2 4_ ° 4x/_ ° '
Bxo &, += B_,o &_,
where Po = & e-bY, b = g/RT_. To solve Equation (A.2), we construct the auxiliary
equations
Ov* _ Bxo(41tpo)-,/20(B*/4x/_o)
#t Ox
Substituting
+ Byo(47tpo)-,/2 O(B*/4x/_o)
ay '
& = Bxo(4_po ) - 1/2 _v* c_v*+ B_o(4=po) - ,/2
Ox &y
(A.3)
2
Fw -_.
2
Equations (A.3) reduceto
c_F +
Ot = Bo(4npc ) 1/2 e-(a_b/2)y cosax _ - sinax
Ox /'
OF- (A.4)
?t B°(4nP,)- JJ2e-(a-b/2_Y -cosax _ + sinax
c3x
Since solving Equations (A.4) is equivalent to solving their corresponding ordinary
differential equations (Courant and Hilbert, 1962), it is easy to write down the solutionsas follows:
where
F+ = q_(e -"v COSax, to9o + f(ax)(e-ay cosax)_ l +b(2a)-,),
F- = _(e-aYcosax, tooo _ f(ax) (e-aY cosax)- l + b(2a)- ,) ,
(A.5)
coo = aBo(4rcpc) - 1:'2 f(x) -- f (cosx') - b/2,, dx'
0
Considering the boundary value of v. (the nature of shearing) and using Equation (A.5)
we can find the following solutions.
v* = cze-ay cosax cos(L() sin(L r/),
( B_)=cl e-av cosax sin(L_)cos(Lr/),
(A.6)
where
(= (t + to)Ogo , q - f(ax) (e-"Y cosax)- I + b_2a_- ,
to, L, and c_ are integration constants. Back to solving Equations (A.2) suppose v:_,
(B:/x/4npo) satisfy the equalities (A.6) except that L, c_ are now not constants butfunctions of x, y. Thus
Uzl = Cl(X' Y) e -''y cos(ax) cos(L(x, y)() sin(L(x, y)q),
B'l = cl (x, .v) e - av cos(ax) sin(L(x, y)() cos(L(x, y) r/).
(A.7)
Inserting (A.7) into (A.2), c_ and L can be determined uniquely by solving two ordinary
differential equations. First, L satisfies the equation
COSaX ----
OL OL
Ox sinax _ = Q(x, y, L)
ey
Q(x, y, L) =_- - (b/4) sin(ax) sin(2L() sin(2L r/) x
x [_ sin(2L r/) - q sin(2L_)] -,,
(A.8)
_q
J_.,)
with boundary condition L iy = o = L(x). After L has been found, (In c_ ) can be obtained
in the same manner using the following equation:
cos(ax) O(lnc,!_ sin(ax) a(lnc,! = [__tg(L_)- qctg(Lq)] Q(x, y,L)
Ox ay
(A.9)
In fact, we only apply (A.7) to explain the physical nature in the lower shearing region
where Po _ 0.8pc, therefore L and ct can roughly be regarded as constants.
It is difficult to find an asymptotic solution for vx and vy. Let us consider case (iii)
of strong magnetic field, in which the inertial force and -7p and pg can safely be
ignored. Inserting (A.I) into (2.2) and (2.3) of Wu, Hu, and Nakagawa (1983), the
Iinearized equations are given as follows"
C_Vx, 1 Byo (aB_1 8By, _ 1 aBz,
Po at =4---_ \ _y _x }---_ B.,
" OX '
at k -#
where the terms
(A. lO)
1 Bzl 8B_---_l, _ 1 B_l aBzl
4n ax 4n 03,
which are second-order quantities, must be kept in view of actual mathematical manipu-
lation. From (A.7) the partial Lorenti force can be written as
OB.
- (4n'_o) - IB__l -
0x
- (4rc9 o) - 'B_,
= (c_a/2)(q' + q,)e
- 2,,y sin(2ax) sin2(L if),
aB-I = (c_a/2)rf
e- 2,_y[ 1 + cos(2ax)] sin2(L _),
(A.11)
where r/' and rh are slow-varying functions of x, y. The representations for r/', q, are
very complicated in the case with gravity, but we only deal with the lower central part
of the domain where p,-_ const. Thus, the gravitational effects could be ignored in
Equation (A.2), then leading to the solution, r/_ axe "y (cosax)- _, B_ _ B*. There-
fore, r/' and rh asymptotically approach the case with no gravity. In such case r/' and
r/t take simple forms as
rf = (cos H) 2 + 17 cos H sin/7,
rh = L e ay COS/7 sin 17 (sin ax) - i ,
17 = L e"Yax (cos ax)- '
(A. 12)
Figure 11shows the behaviour of r/' and q_. Note that if L e "y is less than 0.5. then
0 < r/i _ r/' __ 1. Therefore we will pay no attention to the difference between n and
r/' + ql within the range laxl < n/4. (A.11)reminds us of analogy between shearing
velocity and force, so we suppose velocity having a mushroom-like form as
t'xl = 3' e-2"Ysinax, t)q = 3' e-2"y[1 + cos(2ax)], (A. 13)
where 6' is a function of t, x, y (but weakly depends on x, y) being determined later.
Inserting CA. 13) into the linearized equations of (2.5) and (2.6), of Wu et al. (1983) the
time variation of current J:i/c can be found as
O (_B,._ _Bx,_=
k 8x - --_v / 16a2Bo 6' e- 3,0, cos(ax). (A. 14)
In deriving Equation (A. 14) the weak dependence of 6' on x, y has been used. Differen-
tiating (A. 10) with respect to t and inserting (A. 14) and (A. 1 I) into it and then letting
it go to limitation when y goes to zero, we obtain one equation
?z
6' = 8t'Zga 2 6'
8t 2 y=o l_'=°+(c_a/2)rl'ty=oLc°osin[2L°°o(t+to)] ,.*. 15)
to determine 6' umquely (here v_ = B2/4_Z_o). Noticing 6', r/' only weakly depend on
x, y, Equation (A. 15) can be regarded as an ordinary differential equation and, therefore,
can be easily integrated with respect to t. Giving the initial condition" a '_
= iy=,) = 0,
d0'/dtI,=o 0 when t = 0, we obtain an asymptotic solution as
_5' ly=o = [(_ + fl)/2] exp(x/_ VAat ) + [(_ _ fl)/2] exp(- v/-8 vAat) -
sin[2Lo_o(t + to) ]
with
sin[2L COoto] ' IA. 16)
La_oaC_l' f,=o sin(2La_oto),,. L_I'c2/vA
_z = S(L2°gg + 2VaAa2) 8 x/_ (L: + 2-) >0,
L2°°_cZl q' ly=o c°s(2L_oto) '_ LZ_l' cZl/v& > O .
fl=8 x/_ vA(LZeOo 2 + 2VZAa2) 16(L 2 + 2)
Generally, we can find an approximate solution for the average 3', the representation
of which is the same as (A.16) except for the substitutions 6' Iy=o, r/' ly=o, v2bvo ', -0',
_, where
t ___
y2
3' dy/y2, -_'= q' dy/y2, -g2 = V 2
0
0 0
e- 2a.v dy/y2.
From (A. 16) it can be seen that 6' will grow exponentially, and that the shearing velocity
c_ acts like a 'seed'. If there is no 'seed', the mushroom flow velocities (vx, v}.) will never
arise. The growth rate is independent of c_ but depends on the Alfv6n speed
VA = Bo/x/_Z_po. Therefore, shear motion can induce linear MHD-instability. However,
this instability soon attains saturation, and the flow becomes quasi-steady and increases
gradually until the velocities (vx, vx) exceed vA.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF EXTENDED
CORONA
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ABSTRACT
A three-dimensional, time-dependent magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model is presented for the study of
coronal dynamics. The model, written in sphericalcoordinates, extends from the solarsurface (1Re; where
1R, -- 6.95 × I0s kin) to 15 R,. This model was developed with two major issues in mind, namely
for interpretationof various steady state and evolutionary dynamical structures in the corona. In order to
achieve theseobjectiveswe have employed two di_erent numerical techniques to seek solutionsfor these two
different, but related, problems; steady state structures and evolutionary structures. These two numerical
techniques are: (i) relaxation technique for steady state structures; and (ii) FICE (Full-Implicit-Continuous_Eulerian) technique for evolutionary structures.
To illustrate this model, we present numerical results for examples of both the steady state and evolutionary
structure of the corona. These results show the additional physical features which cannot be shown by a
two-dimensional model. Finally, on the basis of the exploratory calculation, we outline some interesting
physical features which can be considered for the observing programs of future space missions such asSOHO, OSL, CORONAS, etc.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the Skylab-ATM experiments in the seventies, we have recognized that the corona is in a transient
state in contrast to the previous understanding whereby the corona is always in a quiet orderly state
(Billings, 1966). It is also further realized that the relationship between the flare and the coronal mass
ejection is not as consistently intimate as originally thought ( Hildner et al. 1976). In order to understand
the physics of this fascinating phenomena of so-called "coronal transients", a number of theoretical models
has been presented in the literature (Hundhausen et al. 1984). All of these theoretical models axe based on
magnetohydrodynamic theory. The methodology used to treat these theoretical models could be classified
into two categories: (i) analytical methods and (il) numerical methods. Those models treated by analytical
methods have to conform to certain strict conditions in which a full description of nonlineax dynamical
behavior is dil_cult to achieve; nevertheless, the solutions axe exact. On the other hand, the models treated
by numerical methods could obtain global descriptions of nonlinear dynamics, but these descriptions axe
not unambiguous and may mislead the physical interpretations. A further limitation to these two categories
is the fact that all of these models axe confined to a two-dlmensional geometry. Thus, it is inevitable that
some arguments in the interpretation of observations have taken place.
In this paper_ we present a newly developed three-dimenJional, time-dependent, magnetohydrodynamic
model for _m extended corona. We will suggest that this model could be used to understand the physical
processes from the comparison of this model's results with observational data. The theoretical description
of the model presents the basis for the addition of dissipative mathematical terms that could be used
to understand additional physical processes from specific observational data. The theoretical description
of the model axe included in Section II. The numerical results axe presented in Section III. Finally, the
concluding remaxks axe included in Section IV.
II.ANALYSES
Mathematical Model
In thisstudy,we have assumed that the solaxatmosphere behaves as a singlefluidwith negligibledissipative
effects. With these assumptions, the time-dependent magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations that describe
(I)187
atmospheric flows in three-dlmensions for a spherical coordinate syscem can be written u follows:
op 10(,.=_.) 1 _(_,,_e) z a(_,)
_'= r= _ ,'daO O0 ,',inO O_
o,. a,. ,,,a,,. .-_-_--:" _!ra(p,'zT) + B,(aSo z_oB.
-_ = -" _" - -;'-_ - , .mo a_ p" o, o, ?so)
- 8,( T_- - )]+ "" + "------_B,' + B.' c_r
r pr r2
a.. _.. v._.. _i__O__._![_p_)_B,(OB. __OB.
-_ = -"" a,. , ae , Q o o_ p ,oe _ , _ )
1 OB# OB_ e,.v# - cot O B,Bo B, 2cot
- B,(;-_--_-_. _ ;_.)] _ v,_ __ - o
r p_
(1)
(2)
(3)
_eL +____= _ B, OB, Bo OB6 1
at -;oo-,_oa_ p o, -;--_-- 7;-p-p-p-p-p-p-p-p_
( + "O_, +B' )+ (B.+B, cote) v÷
- --;(t,,. + v, cot e)
OB. 1 0 .
- ..in _[_(_ e(...B. - ...B.) - _(..,B. - v.8_)]
OB_ 1 O 1 0 r v,B
= ;_-_(,.B, - ,,,s.) - ;_.f ( . - ...B.)]
abe, 10 10
_" = -(1' - 1)T[ + _ Oe re/nO _"]
aT _,,a'z" ._ze_aT
- V"Or _ O0 r dn O 0_
(4)
(s)
(e)
(_')
(8)
where the dependent vaxiables are the density p, temperature T, velocity (v., re, u,), and magnetic field
(B., Be, B,). The independent variables axe the radius % the meridional single O andaadmuthalangle 0 u
well at time "t'. The constants lure the polytropic index 7, solar total mm M sad gravitational constant
G. In a_tdltion, the standard equation of state (p = pRT) was used to obtain the above set of governingequations.
The region , within which we will present the numerical solution to the above set of governing equations, is
shown in Figure I. TIKs region is bounded by the solar surface and 15 solax radii (R,) in radial distance,
by the equator sad the pole in meridional distance (0-coordinate), and by u/muthal extent (_coordlnate)of 45 °.
The equations are solved numer/cally using a modified FICE (Ful/-Implldt-Continuous-Eu]erian) scheme
which is baaed on the origins/FICE scheme developed by au and Wu (1984); and Wu and Wang (1987).
The grid spacin@ used see _r_ = R.(1 + _O)'-l, sad _O = _ = 4.5 o. It should be noted that the radial
spacing is not uniform sad is chosen so u to; (1) usure the initial state u being in isothermal sad
hydrostatic equilibrium (Wsag et al. 1982); (2) initialisation of the computation procedure; sad (3) to
ensure numerical acc_acy. The time step caa be arbitrarily chosen because of the flexibility of the FICEscheme.
F{g. I. A schematic description of the portion of a three, dimensional confl_tration in which the solution
is calcuiated. Note that the computational domain extends from the pole to the equator within a
45 ° extent of hellolongitude. In the present paper, symmetry is assumed below the solar equatorialplane.
Initial State and Boundary Conditi_..
In order to seek a solution of this problem, we need to specify the initial conditions. These in/tial conditions
include the magnetic field con/i_ration, velocity field and corresponding thermodynamic properties of theplasma.
The bounda.,-y conditions are rather complicated, hence a detailed account of the derivation of the boundL. 7
conditions will be presented later (Wang and Wu, 1990). We shall only briefly describe these boundary
conditions here. There are a total of six sides in which the boundary conditions need to be specified; they
are.
(I) r = R,, eight compatibility conditions are obtained from the set of governing equations (Wu andWang, 1987);
(2) r = 15R., non-reflecting boundary condltions _re used (Itu and Wu, 1984);
(3) 0 = 0 (pole) sad 0 - 90" (equator), symmetric conditions are chosen because of the chosen field
configuration;
(4) _ = 0 and _ = 45 °, the boundary conditions m obtained by extrapolation techniques.
Ill. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to carry out this simulation, we first introduced an initial state at isothermal and hydrostatic
equilibrium with ? -- 1.67 togethe_ with a potential field in one case and, in a separate case, s linear force-
free magnetic field topology. These two separate cases were introduced into the set of governing equations
in order to ensure that the isothermal and hydrostatic equilibrium does exit. We then introduced a
steady-state, Parker-type, velocity field. The numerical solution of this mathematical system led to s
ma_'netohydrodynam/c equilibrium state v/a the relaxation technique. This MHD equilibrium state is
then taken as the _uiated und_turbed coronal (i.e., quiet corona) with an outflowing solar wind around
multiple helmet magnetic topologies.
The initial plasma and fields (magnetic and velocity) parameters incorporated in this s/mulstion are the
following representative conditions of a non-rotating sun with an initial plasma _.(-- 161"nohoTo/B_) being
unity, at r ----R°, $ -- 90° and _b -- 22.5 °.
• Isothermal and hydrostatic equilibrium atmosphere.
To =i0 s K
po= - )
where p0° is the density (the value of 1.67 x 10 -Is gm cm -a is used in this study and go is the gravity onthe solar surface.
• Magnetic field configuration
(i) A hexapole potential field (Jackson, 1962); and, in a separate calculation,
(il) A hexapole linear force-free field (Nakagawa et al., 1978)
• Velocity Fidd .............
v,(l, 8, q_) = 15 km s -x,
v,(15, 0, ¢) = 200 km s -l,
_.(r, 0, _) = _(., 0, _) = o.
Figure 2 shows the simulated morphology of the quiet corona which consists of a three-dimensional repre-
sentation of the brightness ( integrated density along the path of the llne-of-sight), steady state solar wind
velocity vectors and magnetic field for two cases: (a) initially potential field topology; and (b) initially linear
force-free field topology, respectively. It is easy to recognize that the shape of the quiet corona depends on
the initial magnetic field topology. The bright corona is related to the closed magnetic field configuration,
and the dark region corresponds to the open field configuration which corresponds to the out- flowing solar
wind from the coronal hole. Also it shows that the solar wind velocity is almost radial.
In order to examine the physical structure of the quiet, steady-state, corona, we plot the radial distribution
of the density and temperature at the pole and equator for the initially potential and linear force- free
magnetic field topologies, respectively, as shown in Figure 3. The radial distribution of the three velocity
components (i.e., v,, vs, v_) at the pole and equator is shown in Figure 4 for both types of magnetic field
topology. Finally, we plot the radial distribution of ALCven and sonic speed at the pole and equator inFigure 5.
Comparison of each of these parameters demonstrates the well-known inference and important fact that
the magnetic field is the dominant factor that determines both the morphology and physical structure of
the corona. The spatial diversity of these important, fundamental steady-state parameters is obvious.
For the completeness of this presentation, we shall show some results for a disturbed corona in Figure 6.
This numerical result is obtained by introducing a pressure pulse (p/po = 10) distributed over three grid
points centered at 0 = 35 °, _ _- 22.50 and r = R, for the case of the initially linear force-free magnetic field
topology of the quiet corona as shown in Figure 2b. In Figure 6, at t = 600 s, we show simulated brightness
(i.e. line-of-sight integrated density enhancement), disturbed magnetic field and solar wind velocity vectors
in the ¢ -- 22 ° plane. According to the results shown, we may interpret that the brightness was caused by
the flow interaction with the magnetic field. This density enhancement consists of both the mass carried
by plasma flow motion and local wave compression.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, we have presented a newly-developed, three-dimensional, time-dependent magnetohydrody.
namic model for the study of corona structures in both quiet and disturbed states. This model extends
from the solar surface to 15 R0 and, thereby, includes the region of outflowing solar wind from the subsonic,
sub-Alfvenic to super-sonic and super-Alfvenic regions. Therefore, we assert that it is, indeed, a model
which could be used to study coronal/interplanetary coupling problems.
In these preliminary results, we clearly recognize that the magnetic field topology and strength controls
both the structures and physical parameters' morphology of the corona. Also, this model has the capability
to convert the fundamental physical parameters (i.e. p, T, v) to observables such as brightness (see Fig. 2)
and doppler shifts (not shown). Therefore, we may claim that this model has the potential whereby it could
be used as a diagnostic tool that can be applied to the interpretation and guidance of the observations. For
example, we may use the physical properties obtained from this model to compute llne profiles. As a final
Fig.2.Thethree-dimensionalsimulatedbrightness,steadystatesolarwindvelocityvectors and magnetic
field of the confined plasma corona for; (a) initially potential field configuration (upper left panel)
and (b) initially linear force-free field configuration (upper right panel}.
Fig. 6. The three-dimensional simulated brightness, magnetic field and solar wind velocity of a disturbed
corona at 600 s after introduction of a pressure pulse (simulated flare) at solar surface of the
quiet corona given in Figure 2b, (a) Viewed from $ = .50°,$ = -20 °, and (b). viewed from
# = 50 °,¢ = 10 °.
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remark, we recognize that the development of this model is far from complete. The improvements can betackled in two major catagories _s follows:
• Mathematical Improvement
We should establish the accuracy of the numerical results. In order to achieve this purpose, we
should conduct a grid size test for this model.
• Physical Improvement
Presently, the model includes dissipative mechanism, that were not invoked for the present demon-
stration of its three-cLimensional, temporal capabi/ity. Name/y, the present model results are b_ed
on "ideal" MHD theory. We realize that cilssipstive MHD is important to many solar physics
problem, in which finite electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, radiation and turbulence
are undoubtedly present. We plan to incorporate these elfects in our model via a conservative sad
rational step-by-step approach. However, the current ideal MHD mode/, because of its inherent
and natura/three-dimensional resemblance to the real world, is essential for the construction of
solution, which resemble observed realistic topologies. We have obtained in the present demon-
stration, for example, induced meridional and aximuthal flows which existing two-dimensional
models cannot provide.
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ABSTRACT
A two-dimensional, time-dependent, numerical, MFlD model for the simulation of coronal streamers from
the solar surface (r = 1/?_) to 15R O is presented. Three examples are given; for dipole, quadrupole and
hexapole (Legendre polynomials Pl, P2, and P3) initial field topologies. The computed properties are density,
temperature, velocity, and magnetic field. The calculation is set up as an initial-boundary value problem
wherein a relaxation in time produces the steady state solution. In addition to the properties of the solutions,
their accuracy is discussed. Besides solutions for dipole, quadrupole, and hexapole geometries, the model
permits use of realistic values for the density and Alfv_n speed while still meeting the requirement that the
flow speed be super-Alfvdnic at the outer boundary by extending the outer boundary to 15R O.
1. INTRODUCTION
We present results from a recently-developed numerical model of coronal structure. The reasons for a new
model are to extend the outer boundary farther from the Sun and to gain the experience necessary for
development of a three-dimensional model. In addition, an immediate application will be to the simulation
of streamers in support of the Ultraviolet Coronagraph and Spectroheliograph (UVCS) and the Large Angle
Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) on the Solar Fleliospheric Observatory (SoFIO). These instruments
will be able to measure the temperature, density, and flow vector in the corona so, with model calculations,
it will be possible to estimate the magnetic field vector.
2. THE PFlYSICAL AND NUMERICAL MODEL
We assume axisyrnmetric, single fluid, polytropie, time-dependent ideal magnetohydrodynamie flow and
calculate the flow in a meridional plane defined by the axis of the magnetic field. The coordinates are
(r,0,_b) with ¢ being the ignorable coordinate. For the magnetic field boundary condition, we take the
variation of the radial component at the lower boundary to be given by Legendre polynomials, so that the
flow has reflective symmetry across the equator and the calculation need be done in only one quadrant. For
Ph the radial field thus has a dipole variation. The equations describing such flow can be found in manyplaces (e.g. /3/).
The equations are solved in a computational domain extending from the Sun (1Ro) to 15Ro, from the pole
to the equator. It is assumed that meridional flow is zero at the pole and equator. The grid is divided so that
there are 37 gridpoints in the radial direction and 22 gridpoints in the meridional direction, with the radial
grid size slowly increasing with radius. The algorithm adopted here is the Full-Implicit Continuous Eulerian
(FICE) scheme described by Flu and Wu/1/; for time stepping a second-order accurate forward differencing
scheme is used and the step size is of the same order as given by the Courant condition. Smoothing is
inserted when gradients become too large - i.e. at shocks (which do not occur here). At the inner boundary,
the flow is subsonic and sub-Alfvdnic so that some variables are calculated using compatibility relations/1/.
We choose to specify the radial magnetic field, pressure (or temperature), and density. The meridional field,
radial and meridional flow speed, and pressure are computed from the compatibility relations. At the outer
boundary, the flow is restricted to being both supersonic and super-Alfv6nic. In this case, all variables at
the boundary can be calculated by simple linear extrapolation from the first (or first two) grid points insidethe boundary.
We start with an essentially arbitrary initial state and allow the flow to relax in time while holding the
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boundary valuesconstant.In the presentcasethe initialflowfieldisa polytropic,hydrodynamic solutionto
the steady stateradialflowequation ofmotion (e.g./2/) superimposed on a potentialmagnetic field.That
thisisneithera self-consistentor stablesolutionto the steady stateMHD equationsisirrelevantsincethe
flowisallowedtoevolvein time under the controlof the equationsof motion. The main concernsare that
the numericalsolutionbe stableand ofsufficientaccuracy to definethe physicallyinterestingaspectsofthe
solution,and that the relaxationproceedlong enough that an acceptablycloseapproximation to the steady
state has been reached. We address these issues briefly in section 4.
3. THE CALCULATIONS
As stated, we present results from three simulations; for a dipole (B,(Ro) oc P_(cosS)), a quadrupole
(B,(Ro) oc P_(cos 8)), and a hexapole (B,(Ro) cx P3(cos 0)). At the lower boundary, the conditions are that
n = 2.25 x 10Scm -3 and T = 1.80 x 10SK. The polytropic index is chosen to be 7 = 1.05. The magnetic
field strength at the equator (Br(0 = 90°)) is 1.67 gauss so that/_ = 0.5 in all three cases (where _ is the
ratio of the internal pressure to the magnetic pressure at the lower boundary, at the equator). The final
_teady statemagnetic fieldgeometry forthe threecasesisshown inFig. I.
Fig. 1 The steady state magnetic field for the three cases. The left panel is for an initial
dipole (Pl (cos 0)), the middle panel for an initial quadrnpole (P2(cos0)), and the right panel
for an initial hexapole (P3(cos O)). In all cases, /_ = 0.5 at the base, at the equator, in the
initial state. At the same location, the total magnetic field strength is 1.67 Gauss in all three
examples. The times allowed for the relaxation are: dipole - 22.22 hours, quadrupole - 16.67hours, hexapole - 18.06 hours.
This figure shows the well-known property that the flow is essentially radial beyond 3 - 4R O. Having begun
with large closed field volumes, only small magnetically closed volumes remain, underlying the coronal
streamers. Flow is field aligned everywhere. Fieldlines which cross the outer boundary reach to oo. The
fieldlines are seen to diverge most rapidly on the edges of the close field regions and apparently most slowlynear the center of open regions.
The radial velocity is shown in Fig. 2, at the pole and equator for the dipole; at the pole and centered
over the mid-latitude streamer for the quadrupole; and at pole, over the mid-latitude streamer, and over
the equatorial streamer for the hexapole. As is generally the case in this type of model, the flow speed in "
the center of the open regions is similar to the undisturbed initial flow speed - because the flow direction is
approximately radial above a few solar radii. In the streamer, the flow speed is essentially zero on closed
magnetic field lines and is greatly reduced on the open lines - the field has undergone rapid overexpansion
on the flanks of the streamer. The density and temperature for the three examples are shown in Fig. 1, in
the directions specified in Fig. 2. Most obviously, the density is enhanced in the closed field regions. There
is, of course, also some depletion along rapidly diverging fieidlines.
Several physical aspects of such models as these need to be emphasized. First, the temperature that has
been calculated is an "effective temperature." This is because a polytropic energy equation is assumed - with
a polytropic index of 1.05, which is equivalent to a large amount of energy being added to the flow. Nowhere
is the form of this energy specified, nor what the conversion and dissipation mechanisms are. However, it
has been shown that a polytropic index on the order 1.05 is required to reproduce observations of coronaldensities/5/.
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Fig. 2 The radial velocity for the three cases shown in Fig. 1. Left: Dipole field, showing
the radial flow speed along a polar radius and an equatorial radius. Middle: Quadrupole field,
showing the speed along a radius over the pole and over the mid-latitude streamer. Right:
Hexapole field, showing the speed along a radius over the pole, over the mid-latitude streamer,
and at the equator.
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Fig. 3 The density and temperature for the three examples shown in Fig. 1. Left: Dipole field,
showing the density and temperature, scaled to their starting values, along a polar radius and
an equatorial radius. Middle: Quadrupole field, showing the temperature and density along a
radius over the pole and over the mid-latitude streamer. Right: Hexapole field, showing the
temperature and density along a radius over the pole, the mid-latitude streamer, and at the
equator.
Second, the magnetically open regions, although equivalent to coronal hole flows, do not simulate coronal
holes because the flow speeds are far too small. To obtain reasonable flow speeds in this model it would
be necessary to have the temperature vary across the base of the open region - which is well within the
capability of the model. Such a variation has been shown to reproduce all the known properties of coronal
hole flow and lead to accurate simulations of the geometry, with the effective temperature being larger in
the center of the hole than at the edge/5/.
In contrast to the open regions, the densities in the closed regions are similar to observed streamer densities
and we feel this model is therefore a good approximation to streamer geometry. The temperature must
still he qualified as an effective temperature, but can he used for diagnostic purposes in combination with
planned observations on SoHO/UVCS.
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4. ACCURACY AND STABILITY OF CALCULATIONS
This model has been found tobe weakly subjecttothe Courant conditionon sizeoftime step.Therefore,the
sizeofthe time stepdecreasesasthelargestvaluesofthe temperatureand magnetic fieldincrease-alongwith
the maximum sound and Alfvdn speeds mnywhere in the grid.Counteractingthis,the higher characteristic
speeds leadto asomewhat fasterrelaxationtime.However, generallymore time stepsarerequiredforsmaller
/_calculations.The flow speed alsoplaysan important rolein determiningthe relaxationtime to a steady
state-the initialstateisa disequilibriumconfiguration.This imbalance must have time to be advectedfrom
the base through the outerboundary. The physicaltime thistakescan be estimatedby takinga typical(but
small)valueforthe flowspeed and calculatinghow long itwould take the plasma toflow atthisspeed from
the base to the outer boundary. For example, at 150 kin/s,to 1517,o,thistakes 18 hours (relaxationtimes
we have used are given inFig. I).
A second considerationisgridpointresolution.The gridused in theseexamples isabout 4.5° in latitude
and 0.24Ro in radiusnear the base -increasingslowlywith radius.This issuH_cientto adequatelyresolve
the geometry and flow on the scaleshown inFig. I. However, iffinerscaleinformationisrequiredin,for
example, the coreof the streamers,a densergridwould be required.
Always a seriousconsiderationinthesetime-dependent,non-cartesianMHD calculationsisthe conservation
ofmagnetic flux-that V.]_= 0 ismaintainedatalltimes.The conditionismaintainedhere through accurate
differencingrather than a self-correctingscheme, but we are able to conservemagnetic fluxdivergenceto
withinone part in 105. The numerical scheme ispressure-basedso itislimitedby stabilityto l_ge and
moderate _ values(e.g.fl_ 0.I)- which turnsout to be the same restrictionformaintainingV •B = 0 to
the requireddegree.
Finally,the energy equation:
reduces to 0".V(p/p "y)= 0 when a steady stateisreached,which means that (p/px) isthen a streamline-
constant. This becomes an analytictestof the achievement of a steady statesolutionin our case. The
boundary valuesofp and p are the same at alllatitudes.Therefore,(p/pX)has the same valueeverywhere
in the computation regime as ithas on the boundary ifa steadystatehas been reached. We have checked
thisforthe threecasesshown inFig. i and findthat forthe dipoleand quadrupole itisconstantto within
a maximum of 1% and forthe hexapole itisconstantto withina maximum of4% (averagevaluesover the
whole gridare lessthan 1% in allcases).
5. NEW RESULTS
The utilityof thismodel is that the outerboundary has been extended to 15R o. Although thisisnot a
big advance conceptually,thisand the stabilityand ruggedness of the code make itusefulfor simulating
realisticcoronalconditions.We presentresultsforquadrupole and hexapole fields,with theiraccompanying
midlatitudestreamersand open magnetic fieldregions.The Alfvdn speed rmnges between 800 km/s and a
few tens of km/s. This islower than isbelievedappropriateforthe corona/2/, but we expect our model
willnow enablesimulationswith higherAlfvdn speeds.
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ABSTRACT
In the near future, SOHO UVCS will make long-term
observations of coronal streamers in UV lines, providing
a new tool for the analysis of structures which have been
known for decades but are still far from being adequately
described. The purpose of this work is to evaluate the
Ly-a brightness of coronal streamers, adopting the
streamer models obtained, via a time-dependent numerical
relaxation technique, by Wang et al. (Ref. 1). This will
allow us both to understand the role of geometric vs.
physical factors in determining the streamer Ly-a
intensity and to provide guidelines for UVCS
observational operations. Future prospects along this
line of research are also briefly summarized.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that streamers have been observed, and
their structure reproduced in detailed drawings, since far
back in time. This is not surprising, as these prominent
features can be easily seen during eclipses. Nevertheless,
although observed for so long, their physical properties
are largely speculative and comparatively little literature
has been dedicated to streamers. This situation is due to
the limited means by which these features can be
analyzed: only recently coronagraphs, radio telescopes
and space experiments offered an alternative to the
traditional white light technique.
Still, so far, only streamers' densities have been extensi-
vely analyzed. Neither temperatures, nor magnetic field
values have been derived . other than in a few occasional
studies. Quite obviously, these parameters are crucial to
the understanding of the physical structure of the middle
corona and have a bearing on our understanding of the
solar wind, whose slow streams supposedly originate
from streamer areas. However, flow velocities in the
streamers' cusp regions have never been measured.
SOHO UVCS will expand dramatically our knowledge of
these structures. By observing streamers, in Ly-a and
possibly other UV lines, from close to the solar
limb (= 1.2 RO) up to several solar radii, we will be able
to determine the height profile of density, electron and
proton temperature and flow velocity throughout their
whole extent. Magnetic field values may be inferred, by
analyzing the tangential discontinuities which are almost
systematically parts of large streamers (provided that the
temperature keeps constant across the discontinuity).
With SOHO a thorough description of these features is
within reach.
In view of the large effort which will be dedicated to
these studies as soon as SOHO data will be acquired, we
deemed it worthwhile to provide simulated UV observa-
tions of streamers under a variety of situations. To this
end, we adopted the model developed by Wang et al. (Ref.
1), to describe the physical state of streamers. Our
simulations might be used as guidelines in devising the
observational strategies and operational sequences which
will allow the best usage of data. In this paper we
describe briefly the initial stage of this project, where
the Ly-a brightness is evaluated for streamers of different
geometries and different plasma ,8, seen from different
aspect angles. Future developments of our work are also
shortly outlined. We refer the reader to Noci et ai. (Ref.
2) for a more thorough description of what is illustrated
here.
2. THE MODEL
The physical streamer models that we use for calculating
Ly-a intensities are the result of a numerical simulation
of global coronal structure. The simulation is a solution
of the magnetohydrodynamic equations for two-
dimensional, axisymmetric, single fluid, polytropic,
time-dependent flow. The steady state is found by starting
with an essentially arbitrary initial state having the
desired boundary conditions and allowing a relaxation in
time until the solution is no longer changing. The
resulting model is therefore assured both of being a self-
consistent solution for the specified physical boundary
conditions and of being stable. The model, since
axisymmetric, describes a single continuous streamer that
extends all the way around the Sun at a specific latitude.
The simulation is further described by Wang et al. (Ref.
1).
The boundary conditions at 1 RO are that the temperature
and density are constant in latitude and that the vector
magnetic field is potential. Three magnetic field
geometries are used: a dipole, a quadrupole, and a
hexapole; the scalar potentials are proportional to P2
(cose), P3 (cose), and P4 (cos0), respectively (here Pi is
the Legendre polynomial of degree i and O is the colati-
rude). There are two dimensionless numbers: the
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polytropic index, y, and the ratio of internal to magnetic
energy densities. B. We use r = 1.05 in all cases, ,8 =
0.5 for all three field geometries, and, in addition, do a
dipole calculation for B = 0.2. These values of _ corre-
spond to a heliocentric distance of 1.0 RO, at the equator,
where the field strength is 1.67 gauss for both B = 0.5
and B = 0.2. For the high # case, the base temperature
and density are 1.8 x 106 K and 2.25 x 108 ca-3. For
the low _ case, they are 1.44 x 106 K and 5.61 x 107
ca3. The three magnetic field geometries naturally lead
to a single equatorial streamer, a mid-latitude streamer,
and both an equatorial and a mid-latitude streamer for the
dipole, quadrupole and hexapole, respectively.
As we mentioned in the Introduction, we know so little
about streamers, that it is difficult to check model
predictions against observations. The on/y comparison
we can make is between predicted and observed densities.
By comparing model densities with densities derived from
white light and radio observations it turns out that the
most realistic densities _ irrespective of the streamer
configuration _ are those evaluated for the B = 0.5 case.
A plasma B -- 0.2 results in too low densities, at least
with the boundary conditions we assumed. As a
consequence, we will, at the moment, dismiss this case,
and evaluate the Ly-a brightness only for high /_Streamers.
Before describing the results we obtained for our
simulation, we note that model densities in open field
regions are not realistic, being too high, both in the
high and low B case. In order to reproduce the high
velocities and low densities that characterize the coronal
hole regions, within the limits of a polytropic model,
one should use an ad hoc temperature vs. latitude profile.
This is beyond the scope of the present work, as, due to
the higher streamer density, we don't expect surrounding
open field areas to affect appreciably the streamer Ly-a
brightness. We conclude that the behavior of the model
in open field areas, at this stage, is inconsequential to
us. Hence, we proceed to evaluate the Ly-a from
streamers, in a variety of test cases.
3. LY-a BRIGHTNESS [N STREAMERS
The formation of the Ly-a line in the corona is due to
the presence, at coronal heights, of a tiny percentage of
neutral hydrogen atoms that resonantly scatter the
chromospheric Ly-a photons (see, for instance, Gabriel,
Ref, 3). The total (i.e. integrated over the line profile)
Ly-a intensitity, as observed along the direction n isgiven by
h B _'o
4---'-'ff_ NL (_') day _ (_-,n') _ (_.. _'0) d).
where Nt. : ]_, NI dx and N 2 is the number density of
hydrogen atoms in the ground level; h is the Planck
constant; Bt 2 the Einstein coefficient for the line; _'o is
the rest value for the central wavelength k of the Ly-ct
transition; the unit vector n is along the line of sight
x and the unit vector n' is along the direction of the
incident radiation; qj is the angle between n and n'; p(q_)
do_' . where ¢o' is the solid angle around n' - is the
probability that a photon travelling along the direction
n was travelling, before scattering, along the direction
n'; _ is the solid angle subtended by the chromosphere
at the point of scattering; Ichro,n is the exciting
chromospheric radiation and W is the coronal absorption
profile. In the following we assume that the intensity of
the chromospheric Ly-a radiation is constant across the
solar disk and that the velocity distribution of the
scattering hydrogen atoms is Maxwellian.
In order to use the previous equation to calculate the
Ly-a intensity in coronal streamers, one needs to
evaluate NL, i.e. the total number of hydrogen atoms
along the line of sight. Unless the 3-D streamer is
known, N L cannot be evaluated. Because our model is 2-
D, we do not have this information and we have to make
an a priori assumption about the 3-D streamer geometry.
As a first hypothesis, we may assume that streamers
extend all the way around the equator, in a continuous
belt. By comparing the resulting Ly-ot intensities with
those obtained in a rocket flight by Kohl et al. (Ref. 4),
we conclude, however, that this assumption is not
realistic, as the model predicted values are about one
order of magnitude larger than the observed ones.
Recalling that model densities seem to be realistic, the
discrepancy should be ascribed to geometrical, rather thanphysical, factors.
Figure I shows the Ly-ot Intensity vs. distance profile
along the axis of a streamer which lies in the plane of
the sky (identified with the plane of the model). Three
different assumptions have been made as to the streamer's
_-. \\ 1
Radial Distance (solar radii)
Figure I. Predicted Ly-ct intensity vs. redi_l distancu along the axit
of an equatorial streamer in a dipolar geometry, for a plasma _ . 0.5.
The streamer thickness in s direction normal to the plane of the sky is
assumed either to have s cOnstant angular width (curve (l)) equal to its
angular base width (.. 76*) or to be cOnstant with height (curve (2)) and
equal to its base width (= ] R@) or to decrease linearly with height
(cUrVe (3)) up to the cusp height (Rcttt p - 4.5 R@).
configuration along the line of sight: curve (1) refers to
a streamer whose angular width is constant with height;
curve (2) refers to a streamer whose linear width is
constant with height; curve (3) refers to a streamer
whose width decreases linearly with height up to a
vertex, identified with the streamer's cusp. Densities
along the line of sight have been assumed equal to those
given by the model at the same latitude and radial
distance. We warn the reader that, in the evaluation of
N L , the integration length is dictated by our assumptions
about the streamer 3-D shape and the effectof the outer
atmosphere is completely neglected by truncatingthe
integration at the edge of the streamer, in accordance
with our conclusion that the contribution from the open
field areas is inconsequential. The global magnetic
configuration for which these simulations have been
made is also illustrated in the Figure. Clearly SOHO data
will allow us to discriminate between the different
geometries, by analyzing the behavior of the intensity
profile at large heliocentric distances: in the case of a
cone-shaped structure (curve (3)) the steep intensity
decline at large distances is due to the decrease with
height of the integration length, a factor which singles
out this case from the others.
UVCS field-of-view (FOV) - 141' x 40' - is large enough
to allow the imaging of an entire streamer, from 1.2 R o
to its cusp. In the hypothesis of the equatorial streamer
of Figure I. for instance, the streamer's axis is in the
equatorial plane, the streamer's base has a width of = 70 °
and its cusp reaches a height of = 3.5 - 4.5 R®. This
sort of configuration is observed at solar minimum, when
streamers are concentrated along the solar equator, and is
representative of the situation that SOHO will meet in its
early operational phase. UVCS with an appropriate slit
width, will take measurements on the streamer at
increasing heliocentric distances, along the axis of the
structure as well as in a direction normal to the latter.
These observations will enable us to check the capability
of the model in predicting realistic profiles of the
physical parameters of the streamer both along and
across its axis. Consistency between model predictions
and observations, proving the reliability of the model,
will provide indirectly the distribution of the magnetic
field vector throughout the streamer, a factor which can
be hardly underestimated.
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Figure 2. Predicted Ly-a intenJity vs. distan_ (measurod along
,.he ax*s of an equatorial swelrner) for different off-equator offset in a
cone-shaped exlultona[ streame_: so|id-line, int_sity along the axis of
the streamer, zero offset; A, intensity for an offset of 0.2 R®; x,
inteaa*ty for an offs_, of 0.4 R@. As in Figure I, the configuration is
dipolar, Lhe base w:dth is = 3S ° and the cusp height is 4.5 R O.
Figure 2 shows the results of our simulations of Ly-a off-
axis intensities for the cone shaped streamer, whose on-
axis behavior has been shown in curve (3) of Figure 1
and is given here (solid line) as a reference. Crosses
i_(?.I_WiWI_ Im_'_ IILANI( l)#f.)T FiL.!Im°O
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(triangles) refer to Ly-a observed at an offset of 0.4 (0.2)
R o along a direction parallel to the streamer's axis. The
progressive decrease in the integration length as we _
move to larger offsets is responsible for the intensity
drop which occurs at increasingly lower heliocentric
distances. It is this geometric effect, rather than the
transverse density gradient, that determines the intensity
vs. distance profile for off-axis observations.
Obviously, this result has to be considered as
preliminary, as it depends heavily on our hypotheses
about the behavior of the physical parameters of the
streamer in the third dimension. On the theoretical side, , __
it points to the need of a 3-D model; on the _.
observational side, it shows that we badly need a
technique to derive densities, independently of the
streamer's geometry.
Before addressing this problem, we notice that all our
examples refer to a global dipolar magnetic
configuration. However, our results can be extended to
the quadrupolar and hexapolar model geometry by taking
into account the differences in the streamer's thickness.
Densities predicted by our model are about the same for
low and high latitude streamers. Therefore, the Ly-a
brightness from these features turns out to scale, with
respect to that originating in a dipolar equatorial
configuration, in the same proportion as the streamers'
thickness. The Ly-a brightness from an equatorial
hexapolar streamer, for instance, will be a factor 2-3
smaller than that from an equatorial dipolar s_eamer and
about equal to the brightness from the high latitude
hexapolar streamer.
4. TOMOGRAPHY FOR DENSITY DIAGNOSTIC
Tomographic techniques are currently used to reconstruct
the 3-D configuration of a structure which can be .....
observed from different orientations. In order to adopt
this methodology to derive densities at different
positions within a streamer, we have to take advantage of
solar rotation and observe the feature at different aspect
angles. This constraint has a severe drawback: the
streamer has to be stable throughout the observational
period, if we want to attach any meaning to the inferred
values. Whether this is a reasonable assumption is
debatable and has possibly to be checked in individual
cases.
In the hypothesis that streamers meet this requirement, it
is easy to understand why the technique can be
successfully applied to a field so distant from its more
common usage. We remind the reader that the emergent
Ly-a radiation is obtained by summing over the
contribution from all regions along the line of sight.
Depending on the streamer aspect angle and on the
transverse vs. axial density gradient, it may happen.
when the line of sight cuts obliquely through the
structure, that the highest contribution to the emergent
intensity originates from an element at some distance
from the streamer's axis: hence the possibility of -
deriving the density of this element and, as a _,
consequence, the density structure of the streamer, across
its axis, independently of its geometry.
The capabilities of the tomographic technique in the
diagnostic of streamer's density can be extensively tested
only when a 3-D model is available. At present, we used
this technique on the 2-D model, assuming, contrary to
what done so far, that the plane of the model is the
equatorial plane. In this case the streamer footpoints lie
on the equator and the model provides the gradient of _:
density in the direction normal to the gtreamer's axis (i.e.
_7
alongthelineof sight),sofarassumeda priori. The
results we obtained are preliminary, since large densities
in the open field areas result in a too high contribution
from the ambient regions.
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Figure 3. Predicted contribution of individual elementl along the line
of sight to the total Ly-_ intensity from the usual dipolar, _ = 0.5
streamer, supposed to lie in the equatorill plane, as a funeti_ of their
distance along the line of sight. Negative (positive) distances are away
from (towards) the obsecv_,aa mealuredwith respectto the axis of the
streamer. "]"heline of _ght illtersec', the plane of the sky it a distance
of 1.25 R@ and cuts obliquely through the Streamer, unle._s the
streamer'! ixis is in the plane of the sky (streamer longitude: 90').
The COntribution of individual elements to the total inttilaity is shown
(Ich) for I streamer whose axis il in the plane of the sky (streamer
longitude: 90 Q, and (right) for I streamer it a longitude of 120"
(aspect ingle 0 = 30Q). The position of the streamerix-, is shown is adashed linein the _gure.
Figure 3 shows how individual elements along the line of
sight contribute to the Ly-a intensity measured in the
equatorial plane at a distance of 1.25 Re in two cases:
when the streamer's axis is in the plane of the sky
(streamer longitude 90*. aspect angle 0 = 0 °) and when
the streamer is behind the plane of the sky at a longitude
of 120 ° (aspect angle ¢ = 30*). In the latter case, the
highest contribution to the emergent intensity comes
from the element at a distance of = 0.72 R e along the
line of sight. Thus. by taking an extended set of data. at
different locations along the axis of the streamer and at
different aspect ratios, we may eventually get a complete
map of the density of the structure. A mote thorough
analysis of the capabilities of the tom*graphic technique
has to be deferred to the time a 3-D model is available,
both in open field regions and in streamer structures.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
As we stated in the Introduction, we meant, in this work,
to provide a number of Ly-a brightness simulations to be
used as a first guess of SOHO UVCS forthcoming
measurements. To this end. we have presented a set of
predicted profiles of Ly-a intensity vs. distance,
representative of a variety of situations. This set
provides a first-hand tool for observational planning and
its consistency with the scanty available observations
proves the capability of our approach.
A critical examination of the model used in the present
simulations leads us to define the theoretical objectives
we have to attain in order to improve our predictions. As
we noticed, appropriate boundary conditions have to be
chosen in open field regions to allow a better description
of the ambient medium: this can be done also in a 2-D
framework, before getting to our main purpose, i.e., the
development of a 3-D global coronal model. Besides this
main objective, an extension of our modeling efforts to
different plasma 13 seems to be mandatory: streamer
cusps reach up to a variety of heights, possibly
representative of the range of plasma _ over which these
structures develop.
Following these theoretical developments, much work
has to be done in preparation of the SOHO mission.
Here it suffices to mention, for instance, that more
realistic simulations imply the usage of different Ly-a
profiles for different solar regions: it is well known that
the chromospheric Ly-a profile is not constant across the
solar disk, thus implying a not constant chromospheric
exciting Ly-a radiation. Still, we have not yet adckessed
the field which looks more promising: if we will be able
to prove, on the basis of our model and ensuing
simulations, that the Doppler dimming technique can be
used in the streamer cusp regions, we will open a new
research area from which unsolved problems . like that of
the origin of the slow solar wind streams . may benefit
to the point that they are no longer a riddle. We will
proceed on this work with these exciting perspectives.
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Absiract. We describe a _ ' .. .
tbr the determination of the physical properties of coronal streamers from the top ot:the transition
two dNnens;ona[ tfmc-dependem, numerical, magnetohvdrodvnamic model
zone (f_': = l) to 15 /i'.. Four examples are given: tbr dipole, quadrupole, and hexapole initial
field topo/o,eies. The compulcd t)arametcrs are density, temperature. ',elocity. and magnetic field. In
addition to the properlies of Ihc _,olulions. their accuracy is discussed. We use the mode/as the basis
tbr a general diSCussion otlbc way boundary Condillons are specified in this and similar simulations.
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i. Introduction
We present results from a recently-developed numerical model of coronal struc-
ture. The immediate reasons for a new model were to extend the outer boundary
farther from the Sun and to gain the experience necessary for development of a
three-dimensional model. A result of this process has been a close examination of
the physical details of the solution arid how they depend on the way the boundary
conditions are specified. An immediate application will be the simulation of stream.
ers in Support of the Ultraviolet Coronagraph and Spectroheliograph (UVCs) and
the Large Angle Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) on the Solar Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO). These instruments will be able to measure the temperature,
density, and flow vector in the corona. With model calculations, it will be possible,for example, to estimate the magnetic field vector.
Numerical models of coronal structure have been published sporadically, at
long intervals, over the past twenty years. The first (Pneuman and Kopp, 1971)
demonstrated the feasibility of such models, treating isothermal flow and arriving
at the solution by iterating on the electrical currents. However, a more efficient
and flexible method is to consider an initial-boundary value problem in which
the steady state is found holding the boundary conditions constant and allowing
the solution to relax in time from an essentially arbitrary initial state. Steinoifson,
Suess, and Wu (1982) applied this later technique to the analysis of a polytropic
dipole configuration for a range of plasma .j (ratio of internal Pressure to mag-
Solar Physics 147:55-7 I. 1993.
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netic pressure). Steinolfson (1989. 1991) and Guo et ./. (1992) have used this
steady-state solution as the basis for studying coronal mass ejections and streamer
evolution with shear, which can be simulated using a nearly identical numerical
model. Details of the numerical schemes and results can be found in the referencedpublications.
We revisited this problem for the reasons mentioned above. However. we also
consider that such complex numerical models are rarely without problems or uncer-
tainties. When the models are used for analysis of data and for predictions, the only
reliable validation is to dex elop an independent model and compare the results.
Even when both lot all; models are tundamentallv correct, this process generally
leads to new or deeper understanding ot the problem. In the present case. this is
precisely what has happened. We have gained a better insight into the physical
basis of the criteria which should be adopted in specifying boundary conditions.
The results from this constitute an important part of the present study.
The physical and numerical simulation is described in Section 2. Section 3
details numerical models of dipole, quadrupole, and hexapole maenetic fields.
Section 4 is a discussion or numerical precision of the solution and the boundary
conditions, putting the discussion into context with earlier models so far as is
possible. Section 5 contains our summary and conclusions.
2. The Physical and Numerical Simulation
We assume axisymmetric, single fluid, polytropic, time-dependent ideal magneto-
hydrodynamic flow and perform the calculation in a meridional plane defined by
the rotational symmetry axis of the magnetic field. The coordinates are (r, 0, _)
with o being the ignorable coordinate. For the magnetic field boundary condition,
we take the radial field component at the lower boundary to be that given by a
vacuum dipole, quadrupole, or hexapole potential magnetic field. The flow there-
fore has reflective symmetry across the equator and the calculation need be done
in only one quadrant. The equations of motion that describe this flow are:
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The dependent variables are the density, p, the pressure, p, the radial and
meridional velocities. _. and ;.,;, and the radial and meridional magnetic fields,
B,. and Bo. The constants AI.., G, -., and I_ are the solar mass, gravitational
constant, the polytropic index and the magnetic permeability.
These equations are solved in a computational domain extending from the Sun
(I R:) to 15 R.. from the pole to the equator. It is assumed that meridional flow
is zero at the pole and equator. The erid is divided so that there are 37 ,"rid pints7, "radial d,rectlon and_2 gndpoints in the meridional direct , + P •g;i lze slowly increasin,, with r ,,,4,...... Ion, with the radial
- _ ,-,,.,,u_. *ne menclional _rid is divided so that
points lie equidistant on either side of ¢-)= 0 and (_ = 90 _, at 0 -2.25",2"25°' 6'75° ..... 87.75 _. 9 "_"_S° "r'h..... -- . =
Continuous Eulo,-,.,,, ,r_-,,-,_-,'--, ..... .aJgon.mm aaopted here is the Full-Ira licit
' ...... _-_v.t:_ scheme described by Hu and Wu (1984). ForPtime
stepping a second-order accurate forward differencing scheme is used, with the
step size being of the same order as given by the Courant condition because the
magnetic field is calculated explicitly. Smoothing is used when gradients become
too large, i.e., at shocks (which do not occur here). At the inner boundary., the
flow is subsonic and sub-Alfv6nic so that two of the six independent variables are
calculated using compatibility relations (Hu and Wu, i 984). A brief summary of
the compatibility conditions for the present model is given in the Appendix, along
with details on how the boundary values and conditions are applied. We choose
to specify the radial and meridional magnetic fields, temperature, and density. The
radial and meridional flow speeds are computed from compatibility relations (i.e.,
Equations (A. I ) and (A.2)). At the outer boundary, the flow is restricted to being
both supersonic and super-Alfvdnic. In this case, all variables at that boundary can
be calculated by simple linear extrapolation from the first (or first two) grid points
inside the boundary. In this study, we did not perform the comparison between
the present boundary conditions and conventional boundary conditions. However,
in a recent study by Sun (1991), it was shown that the statement of the boundary
conditions in the Appendix eliminates the spurious waves generated by boundary
disturbances and which can cause numerical instability.
We start with an essentially arbitrary initial state and allow the flow to relax
in time while holding the boundary values constant. In the present case the initial
flow field is a polytropic, hydrodynamic solution to the steady-state radial flow
equation of motion (e.g., Parker, 1963) superimposed on a potential magnetic field.
That this is neither a self-consistent nor stable solution to the steady-state MHD
equations is irrelevant since the flow is allowed to evolve in time under the control
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of the equations of motion. The main concerns are that the numerical solution
be stable and of sufficient accuracy to define the physically interesting aspects of
the solution, and that the relaxation proceed long enough that an acceptably close
approximation to the steady state has been reached. We address these issues briefly
in Section 4.
3. Detailed Results from Four Specific Models
We report here on four '_pecific models. The results are grouped first according
to the way in v, hich the physical variables are plotted (i.e., either versus radius
or versus polar angle) and second according to which of the four examples the
plot is for. In these four examples, three magnetic field geometries are used: a
dipole, a quadrupole, and a hexapole; the scalar potentials are therefore proportional
to P2 (cost-)), p_ (cost)), and P., !cost)t, respectively, where P,, (cos0) is the
Legendre polynomial of degree _. There are two dimensionless free parameters:
the polytropic index, -., and the plasma .1. We use ". = 1.05 in all cases, .,Y= 1.0
for all three lield geometries, and, in addition, do a dipole calculation for .3 = 0.2.
In these case. 3 is evaluated at 1.0 R. at the equator, '_here the field strength is
1.67 G both for ._ = 1.0 and _ = 0.2. For the high .3 cases, the base temperature
and density are 1.8 x I()_' K and 2.25 ;< l0 s cm -3. For the low ,_ case. they are
1.44 x 106 K and 5.61 × 107 cm -_. The three magnetic field ,,e_ ', umetrmes naturally
lead to a single equatorial streamer, a mid-latitude streamer, and both an equatorial
and a mid-latitude streamer for the dipole, quadmpole and hexapole, respectively.
Results from the four examples will be referred to as follows:
(a) Dipole,/= 1.0.
(b) Quadrupole, .3 = 1.0.
(c) Hexapole, .4 = 1.().
(d) Dipole, .:/= 0.2.
The initial state temperature, density, and velocity profiles are shown in Figure 1.
The temperature curves appear irregular due to the small _:hange in temperature
over the relatively large radial range- a consequence of the polytropic index being
near unity. Only three significant figures were retained after the calculation so what
is seen here is roundoff error in the plotted results rather than in the computed
results.
The final, steady-state magnetic field geometries for the four cases are shown in
Figure 2. Here is seen the well-known property that the flow is nearly radial beyond
3-4 R+. The flow is field-aligned everywhere and field lines which cross the outer
boundary reach to oo. The streamers are those volumes which are magnetically
closed (i.e., the field lines return to the surface of the Sun) and it is evident that
relatively small volumes in the streamers remain magnetically closed in comparison
to the initial state where all field lines were closed. These closed volumes are
surrounded by a low density shell but, as will be shown below, the densities in the
large coronal hole-like open regions are otherwise only slightly lower than in the
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streamers. In each panel of Figure 2, four dashed lines are shown and labelled A,
B, C, or D. These lines indicate the radial directions used below to plot variables
versus radius.
The physical times allowed for the relaxation in these four examples were:
(a) 22.22 hours for the ;3 = 1.0 dipole; (b) 16.67 hours for the/3 = 1.0 quadrupole;
(c) 18.06 hours for the/3 = 1.0 hexapole; (d) 19.44 hours for the _3 = 0.2 dipole.
These times are determined by how long it takes for any fluctuation to be advected
out through the outer boundary of the solution domain. This in turn depends on how
large the flow speed is and whether the fluctuations represent inward propaga, ting
waves. In genera[, the times listed above are the minimum required fora stationary
fluctuation (i.e., non-propagating in the solar wind frame) to be advected from
I R,-_ to 15 R:-, at a typical flow speed in the open regions. This sometimes leads to
small residuals in the relaxation near the outer boundary at 15 R_, but the solutions
inside 7 R:. that are shown here are quite steady. This is another point that will be
reviewed in Section 4.
Figures 3 and 4 are plots of density and radial velocity versus radius. The plots
are made in the directions indicated in Figure 2 so that, for example, in each panel
of Figure 3 the density is plotted in the four directions A, B, C, and D indicated
in the corresponding panel of Figure 2. In both of Figures 3 and 4, the four panels
corresponding to the four panels in Figure 2 are clearly labeled. The density profiles
have been divided by their corresponding initial state (t = 0) profiles from Figure I
because the density changes by several orders of magnitude between the Sun and
15 R._. The plots here extend only to 7 R.._ because there is no new information
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Fig. 3. Density as a function of radius. Each panel is lot the corresponding case in Figure 2, as
labelled. The curves are plotted along the directions shown in Figure 2. For example, the four curves
tbr the ,3 = 1.0 hexapole labelled A. B. C. D. are along the four directions shown in the third panel
of Figure 2 and labelled in the same manner. Each curve has been divided by the initial profile (see
Figure I). A density enhancement is indicated by values greater than unity, and vice.versa. The
density concentrations in the streamers are clearly visible, generally being on the order of 25% to50% above the initial state.
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contained outside this radius - the flow is already supersonic and essentially radial.
Turning briefly to each figure individually, we begin by noting that a density
enhancement is indicated by values greater than unity, and vice versa. The density
concentrations in the streamers here are clearly visible, generally being on the order
of 25% to 50% above the initial state. The base density for the/3 = 1.0 cases is close
to that reported by Allen (1955) for the base of the quiet corona and the density
profile shown here has generally the right behavior for streamers - as shown by
curves C for cases (a), (c), and (d), and curve D in case (b). Curve D for case (a),
the J = 1.0 dipole, is an example of the density deficit on the flank of a streamer
that is typical of the results for all the examples. In contrast, the density in the
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Fig. 4. Radial velocity as a function or" radius. Each panel is Ior the corresponding case in Figure 2.
The curves are plotted along the directions shown in Figure 2. as in Figure 3. The velocity inside thestreamers is seen to be essentially zero.
t
centers of the open regions (curve B in all cases, curve C in case (b), and curve D
in case (c)) is little different from the initial state, being only slightly smaller. This
is only surprising when comparison is made to coronal hole observations (Munro
and Jackson, 1977) wherein the density was reported to be more than an order of
magnitude less than in streamers. This difference is a natural consequence of the
properties of a polytropic model and the choice we have made for the boundary
conditions on temperature and density - that they be independent of polar angle.
The choice leads to both the high density shown here and the low flow speeds
shown below on open field lines, irrespective of the open streamline geometry.
To model true coronal hole flow with a polytropic gas would require at least an
elevated temperature in the open regions and probably also a lower density at thebase (Suess et al., 1977; Suess, 1979)
The radial velocity is shown in Figure 4, at the positions indicated in Figure 2.
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ASdescribedabove,andasis generallythecasein polytropicmodels,theflow
speedin theopenregionsis similarto theundisturbed initial flow speed shown
in Figure !. In the streamer, the flow speed is essentially zero and it is reduced
on the adjacent open field lines due, apparently, to the strongly inclined flow
direction more than to geometry. The nonzero outflow above streamers (e.g., at
17 = 7.14 R._, at the equator of the "3 = 1.0 dipole) refers to the open field region
above the streamer's cusp. The ,3 = 0.2 dipole is the most extreme example of
this - and the flow speed is nearly identical to the initial speed everywhere
on closed field lines, directly above the center of the streamer, and on the excepthighly
inclined field lines immediately adjacent to the streamer- where the difference isstill rather small.
We do not plot the temperature since, due to the polytropic index being 1.05,
it varies by only a few percent throughout the computation domain. However,
this is an 'effective temperature' because a polytropic energy equation with a
polytropic index of 1.05 is equivalent to a large amount of energy being added to
the flow. Nowhere is the form of this energy specified, nor what the conversion and
dissipation mechanisms are. However, it has been shown that a polytropic index
on the order 1.05 is required to reproduce observations of coronal densities (Suesset al., 1977).
Finally, the magnetically open regions, although euqivalent to coronal hole
flows, do not simulate coronal holes because the flow speeds are far too small.
To obtain reasonable flow speeds in this model it would be necessary to have
the temperature vary across the base of the open region - which is well within
the capability of the model. Such a variation has been shown to reproduce all
the known properties of coronal hole flow and lead to accurate simulations of the
geometry, with the effective temperature being larger in the center of the hole than
at the edge (Suess et al., 1977). In contrast to the open regions, the densities in the
closed regions are similar to observed streamer densities and we feel this model is
therefore a good approximation to streamer geometry. The temperature must still
be qualified as an effective temperature, but can be used for diagnostic purposes in
combination with planned observations on SOHO/UVCS.
Some of the results can be better viewed and more easily understood when
plotted versus polar angle at different heliocentric distances, than versus radius at
constant polar angles. Such plots are shown for the density, radial velocity, and
total field strength in Figures 5, 6, and 7, respectively.
Figure 5 shows the density drop adjacent to the streamer. In the panel for
the /3 = 1.0 dipole, this drop is quite large, well resolved, and leads into the
density enhancement inside the equatorial streamer. The only place this does not
occur is at the base - where the density is held constant. The width of the density
enhancement in the streamer decreases with height, just as the width of the streamer
itself decreases with height (e.g., Figure 2). Essentially the same thing is seen for the
I3 = 0.2 dipole wiht the following quantitative differences: (i) The streamer is much
higher and wider. (ii) The density depletion on the flanks has a smaller amplitude.
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Fig.5. Dcnshy vcrsuspolarangle,between thepole((J:)and theequator(90°).Each of thecurves
is labelled according to the heliocentric distance it refers to. Thus. the curves labelled 1.70 R indicate
the density at 1.70 R_._ heliocentric radius. The density at the base is constant and so the curves there
are flat• Above the base. there is a small density enhancement in the streamer (ca. 5% to 50%) and
,'I trough in density at the edge of the streamer• In the middle or the open region, the density is very
close to what it was in the initial state (see also Figure 3). The reason it is not small is that we have
used constant temperature and density at the base. To produce a true coronal hole-like profile would
have required at least an increase in the temperature at the base of the open region (Suess el el.,1977).
These differences are the primary reason we conclude that solar streamers are better
described by a _ -- i.0 plasma than by a ,] = 0.2 plasma. Qualitatively, a similar
result is found for the quadrupole and hexapole. However, it is obvious that the
hexapole is only marginally resolved with the present grid density - there is really
only one meridional grid point inside the m id-latitude streamer at any given height.
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region to the inside of the's_re'am;?r-r °ps.preczpxt°usly from the magnetically open
,_-._uat me velocity is not identically zero inside
the streamer is a result of numerical diffusion and is a measure of this numerical
artifact in the FICE scheme. For example, at 1.70 R.- in the .3 = 1.0 dipole, the
velocity drops from ca. 60 km s-i at the edge of the streamer to about 3 km s- z
inside the streamer. 3 km s-_ is hardly above the noise level in the plots and the
associated kinetic energy is too small to affect the dynamics of the solution. Such
'slippage' will, nevertheless, occur in all numerical solutions. At larger heights
(e.g., 4.90 and 7.14 R=) there is small, but finite flow near and in the neutral sheet
dividing regions of opposite magnetic polarity. This is qualitatively like what is
observed in the solar wind in the interplanetary medium. The ,3 = 0.2 dipole again
exhibits properties unlike the Sun in the sense that the very low flow speeds inside
the streamer seem to still exist even at 7.14 R. - far outside the observed extentof clos d stream rs.
across the streamers. The most interesting thin_ to note in these plots 2 , ,,
Figure 7 shows the variation of the total magnetic field strength, (B r + B_)j,-,
is the enhance-
ment in total field strength on the flanks of the streamers. This is what 'confines'
the streamers. The field strength for the :J = 0.2 dipole is seen to vary smoothly,
with little distinct evidence of the streamer. This is just another indication that the
presence of the plasma has had little effect on the field geometry, in this low-,3 case.
4. Accuracy and Stability of Calculations
This numerical model has been tbund to be weakly subject to the Courant condition
on size of time step. Therefore, the size of the time step decreases as the largest
values of the temperature and magnetic field increase _ along with the maximum
sound and AIfv6n speeds anywhere in the grid. Counteracting this, the higher
characteristic speeds lead to a Somewhat faster relaxation time. However, generally
shorter time steps are required for smaller ,3 calculations. The flow speed also
plays an important role in determining the relaxation time to a steady state - the
initial state is a disequilibrium configuration. This imbalance must have time to be
advected from the base through the outer boundary. The physical time this takes can
be estimated by taking a typical (but small) value for the flow speed and caculating
how long it would take the plasma to flow at this speed from the base to the outer
boundary. For example, at 150 km s -I, to 15 R,:., this takes 18 hours (relaxation
times we have used here are given in Figure I ). "
A second consideration is gridpoint resolution. The grid used in these examples
is 4.5" in latitude and about 0.24/_ in radius near the base - increasing slowly
with radius. This is sufficient to adequately resolve the geometry and flow on the
scale shown in Figure 2. However, if finer scale information is required in, for
example, the core of the streamers, a denser grid would be required.
Always a serious consideration in these time-dependent, non-Cartesian MHD
calculations is the conservation of magnetic flux - that U" • B = 0 is maintained
/
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Fig. 6. Radial velocity versus polar angle, between the pole and thc equator. Each curve, plotted
/br different heliocentric distance, is labelled in the same manner as in Figure 5. The velocity in
the magnetically closed regions is essentially zero. The reason it is not identically zero is that there
is a small amount of numerical diffusion - quite small as indicated by the velocity being less than
10 km s-' inside the d = 1.0 dipole streamer at 2.30 R,._.
at all times. The condition is maintained here through accurate differencing rather
than a self-correcting scheme. No anomalous acceleration due to errors in flux
conservation is apparent in the results. The numerical scheme is pressure-based so
it is limited by stability to large and moderate .] values (e.g., _' > 0. !) - which
turns out to be the same restriction for maintainin_ V. B = 0to the requireddegree.
Finally, the energy equation
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The lield in the vicinity of the current sheet above the cusp in the streamers has a greatly reduced
amplitude, as would be expected. The effect is amplified above the mid-latitude streamers.
reduces to v. V(p/p'r) = 0 when a steady state is reached, which means that (p/p'Y)
is then a streamline constant. This becomes an analytic test of the achievement of a
steady-state solution in our case. The boundary values of p and p are the same at all
latitudes. Therefore, (pip-r) = 0 has the same value everywhere in the computation
regime as it has on the boundary ifa steady state has been reached. We have checked
this for the cases shown in Figure 2 and find that for the dipole and quadrupole it is
constant to within a maximum of 1% and for the hexapole it is constant to within a
maximum of 4% (average values over the whole grid are less than 1% in all cases).
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$. Discussion
The new feature of this model, with respect to analogous simulations, is the exten-
sion of the outer boundary to 15/?:. This is not a conceptual advance, but this and
the stability and ruggedness of the code make it very useful for simulating realistic
coronal conditions. We present new results for quadrupole and hexapole fields,
with their accompanying mid-latitude streamers and open magnetic field re_ions.
The Alfvdn speed ranged between S00 km s-i and a few tens of km s-r .l-_hisis
lower than is believed appropriate for the corona ISuess. 1988), but we expect our
model will now enable simulations with higher Airyen speeds.
When comparing our results to those of Steinolfson, Suess, and Wu ¢1982:
henceforth referred to as SSWL an interestin_ and important difference becomes
apparent. In the present calculation, we have held the density and temperature
constant at the base, allowing the velocity (and. hence, the mass flux) to 'float:
with time in accordance with the compatbility relations determining the velocity
from the solution inside the computational domain. In contrast, SSW hold the
temperature and velocity constant at the base and allow the density to chance
according to the compatibility relationships. SSW determine the location of the
streamer by locating closed field lines and allowine the velocity to decrease to zero
at the feet of these field lines. A consequence is that inside the streamer, the final
density is considerably higher than the initial density and this is the primary reason
for the quantitative differences between their results and ours.
There is an important consequence of this difference in boundary conditions
between SSW and the present calculation: the plasma ,3 is computed using the
temperature, density, and magnetic field at the equator and at 1R®. This is invariant
in the present calculation, but in SSW this number is different in the final, steady
state than at the beginning: there ,3was computed using the initial values. Therefore,
in SSW in the steady-state solution is actually larger than stated for each example
they did. Thus, our calculation for a dipole with ,3 = 0.2 (case (d)) corresponds to
cases for .3 < 0.1 in SSW. We feel that the way we have done the analysis more
closely corresponds to what occurs and what is physically known for the Sun and
therefore leads to a more precise definition of the problem. So, we conclude that the
present study has demonstrated a preferable treatment of the boundary conditions
in comparison to earlier calculations.
A consequence of the precise examples we have done in cases (a) through
(d), with constant temperature and density, is the flow speed and high density in
the magnetically open regions - in comparison to what is believed to be the case
in solar coronal holes. This is a natural consequence of using a polytropic gas
in which the flow speed is strongly dependent on base temperature. It also does
not reflect suggestions from analysis of Skvlab data that densities at the base of
coronal holes may be a factor of two smaller than at the base of streamers (G. Noci,
private communication). In a continuation of this studv, we will produce models
with varying temperature and density at the base. The variation in temperature
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wilt. because it is an 'effective temperature', reflect a difference in energy balance
and distribution between the base of coronal holes and streamers instead of a truetemperature difference.
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Appendix. The Inner Boundary Conditions According to the Projected
Normal Characteristic Method: a 2D Case
The inner boundary conditions are obtained according to the method of projected
characteristics (Nakagawa, Hu, and Wu, 1987) with the FICE algorithm (Hu and
Wu, 1984). For the two-dimensional case, the Alfv6nic mode does not exist, there-
fore, there are six eigenvalues. These six eigenvalues lead to six projected normal
characteristics and to six compatibiliity equations Isee Wang. 1992; for deriva-
tion). At the inner boundary, since cr _> t) and vr < I_, I:f, the characteristics
dr/dt = rr - I _ and dr/dt = Cr -- I.) are towards the lower boundary from interior
(i.e., outgoing) and need to be considered. There are four incoming characteristics
(v,, c, + rG, vr + rv_f,and one that is degenerate because of the.model symmetries),
so four variables can be specified at the boundary. Two other variables need to be
calculated from related compatibility equations. We choose the values of B,, B0,
p, and T to be specified, leaving two quantities (i.e., _,_and vo) to be computed
according to following compatibility equations:
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with the corresponding variables simplified in two dimensions as follows:
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Since the ideal MHD equations have been used, flow is parallel to the magnetic
field lines. Thus we determine Bo from the relation B_,,e = v,.Bo.
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Abstract. White-light images are presently the primary source of information on physical conditions
in the solar corona at distances greater than a few tenths of a solar radius above the limb. As a
consequence, we still only have an incomplete description of structures extending beyond the solar
limb. in particular, streamers, althoueh observed for decades, represent a poorly known phenomenon
SOHO. to be launched in 1995, wili'be able to make long-term observations of these features up to
heights of a few/_,_, both in white light and UV. In this paper we present simulations of Lo intensity
m coronal streamers, based on the two-dimensional f2-D) model developed by Wang et al. (1992,
1993) via a time-dependent numerical relaxation approach. Because the model is 2-D. we make an
a priori hypothesis about the extension of streamers in the third dimension. La data, obtained from
a rocket IKohl et al.. 1983). allowed us to identify a shape which fits the observations. We consider
streamers with different magnetic field configurations and at different position angles with respect
to the plane of the sky to illustrate how different regions along the line of sight contribute to the
emergent intensity. Our purpose is twotold: to provide guidelines for UVCS observational operations
and to explore the parameter space in order to understand the role of geometric factors and of the
physical state of the corona in determining the overall streamer brightness. We conclude by showinghow the results guide the future development of streamer models.
1. Introduction
Before the advent of coronagraphs, eclipses offered the only means to observe
the solar corona. In spite of the short time over which coronal structures were
visible, their basic characteristics have been reproduced in beautiful drawings (see,
e.g., Foukal, 1990), which prove that streamers - the most prominent white-light
coronal features - had been known and observed for decades. Following earlier
balloon-borne coronagraph experiments (Newkirk and Bohlin, 1965; Dollfus, Fort,
and Morel, 1968), different techniques have become available, and radio telescopes
(see, e.g., Gopalswamy, Kundu, and Szabo, 1987) and space experiments (see, e.g.,
for Skylab, Hildner et al., 1975; Poland, 1978; for SMM, Iiling and Hundhausen,
1986; Kahler, 1991) collected a wealth of data on these large-scale features, which,
nevertheless, remain poorly known. We know that streamers, at the time of solar
activity minimum, are concentrated along the solar equator in a belt, which broadens
Solar Physics 147: 73-96. 1993.
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to cover a wider range of latitudes, at other epochs. Weknow that streamers are
stable structures, which may last for several rotations (see, e.g., Poland, 1978).
However, we know little about the formation, or the disruption, of streamers: we
have only a few observations, for instance, of the contraction of a post/mass ejection
structure to form a streamer (see, e.g., Illing and Hundhausen, 1986). As to the
physical properties of streamers, our knowledge is limited, as we will discuss later
on, to an incomplete understanding of their density structure. This situation may in
part be ascribed to the fact that spectroscopic instruments were unable to operate
at the large heights reached by streamers, which therefore have been observed
mainly in white light. On the other hand, the solar community seemed to have little
interest in streamers: no review article has been dedicated to these structures for
years, notwithstanding the steady proliferation of scientific papers.
However, streamers are relevant to a number of problems. They represent
the ideal structures to investigate the differences in temperature, density,flow
velocities, and magnetic field structure between ma_neticallv closed and open areas
and to gain some insight into the physical conditions of curre'nt sheet re_ions, which
purportedly occur in streamers. Koutchmv (1988) pointin_ out how tangential
discontinuities are almost systematically parts of late streamers, noticect how
their analysis would offer the best estimate of the magnetic field value in the
corona, provided that the temperature keeps constant across the discontinuity. The
capabilities of streamers in providing data crucial to the solution of these questions
have hardly been exploited.
In solar wind physics streamers play an ambiguous role. It has been claimed (see,
e.g., Feldman et al., 1981 ) that they constitute the major source of the interstream
and low speed solar wind, but we know neither how large is the contribution
of streamers to the solar wind mass flux, nor the geometry of the open field
lines associated with streamers, along which the wind purportedly propagates. The
reason for the depletion of helium, which seems to accompany the slow wind from
streamers (see, e.g., Gosling et M., 198 I), is not well understood.
In the future, SOHO instrumentation will offer us a means to learn more about
these structures. In particular, UVCS will be able to make EUV observations of
streamers, up to _<10 R,_, over an extended period of time, thus allowing us to get a
new kind of data whose capabilities have not yet been explored. In order to provide
guidelines to be used in devising UVCS observational sequences, we present, in
this paper, a variety of simulated, typical Lc_ observations of streamers. As a basis
for our simulations, we adopt the two-dimensional streamer model, developed by
Wang et al. (I 992, 1993), which is summarized in Section 2. After comparing, in
Section 3, the model predictions with observations of densities in streamers, we
calculate, in Section 4, the La emission from different streamer configurations and,
in Section 5, we simulate Lo observations of a streamer carried around by solar
rotation. Finally, in the Discussion, we illustrate some future development of our
work.
Lc_ INTENSITY IN CORONAL_EAMERS
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The physical streamer models that we use for calculating Lc_intensities are the result
of a numerical simulation of global coronal structure. The simulation is a solution
of the magnetohydrodynamic equations for two-dimensional, axisymmetric, single
fluid, polytropic, time-dependent flow. The steady state is found by starting with
an essentially arbitrary initial state having the desired boundary conditions and
allowing a relaxation in time until the solution is no longer changing. The resulting
model is therefore assured both of being a self-consistent solution for the specified
physical boundary conditons and of being stable. The model, since axisymmetric,
describes a single continuous streamer that extends all the way around the Sun at a
specific latitude. The simulation is further described by Wang et al. (1992, 1993).
The boundary conditions at 1 R.: are that the temperature and density are con-
stant in latitude and that the vector magnetic field is a potential magnetic field.
Three magnetic field geometries are used: a dipole, a quadrupole, and a hexapole;
the scalar potentials are proportional to P2(cost)) P.t(cos0), and P4(cos0), re-
spectively. There are two dimensionless numbers: the polytropic index, 7, and the
ratio of internal to magnetic energy densities, 3. We use -, = 1.05 in all cases,
3 = 1.0 for all three field geometries, and, in addition, do a dipole calculation for
3 = 0.2. In these cases, ,3 is evaluated at 1.0 R..: at the equator, where the field
strength is 1.67 G for both ,3 = 1.0 and ,3 = 0.?.. For the high J case, the base
temperature and density are 1.8 × 106 K and 2.25 x 108 cm -3. For the low _ case,
they are 1.44 x 10 6 K and 5.61 x 10 7 cm -3. The three magnetic field geometries
naturally lead to a single equatorial streamer, a mid-latitude streamer, and both an
equatorial and a mid-latitude streamer for the dipole, quadrupole, and hexapole,respectively.
The simulation extends from 1.0 R_. to i 5.0 R_ and from pole to equator. The
boundary conditions are symmetric about the equator, so a solution in the opposite
hemisphere is not necessary. In this paper, we only quote results inside 7.0 Ro
because this covers the range over which closed streamer structures most frequently
are observed. There are 20 grid points between the pole and equator, 27 gridpoints
between !.0 R_ and 7.0 R e. The initial state consists of a potential field and the
solution for a spherically-symmetric wind for the given base temperature, density,
and polytropic index. The initial temperature, density, and velocity profiles are
shown in Figure 1. The temperature curves appear irregular due to the small
change in temperature over the relatively large radial range - a consequence of the
polytropic index being near unity. Only three significant figures were retained after
the calculation so what is seen here is essentially roundoff error.
Results for the steady-state solutions, given the above initial conditions, are
ordered according to the four cases treated: (a) dipole, J = 1.0, (b) quadrupole,
/3 = 1.0, (c) hexapole,/3 = 1.0, and (d) dipole, 3 = 0.2. The steady-state magnetic
field geometries are shown in Figure 2. Here is seen the well-known property that
the flow is nearly radial beyond 3--4 R_. The streamers are those volumes which are
/
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magnetically closed, and it is evident that relatively small volumes in the streamers
remain magnetically closed in comparison to the initial states. These volumes are
surrounded by a low-density shell but, as wilt be shown below, the densities in the
large coronal hole-like open regions are otherwise only slightly lower than in the
streamers. In each panel of Figure 2, four dotted lines are shown and labelled A,
B, C, or D. These lines indicate the positions used to plot variables versus radiusin Figures 3 and 4 below.
In displaying results for the physical variables, we will concentrate on the density
and the velocity, these being the two variables that determine the La intensity. Other
variables will only be shown when necessary for physical understanding. Figure 3
shows the density variation in the radial directions labelled in Figure 2. These
plots show the relative density - the density divided by the density plotted inFigure I. Thus, " " "
_t measures the change in density with respect to a spherical Plow
profile. Curves D in Figures 3(a), 3(c), and 3(dL and curve C in Figure 3tb) are
all profiles cutting through the cores of streamers. It is seen that there is a density
enhancement in the core ranging from _75% for the low ,3 dipole down to 20%
for the equatorial streamer in the hexapole. On the flanks of streamers, for example
as shown by curve C in Figure l(a), there is a density deficit. Nevertheless. in the
centers of open re_ions, the density deficit is always less than --,_0%. This is an
important point to note in applying this specific model to computing Lc_ intensities,
and we will return to it later. Also apparent in this figure, and the ones that follow
showing variation of other variables with radius, is a rapid fluctuation from one
grid point to the next fbr the first two or three points above the base. This is a
consequence of the type of extrapolation used to determine those variables at the
boundary which are calculated from the interior solution instead of fixed by the
boundary conditions (Wang et al., 1992, 1993; Steinolfson, Suess, and Wu, 1982).
The phenomenon has no significant effect on the solution above the fourth grid
point and, in particular, no effect above 1.2 R, D - the minimum radius UVCS canobserve.
Figure 4 shows the radial velocity along the directions labelled in Figure 2. In
addition, the initial state profile is plotted as a dashed line - the same profile as
shown in Figure 1. The flow speed is. except for numerical diffusion, identically
zero in the streamers. This is obvious from curves D in Figures 4(a), 4(c), and 4(d),
and curve C in Figure 4(b). Above the streamers, the velocity is greatly reduced.
However, away from the streamers, whether in the center or at the edges of open
regions, the flow speed differs little from the initial state.
Taken together, the density and flow speed illustrate that this is not a constant
mass flux model - the flow speed at the base varies with polar angle. Therefore,
these results appearsomewhat different than might be anticipated based on intuition
gained from, for example, the calculation by Kopp and Holzer (1976). A rapidly
diverging magnetic field does not necessarily lead to a low density and high velocit),
flow - depending also on whether the rapid divergence occurs below or above the
sonic critical point. So, on the flanks of streamers, where rapid field line divergence
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Fig. 2a-d. Magnetic field line plots for the i'bur cases: (a) dipole, '3 = 1.0. (b) quadrupole,/3 = 1.0,
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lines are labelled 'A. B, C, or D'. These show the radial directions used for plotting certain variables
vs radius in succeeding figures. Thus. the quadrupole in plot (b) will have these variables plotted vs
radius at the pole (A). at the edge of the polar open region (B). through the mid-latitude streamer (C).
and along the middle of the equatorial open region (D).
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Fig. 3a--d. Density as a function of radius. Each panel is for the corresponding case in Figure 2.
The curves are plotted along the directions shown in Figure 2. For example, the four curves in (c),
labelled "A. B. C, D'. are along the tour directions shown in Figure 2(c) and labelled in the same
manner. Densities in each curve have been normalized to their values in the initial profile (Figure l(a)
for (a--c), and Figure l(b) for case (d)). Hence. a density enhancement is indicated by values greater
than unity, and vice versa. The density concentrations in the streamers are clearly visible, generally
being on the order of 25% to 50% above the initial state,
occurs over a narrow range, the density does become small (as in Figure 3(a),
curve C) but the flow speed never gets la_e (as in Figure 4(a), curve C). The
other important thing to note is that the cusp (top of the streamer) in the _ = 0.2
dipole lies at about 6 _,tt®.This seems large enough to cover the range of streamer
heights expected in the solar corona and therefore we will not concern ourselves
with computing models for smaller 13-values.
A more complete picture of the behavior of the density can be gained by also
considering plots of the density versus polar angle at different heights. These are
shown in Figure 5, where each curve is labelled with the heliocentric distance it
represents (e.g., 2.30 _l is at 2.30/7 .). Figure 5(a), the _ = 1.0 dipole, shows the
density enhancement in the streamer (polar angle of 90°), the deficit in the adjacent
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trough, and the large plateau of density that is only a small amount less than in
the streamer and extending throughout the open region beyond the trough. The
behavior of the density around the mid-latitude streamer in the quadrupole, and
around the mid-latitude and equatorial streamers in the hexapole is very similar.
The only difference for the 6' = 0.2 dipole is that the troughs are considerablybroader.
The broad, high density plateau in the open region is distinctly unlike a coronal
hole. The reason for this is that in this model no effort has been made to generate
the high coronal hole flow speeds that lead to low densities. Suess et al. (1977)
have shown in a similar model that a temperature increase of 50% or more at the
center of the open region is necessary in a polytropic model such as this to produce
densities like those that are observed in coronal holes.
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Fig. 5a-d. Density vs polar angle, between the pole {0°) and the equator (90 °). Each of Lhe curves is
labelled according to the heliocentric distance it refers to. Thus, the curve Labelled 1.70 R indicates
the density at 1.70 Ro' heliocentric radius. The density at the base is constant and so the curves there
are flat. Above the base. there is a small density enhancement in the streamer (ca. 5% to 50%) and a
trough in density at the edge of the streamer. In the middle of the open region, the density is very close
to what it was in the initial state (see also Figures 3(a-d)). The reason it is not an order of magnitude
smaller, as in an observed coronal hole. is that we have used constant temperature and density at
the base. To produce a true coronal-hole-like profile in a polytropic model such as this would have
required an increase in the temperature at the base of the open region (Suess et czl., 1977). Unless
otherwise stated/3 = 1.0.
Figure 6 shows the radial velocity plotted in the same manner as the density in
Figure 5. The velocity is again seen to be essentially zero inside the streamer(s),
whose height decreases rapidly with increasing magnetic field complexity. Thus,
while the/3 = 1.0 dipole streamer extends to 3 R_,, neither of the/3 = 1.0 hexapole
streamers reaches beyond 1.70 R®. As indicated above, the flow speed throughout
the open region is very similar to the initial state flow speed, excepting for small "
humps on the flanks of the streamers.
These four models constitute the basis for the calculation of Lc_ intensities.
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In using them, we progress from a straightforward calculation of the intensity
measured when viewing the streamer as seen in Figure 2 (i.e., from a position in
the magnetic equatorial plane) to other viewing positions and to approximations
based on the models. A comparison with intensities from observed streamers
is used to guide suggestions for further development of the model by illustrating
specific weaknesses in the present four models. We will conclude that a satisfactory
physical model of streamers, for the purpose of computing expected UVCS Lo_
intensities, can be constructed through the application of the present simulation with
an appropriate choice of boundary conditions to better represent the dynamics of
the solar wind in the open magnetic field regions. This is well within the capabilities
of the simulation and will constitute the next stage of this project.
wLc_ INTENSITY IN CORO_ad., STREAMERS
3. Predicted vs Observed Densities
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As mentioned in the Introduction, density is the only physical quantity in stream-
ers to be even partially measured. Coronagraph images usually are polarization
brightness (pB) images. Because pB is proportional to the line-of-sight integral of
the density times a scattering function (Billings, 1966), it is possible from pB im-
ages to derive density maps. Usually, this procedure is performed with the Van de
Hulst method ( 1950): that is, the density distribution is supposed to be cylindrically
symmetric.
This technique has been used to derive densities from eclipse observations
of streamers. Dollfus, Laffineur, and Mouradian (1974) derived densities for a
number of streamers observed in the eclipse of February 15, 1961, and compared
their values with those pertaining to 13 different streamers, which represent all
results published between 1952 and 1972. From this, as well as from a comparison
between values derived by different authors for the same streamer, these authors
conclude that different determinations for the same structure agree only within
a factor 2 and different structures may have densities which differ, at the same
altitude, by a factor 10, even in streamers observed at the same eclipse, that is,
independently of the epoch of the solar cycle. All densities refer to the streamer
axis; Dollfus at ,1. assumed that streamers are axially symmetric and that the
distribution of density, in the direction normal to the streamer's axis, is somehow
intermediate between being uniform and having a gaussian distribution. Different
assumptions on the streamer geometry, or on the distribution of density across a
streamer, may possibly explain some of the discrepancies in the values derived for
the same structure.
Densities predicted by a theoretical model have to comply with this rather loose
observational constraint. Figure 7 gives, on the left panel, the behavior of the
density predicted by our model along the axis of equatorial streamers, for dipolar
and hexapolar configurations in the case of _3= i .0, and for dipolar geometry only
in the low 6' (_ = 0.2) case. Densities along the axis of off-equator streamers, both
in the quadrupolar and hexapolar geometries, are approximately equal to those
along the axis of equatorial streamers and are not shown. In the right panel, we
present a figure made up from Figures 16(a-b) of DoUfus et al., which shows,
besides all density determinations in streamers between 1952 and 1972, the values
derived by Dollfus et al. for four different streamers observed in the eclipse of
1961.
The ;3 = 1.0 curves, cutting through the bundles of curves shown in the fight
panel, represent correctly the observed densities. As we said, it is not possible to
establish, from the data published so far, any trend in the different behavior of
individual streamers. For instance, contrary to expectations, the streamer closest
to the equator in Doilfus et al.'s data (position angle 95°), has lower densities
than a mid-latitude streamer (position angle 55 °) and the highest densities among
those from published results 1952-1972 pertain to a streamer observed close to
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the activity minimum (curve 4, February 5, 1962 eclipse). Hence, we can only
conclude that the ;3 = 1.0 curves are consistent with observed density profiles
in coronal streamers. This conclusion is confirmed by a comparison of the radial
density distribution predicted by our model with densities derived from Clark Lake
Radioheliograph streamer observations (Gopalswamy, Kundu, and Szabo, 1987).
This comparison is limited to the lower corona, at heights below and near2/_, and
shows (Figure 8) how our predicted density profile lies between densities derived
from fundamental and harmonic plasma hypotheses. Finally, we notice that the
lack of a definite observational difference between low and high latitude streamers,
agrees with predictions from our model.
On the other hand, by comparing the two panels of Figure 7, we conclude that
our B = 0.2 case is not realistic because densities are too low and the cusp is far
too high. Nevertheless, the B = 0.2 curve shows a marked change in its slope that
is not so evident in the B = 1.0 hexapole streamer, and is altogether absent in
the/3 = 1.0 dipole streamer, which may reproduce the behavior shown by some
of the observed structures. To recover this break in the density profile at higher B
probably requires changing conditions outside the streamer. A change in the density
gradient of the observed profiles has, in fact, been interpreted in terms of a different
behavior of this physical parameter in the region of the streamer's helmets (Dollfus
et al., 1974). Obviously, the present simulations do not allow us to predict whether
the resulting curve will be capable of reproducing some of the observed density
profiles more closely than the high ,3 curve. However, it is likely that structures
with differing cusp heights correspond to different B values (Steinoifson, Suess,
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and Wu, 1982). We conclude that the comparison between model-predicted and
observed density profiles points to the need for a thorough analysis of the effect
of different boundary conditions in and around streamers on the resulting densityprofiles.
In the following section we proceed to evaluate the La emission in streamers
adopting the/3 = 1.0 models.
4. Lc_ Emission from Streamers
The formation of the Lc_ line in the solar corona has been discussed by a number of
authors (Gabriel, 1971; Beckers and Chipman, 1974; Withbroe et al., 1'982; Noci,
Kohl, and Withbroe, 1987) who showed how coronal Lo observations can be
used as a diagnostic tool to determine coronal densities, temperatures, and outflow
velocities. Although, at coronal temperatures, only _1 proton in 107 is tied up in
neutral hydrogen, the strongest component of the coronal Lc_ is due to the scattering
of chromospheric Lc_ photons by neutral hydrogen atoms. An electron scattered
component, produced by Thomson scattering of La radiation, is about three orders
of magnitude weaker than the resonantly scattered component and will be ignored
in the following.
The total (i.e., integrated over the line profile) Lc_ intensity, as observed along
the direction n is given by
oO S 74rr ,V, do: p(_p) dw' /chrom(A, n')cb(A - Ao) dA (I)
-_o f/ 0
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where h is the Planck constant, B_2 the Einstein coefficient for the line, A0 the rest
value for the central wavelength A of the Lc_ transition, and :V_the number density of
hydrogen atoms in the ground level; the unit vector n is along the line of sight z and
the unit vector n t is along the direction of the incident radiation; p(_) dw_ _ where
,.J is the solid angle around n' - is the probability that a photon travelling along the
direction n was travelling, before scattering, along the direction n'; f2 is the solid
angle subtended by the chromosphere at the point of scattering;/chrom is the exciting
chromospheric radiation and ,I, is the coronal absorption profile. In the following
we assume that the intensity of the chromospheric Lo radiation is constant across
the solar disk and that the velocity distribution of the scattering hydrogen atoms
is Maxwellian. The dependence of the La scattering process on the angle has
been taken from Beckers and Chipman (1974) and we adopted the value given by
Gabriel (1971) for the ratio between the neutral hydrogen density and the proton
density at different temperatures (because of the low coronal density all hydrogen
atoms are assumed to be in the ground level, therefore ,\_/,\_ = ,Vi/Au). This is
not entirely correct, since temperatures in our model are 'effective' temperatures,
resulting from the polytropic index used in the energy equation. We will come back
to this point in Section 6.
In order to evaluate the L_ intensity in coronal streamers from Equation ( ! ), we
need to know how streamers extend in the third dimension. Because our models
are axisymmetric, it is realistic to assume that they give the distribution of physical
parameters in a meridional plane, identified with the plane of the sky and normal to
the line of sight. If we focus on the dipolar model, we recognize that its geometrical
configuration is highly reminiscent of the conditions observed at solar minimum,
when streamers are concentrated along the equator. Therefore, as a first hypothesis,
we assume that streamers extend all the way around the equator, in a continuous
belt, and calculate, on the basis of Equation (I), the radial distribution of Lc,
intensity in a dipolar geometry. To this end, in the following, densities along
the line of sight are considered equal to those given by the model at the same
latitude and radial distance. Figure 9 gives the radial profile (solid line) of the Lo_
intensity, evaluated along the streamer axis (which, in a dipolar geometry, lies in
the equatorial plane) up to a height of 4.5 1_,.-,.Values at larger distances are not
given, since, beyond that height, field lines are open and the Lo_ brightness would
no longer originate in the streamer. Moreover, open-field regions are not described
realistically in our simulations, their density being definitely overestimated (see
Wang et el., 1992, 1993, for further comments on this point). This is apparent also
from the slope of the intensity vs distance curve, which keeps constant over all
the computational domain as if densities decrease linearly with distance. This is
unexpected, as the line of sight, in regions close to the cusp height and beyond it,
crosses mostly through the low-density open-field regions. Altogether, the slope of
the Lo_ intensity gradient predicted in the case of a continuous belt of streamers -
circling the Sun, is open to criticism.
The inaccuracy of the brightness vs distance profile may be ascribed both to
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an incorrect treatment of the open field region and to an inappropriate geometry.
The latter factor would be influential if only the slope at large distances is wrong.
However, the values of the Lc_ intensity at low heights also look too high, in
comparison with the few data points available so far. In Figure 9 we show (dots) the
Lc_ intensities given in Figure 6- i of the UVCS Science Requirement Document:
these data refer to a quiet region and were obtained in 1979 during a rocket flight
(Kohl et al., 1980). Because they do not refer to a streamer, they do not provide
any information about the change in the slope of the Lc_ intensity gradient in the
cusp region, but we can infer that Lc_ streamers would be a few times brighter than
appears from the rocket data. The Lc_ brightness predicted from the model is about
one order of magnitude larger than observed in quiet regions, which, taking into
account that our densities are realistic, is too large a factor. This rules out our initial
hypothesis of a continuous belt of streamers circling the solar equator. It is worth
pointing out that our conclusion is consistent with observations, as these seem to
indicate the presence of several streamers spread, at a given latitude, over different
longitudes (Dollfus, private communication).
From this analysis we conclude that we need both a better simulation of open
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field regions and a definition of the streamer geometry through a full 3-D model.
However, we may still get realistic predictions by adopting a prrori the streamer
configuration and neglecting the contribution from the outer low-density regions.
The resulting profiles of intensity vs distance will illustrate the behavior of the
Lc_ brightness for different geometries and UVCS data will eventually allow us to
identify the more realistic configurations.
Figure 10 shows the Lc_ intensity vs distance profiles assuming three different
streamer configurations in a direction normal to the streamer axis and parallel to
the line of sight (we remind the reader that streamers are supposed to lie in a
meridional plane). Either the _,qtd,r width of a streamer is constant with height
(fan-shaped streamer) and equal to its base angular width (as seen in the planeof
the sky) or its ti_te.r_r width is constant with height (constant-thickness streamer)
and equal to the distance between the footpoints of the highest closed field lines
(as seen in the plane of the sky) or streamers are 'cone-shaped' structures and
therefore have a width, initially equal to that of a constant-thickness streamer,
which decreases linearly with height up to the cone vertex, identified with the
streamer's cusp. Figure I0 shows that, in a dipolar geometry, an equatorial fan-
shaped streamer differs negligibly from a continuous belt of streamers circling the
Sun. This is due to the large width of the streamer (half width _ 38°): outer regions
contribute to the emergent intensities only at great distances where densities are
too low to affect significantly the Lc_ brightness. As a consequence, unless future
observations will show streamers to be brighter than assumed so far, we are led to
discard the hypothesis of streamers as constant angular width structures. On the
contrary, constant thickness and cone-shaped streamer structures lie close enough
to the observed data points to be equally plausible.
However, our model locates the cusp only approximately, both because our
model does not take diffusive effects into account and because of the coarse
resolution of our mesh points. Hence, in order to illustrate, in a cone-shaped
geometry, how different cusp altitudes affect the Lo_ intensity gradient, we have
considered the cusp height as a free parameter and evaluated the resulting radial
profiles in the usual dipolar geometry, and high/3 plasma. Figure 1! shows the Lcr
intensity vs distance profiles for a cone-shaped streamer whose vertex - i.e., cusp
height - is located at altitudes ranging between 2.5 and 6 R®. We point out that such
a large variation in the position of the streamer's cusp far exceeds the uncertainty
of the model and is shown only for display purposes (although the procedure is not
entirely consistent, as different d values would be required to build models with
such different cusp heights). We conclude that the Lo_ intensity and the slope of
the Lc_ intensity gradient initially (i.e.. close to the Sun) depend only weakly on
the shape of the streamer, but, at large distances, are dictated by the streamer's 3-D
structure and, in the case of a cone-shaped feature, by its cusp height.
So far, our examples referred to a global dipolar streamer. However, our results
can be extended to the quadrupolar and hexapolar model configurations by taking
into account the differences in the streamer geometry. As we have shown in See-
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Fig. 10. Predicted Lc, intensity vs radial distance along the axis of an equatorial streamer in a dipolar
geometry, lbr a plasma 3 = 1.0. The streamer thickness in a direction normal to the plane of the
sky is assumed either to have a constant angular width (fan-shaped streamer) equal to its angular
base width (_76 ° ) or to be constant with hcight (constant thickness streamer) and equal to its base
width (_1 R:;,) or to decrease linearly with height (cone-shaped streamer) up to the cusp height
(R,,,p = 4.5 Re.,).
tion 3, densities are about equal in low and high latitude streamers. Therefore, the
La brightness from these features turns out to scale, with respect to that originat-
ing in a dipolar equatorial configuration, in the same proportion as the streamer
thickness. The L(_ brightness from an equatorial hexapolar streamer, for instance,
will be a factor 2-3 smaller than that from an equatorial dipolar streamer and about
equal to the brightness from the high-latitude hexapolar streamer.
We did not consider, yet, the case of off-axis observations, which should provide
a more comprehensive test of the model by allowing us to determine the physical
parameters of the streamer across its axis, over a meridional plane. For instance, if
SOHO UVCS were to observe an equatorial streamer - symmetrical with respect
to a meridional plane through its axis - when its symmetry plane lies in the plane of
the sky, it should be possible, via off-equator observations, to check the shape and
physical parameters of the streamer in the meridional plane purportedly described
by the model.
Figure !2 gives the La intensity gradient, measured in the plane of the sky along
directions parallel to the axis of the streamer, for the usual dipolar configuration
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Fig. I I. Predicted Lc_ intensity vs radial distance along the axis of an cquator/al streamer in a dipolar
geometry, tor a plasma d = 1.0. The streamer cusp is assumed to be located at different heights
ranging from 2.5 to 6 Ro.
(,8 = 1.0, ]'_,sp = 4.5 .,rt,_), in the hypothesis of a cone-shaped structure. The LoL
intensity vs distance gradient is here dictated by the variation of density across the
streamer and by the decrease of the integration length along the line of sight, as
we move off the equatorial plane. The latter factor is responsible for the intensity
drop which occurs at increasingly lower distances, as we move to larger offsets,
and mimics the behavior observed in the cusp region in the equatorial plane, alsoshown in the figure.
If we now move in the plane of the sky, along a direction normal to the streamer
axis, and we evaluate the Lo_ intensity at increasing offsets, we would guess
that the Lo_ brightness decreases proportionally to the decrease in the integration
length, and that, as a consequence, the ratio of Lo intensities evaluated at positions
corresponding to increasing offsets can never be lOWer than the ratio between the
corresponding integration lengths. For instance, at a distance _ measured along the
axis of the streamer_ of 1.25 R,__, the intensity ratio ZR -- [L_, 0.2 R_/ZLa, O.4e.e
is _i.5, while the ratio between the integration lengths at those offsets is _,I.3.
The decrease of density, as we move off axis, accounts for a 10% increase in the
intensity ratio over the value predicted on the basis of the ratio between integration
lengths. HOwever, the intensity ratio is smaller than the ratio between integration
.
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lengths whenever the shorter integration path, at a larger offset, runs either through
the density enhancement at the edge of the streamer (see Figure 5), or through
regions with a lower temperature (and, as a consequence, a higher percentage of
neutral hydrogen atoms). At a distance of _2 /?.... this effect makes the intensity
ratio about 10% smaller than the ratio between integration lengths. Thus, from
Figure i 2, we conclude that the ratio between La intensities, evaluated at the same
distance (along the streamer's axis) and different offsets, is approximately equal
to the ratio of the integration lengths. In the hypothesis of an axially-symmetric
density distribution, we conclude that densities play a secondary role, with respect
to the streamer's geometry, in determining the value of La off-equator intensities.
As a consequence, we have to devise a different technique in order to be able to
determine the off-axis behavior of densities in streamers. The next section dealswith this point.
;,,....;
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5. La Emission from a Rotating Streamer
The extended lifetime of SOHO makes it possible to observe streamers over a
prolonged period of time as they are carried around by solar rotation. Hence,
generally, the line of sight will cut through the structure obliquely and the angle
between the streamer's axis and the integration path will vary from 0 ° to 90 ° as the
streamer moves from the central to the limb meridian. When the line of sight cuts
.normally through the streamer, the region which is closest to the Sun and, therefore,
has the highest density, is located at the streamer axis: as a consequence, the highest
contribution to the emergent intensity comes from this region. On the contrary, when
the line of sight cuts obliquely through the structure it may happen, depending on
the angle between the line of sight and the streamer axis and on the axial vs
transverse density gradient, that the highest contribution to the emergent intensity
originates from a region at some distance from the streamer ax'is. If evolutionary
effects are negligible - i.e., if streamers are stable throughout a period of time
- we may use this effect to get information on the density profile in a direction
normal to their axis and, through prolonged observations, eventually reconstitute
their entire structure. In other words, for stable structures solar rotation allows us
to see streamers under different perspectives and use tomographic techniques to
obtain their 3-D configurations.
In the previous section, we assumed that the streamers footpoints were rooted
at the same longitude. However, if streamers are rooted in active regions, it is
likely that their footpoints are rooted at the same latitude - say, along the equator
- inasmuch as positive and negative polarities tend to align along the east-west
direction. Although our model seems inappropriate to deal with this case - since
it is not realistic to have magnetic 'poles' along the solar equator - as long as
we do not have a 3-D simulation it is plausible to focus on the streamer sector
and adopt the representation provided by the model to describe streamers lying on
the equatorial plane. This allows us to explore the capabilities of the tomographic
technique, because, in this hypothesis, the model provides a complete description
of the behavior of density along the line of sight (at least for on-axis observations).
Hence, in the following, contrary to what has been hypothesized so far, the streamer
is assumed to lie on the equatorial plane.
Figure 13 shows how individual elements along the line of sight contribute to
the total Lo intensity measured in the equatorial plane at a distance of 1.25/?_.
When the streamer is at the limb (streamer longitude 90°), its axis lies in the plane
of the sky and is perpendicular to the line of sight. Therefore, the element lying
at 1.25 P_ along the axis is the element closest to the observer and provides the
highest contribution to the emergent intensity (top left panel of Figure 13). As the
streamer is carried around by solar rotation, different elements, at some distance
form the axis, become the major contributors to the total intensity. Figure 13
demonstrates the progressive shift of the element which most contributes to the
emergent La intensity, as the streamer longitude changes by 30 °. The bottom right
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panel, for instance, shows that. when the streamer has rotated by 30" behind the
plane of the sky, the highest contribution to the emergent intensity comes from the
element at a distance of __ 0.72 R._ along the line of sight (distances along the line
of sight are counted from the streamer axis). Thus, by taking an extended set of
data, at different locations along the axis of the streamer and at different rotation
angles, we eventually get a complete map of the density of the structure.
We do not give any further example of this technique as a more realistic choice
of boundary conditions in the open-field regions will modify the distributions of
Figure 13. We anticipate that a lower density in open-field areas will result in a
steeper decline of the contribution from elements located outside, or at the outer
edge of the streamer. This effect may help getting a density map with higher
spatial resolution than otherwise possible. Although stable structures may be a
minority within the streamer family, the example of Figure 13 shows that it is worth
developing this methodology further, as a means for an observational determination
of the 3-D streamer's structure.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
Our purpose has been twofold: to provide guidelines for UVCS observational
sequences and to compare our simulations with the scanty data available in order
to guide further development of the numerical model toward more realistic global
configurations.
The first objective has been reached, insofar as we have presented a set of
predicted profiles of Lo intensity vs distance, both for on-axis and for off-axis
observations and for different rotation angles of the streamer. These profiles can
be easily adapted to different magnetic configurations. On the basis of our model
for an axially-symmetric structure, we also show that off-axis observations allow
an identification of the streamer's dimension along the line of sight. Finally, we
have shown that this capability, combined with prolonged observations of a stable
streamer at different longitudes, leads to a 3-D map of densities in streamers for
comparison with our global simulation.
The model uses a polytropic relationship between density and pressure, rather
than a full energy equation. Hence, the temperatures we predict are effective tem-
peratures. Observationally, the Lo_ brightness depends on the electron tempera-
ture, via the neutral hydrogen abundance, and on the kinetic temperature, via the
coronal absorption profile. As long as we consider integrated Lc_ brightness, the
effect of an incorrect absorption profile is probably negligible. Model tempera-
tures are, however, lower than temperatures derived from streamer observations
(Liebenberg, Bessey, and Watson, 1975), so we apparently overestimate the neutral
hydrogen abundance. Nevertheless, measured temperatures in streamers have such
great uncertainty that we cannot resolve this issue until UVCS provides accurate
measurements of the electron temperature.
Ultimately, our second objective is the more relevant. The simulations point
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to the need for (a) a different choice of boundary conditions in open regions than
inside the streamer, (b) an extension of the model to different B values, and (c) the
development of a 3-D model. We are presently working on these issues and expect
to get a realistic simulation of open field regions shortly. Our goal is to attain
a reasonable global model that simulates both streamers and coronal holes by
achieving agreement between model predictions and existing observations. This is
a method to fully determine the 3-D structure of streamers to within the resolution
of the model and observations.
Traditionally, three-dimensional mapping of the electron density in coronal
structures has been performed via the image reconstruction technique originally
developed for X-ray tomography (Altschuler and Perry, 1972; Perry and Altschuler,
1973: Wilson, 1977), or via the already mentioned Van de Hulst's (1950) method.
Both procedures have been subject to criticisms (Bagenal and Gibson, 1991) be-
cause of their heavy computational requirements. While the ideal method for a 3-D
mapping has yet to be found, an alternative approach to devise theoretical models
with free parameters that are calibrated against observational data, is being devel-
oped (Bagenal and Gibson, 1991). The present work uses this alternative approach
and the results achieved so far indicate that it is worth pursuing. We conclude
by pointing out that an agreement between model predictions and observations
will allow us to determine the magnetic field vector throughout the streamer, thus
providing a complete picture of these so far elusive structures.
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Abstract. We examine a limited parametr/c study of time-dependent, numerical
MHD simulations of coronal mug ejectsion (CMEs). The physical initiating mechan-
ires (at the base of a helmet-streamer magnetic configuration) iJ usumed to be
magnetic flux that emerges from below the photosphere. The peak flux/s taken to be
v/ariable in both magnitude and polarity u well u with/w/thout additional physical
mechanisms that/nclude emerging mass and momentum flux. We find that magnetic
flux of sufl_c/ent magnitude and with polar/ty opposite to that of the overlying hel-
met's magnetic field can be a d/st/act, viable
physically, mechanism. We also find..
(i) with an appropriate magnetic dr/vet, it is not neces_y to add an arbitrary
heating function to a pre-event helmet, streamer, as suggested by $teinoifson and
Hundhausen (1988) to produce observed CME featnres_ nor (ii) h, it neceess_ to in-
troduce an ad hoe accderat/ng mechanism to a plumoid u sugested by Linker et al
(1990). However, we agree with the latter workers that the CME dr/ring mechaulJm
has the same importance as the configuration of the initial ambient corona in the
determination of the mass ejection's evolution as detected by coronagraphs.
Key woedss Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs); MHD Modeling of CMEs
1. Introduction
Attention has recently been directed to CMEs that occur in the absence of solar
elates but still in association with helmet streamers as indicated ha some observations.
Several phys/cal mechanisms were proposed. Linker et a/. (1990) assumed that an
ad hoc accelerating mechanism, acting continuously on a plasma parcel, would be
appropriate to satl,fy the three points noted by some observers. They also concluded
that the driv/ng mechanism of CMEs has the same importance as the pre- event
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ambient coronal topology. Hu (1989) combined an arbitrary mass efltux from the
photosphere with an emerging magnetic flux that had a polarity opposite to the
overlying coronal topology. An additional physical mechanism - photospheric shearing
of magnetic field lines - has also been proposed (c.f., see review by Dryer, 1994) but
will not be considered in this paper.
The purpose of the present paper is restricted to a limited parametric study of
the emerging magnetic flux driver. Basic physics are given by Wu et ai (1978): initial
coronal solution, by Zhang and Wei (1991); and the basic numerical techniques and
nonreflecting compatibiJity relations, by Wang et al. (1982) and Hu and Wu (1984).
2. Simulation of Coronal Mass Ejection
We will choose a Gausslan spatial distribution (centered at 9 - 90 o) of the driver(s)
within a latitudinal extent: 64.5 ° _< 8 < 90 o. We also choose a Linear, temporal ramp
of each driver(s) during the time: 0 < t < 500 sec and then kept constant during the
remainder of the computation to t - 15,0"00 sec (4.2 hr). When 8 (only) is considered
to be the driver, I(B, + B_)I/_I, the other four dependent variables within the ejection
region are determined by the nonreflecting conditions. The boundary is treated the
same as in the pro-event calculation within the latitudinal range 0 < 9 < 64.5 o.
Our study, then, consists of a I/m/ted parameter/c survey that starts with a mag-
netic driver alone and considers four other possibilities (including a thermal pressure
driver alone). The five cases, with an attempt at peak magnitude adjustment so as to
approximate a constant value of peak total pressure (including dynamic pressure), are:
(I) Polarity of Emerging Magnetic Flux is Opposite to the Closed Region's Polarity
in the Pro-Event Helmet; (2) Same Polarity as Cue I But with Additional Momen-
tum from Photospheric Mass Flux Outflow; (3) Same Polarity as Case I, But with
Photospher/c Mass Addition Having Negligible Momentum; (4) Polarity Opposite to
Case 3 - Again with Photospheric Mass Addition having Negligible Momentum; (5)
Pressure Pulse to Simulate Flare-like Thermal Energy Input at Photosphere.
3. Results
We will remark on a very limited set of general features. Figure I shows contours of
fractional density chagnes, _._" = (N - No)/No at several times for Cases I and 2.
The subscript "o" represents the value at each pre-event condition. Formation and
evolution of a loopllke ejection with denser legs (implying brighter observations in
white light observations) can clearly be seen. The density enhancement in the legs for
Case I is about 150% that of the loop's top. ALso, the legs for this case are stationary.
ALso we confirm (with smaller contour intervals) that there is a density depletion
near the lower boundary between the footpoints of the legs. Thus, all three of the
requirements required for some Skylab observations have been sat/sfied. For Case
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2, however, the footpoints move apart because the additional momentum generates
sufficient pressure that overwhelms the helmet configuration's pressure gradient. By
contrast this gradient tends to keep the legs stationary, as in Case 1. In principle,
it is possible that magnetic emerging flux, acting together with the additionally.
strong momentum e/Hux, could be responsible for those CMEs that display continuous
lateral expansion of the legs. This lateral expansion appears to alleviate the leading
compression wave in comparison with the steepening shock in Case 1. In both cases,
numerical reconnection (not shown) occurs at the equator as the emerging flux isforced against the closed hehnet configuration.
Figure 2 shows the same parameter at several times for Cases 3, 4 and 5. Note
that the leading edge is weaker for the reverse polarity Case 3 ( presumably as a
result of reconnection-caused depletion of the driving magnetic driver) in comparison
with the much stronger (and higher) shock wave for the same-polarity Case 4. The
thermal pressure pulse (Case 5) produces a strong leading edge shock. All three cases
show the fixed legs and depletions behind the leading edge compressed zones, but
only the reverse-polarity Case 3 shows higher density (hence: expected higher white
light brightness) in the legs when compared to the loop top.
4. Concluding Remarks
Our lira/ted parametric study indicates the following conclusions:
- Emerging magnetic flux of opposite polarity can be a distinct physical driving
mechanism for generating loopfike CMEs. However this magnetic flux, when ac-
companied by substantial momentum efliux will produce greater lateral motion of
the ejection. The latter mechanism does not appear to be a viable candidate.
- We demonstrated that, with a magnetic driver, it is not necessary to add an arbi-
trary heating function to the pre-event hehnet-type corona in order to explain the
general characteristics of loopilke CMEs as suggested by Steinolfson and Hund-hausen (1988).
- With respect to the magnetically driven mechanism, it is not necessary to intro-
duce cold inflowing plasma as used in the simulations by Hu (1989) and Linker
et al (1990); nor is an accelerating mechanism of the initial driver required asPresented by the latter workers.
- We are in agreement with Linker et al (1990) that the driving mechanism of CMEs
has, at least, the same importance as the initial atubient coronal configuration in
the determination of the evolution of the mass ejection.
- The comparative thermal pressure pulse provides a faint looplike property in com-
par/son with the sharp structure given by the magnetic driver.
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Abstract, Coronal streamers have been simulated using numerical solutions to the time-
dependent equations for polytropic, magnetohydrodynamic flow. Up to the present time,
these models have focused on establishing the credibility of the solutions and on their
application as the initial state in simulations of coronal transients. In general, the models
have produced satisfactory streamer simulations. The same has not been true for the
magnetically open regions simulating coronal holes. This is simply a consequence of the
character of the models and the boundary conditions. The models all have higher densities
in the magnetically open regions than that reported to occur in coronal holes (Nod, et al.,
1993). The impact in using the models to simulate observations is that scattered radiation
and radio intensities from the magnetically open regions are too high.
Key words: Streamers - Coronal Holes - MHD Simulations
1. Introduction
An MHD numerical simulation of coronal streamers was described at the last
SOHO workshop (Suess, 1992). That model systematically used constant
temperature and density at its base. The consequence was that although
streamers seemed to be well simulated, the density and flow speed in the
magnetically open regions were too large and too small, respectively, com-
pared to what is believed to occur in coronal holes. Here, that problem is
addressed by using a varying temperature and density at the base. This is a
polytropic model so that the energy equation still produces an 'effective tem-
perature' which bears little relation to true temperatures in coronal holes.
However, the reduced density in the coronal hole in this new model will result
in a significant improvement in simulation of scattered light in the corona
and related analyses of SOHO measurements made both in coronal holes and
2 s.T.SUESS,ET AL.
in streamers. This article presents the results from the hole-streamer model
and compares them with the previous constant boundary value results. The
emphasis is on the differences resulting from this different choice of bound-
ary conditions and the more realistic densities which result in the coronalhole.
2. The Physical and Numerical Model
The model is for axisymmetric, single fluid, polytropic, time-dependent, ideal
magnetohydrodynamic flow. The solution is computed in a meridional plane
defined by the axis of the magnetic field, which is a dipole at the base of the
corona in all examples presented here. In these examples, results are shown
between 12 and 7.0 R®, although the solution itself generally is extended
to 15.0Re. There are 20 grid points between the pole and equator and 37
grid points, on a varying grid, between the base and 15 R®. A solution is
produced by a relaxation in time from an essentially arbitrary initial state -
thereby insuring uniqueness and stability. Here. the initial state is a vacuum
dipole field superimposed on a Paxker-type solar wind solution defined by the
prescribed variation in temperature and density at the base. The polytropic
index, 7, is 1.05 in all cases. This model is described in detail by Suess
(1992), Wang, et al. (1992,1993), and Wang (1992).
3. Results
3.1 INITIAL STATE
The initial profiles (t = 0) of temperature, density, and flow speed versus
polar angle are shown in Figure I, at 1.0, 2.0, 3.9, and 7.I R®. At this time,
the plasma beta,/3, is 3.5 at the equator and 0.06 at the pole, corresponding
to field strengths of 0.833G and 1.67G, respectively. The base density at
the equator is 2 x l0 s cm-3, and at the pole it is /0 z cm -3, while the
corresponding temperatures axe 1.74 x 108 and 2.42 x 106 K, respectively.
The boundary values between these points vary linearly with polar angle.
The polar density has to be this low to obtain proper densities higher in the
coronal hole, while the temperature is required to be higher in the hole than
in the streamer to obtain high flow speeds in the hole. No other choice is
possible in a polytropic model. However, this 'effective temperature' is not a
true temperature; it reflects extended acceleration and heating of the solax
wind that is known to exist in coronal holes.
3.2 THE MAGNETIC FIELD TOPOLOGY
The magnetic field topology is shown in Figure 2. The three panels show
the final state, after 20 hours of relaxation in physical time, in comparison
both to the intitial vacuum diopole field (left panel) and the corresponding
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Fig. 1. The density, temperature, and flow speed at t = O.
magnetic field topology with constant temperature and density at the base
(center and right panels). The constant temperature and density used for
this comparison are 1.8 × 10e degrees and 2.25 x l0 s cm-3, respectively
(Wang, et al., 1993). The magnetic field strength at the equator was 1.67
G, resulting in/3 = 0.5 at that point. In all three panels of Figure 2, field
line footpoints lie at 10 degree intervals. Thus, from the left panel it can be
seen that fieldlines equatorward of somewhere between 40 and 50 degrees are
closed. The center and right panels show that the low density and high flow
speeds that occur in the present model lead to fieldlines lying systematically
poleward of the case with the constant boundary conditions. This is a natural
consequence of the higher energy in the flow field.
3.3 FLOW SPEED AND DENSITY
The dramatic difference introduced by varying the temperature and the
density at the base is shown in Figure 3. The density, temperature, and
flow speed are shown as a function of polar angle at four different radii
(l'0Ro,2"0R®,3.9R®, and 7.14P_). The results for constant boundary val-
ues are shown as dashed lines in each panel. The left panel shows that at
the important heights of 2.0 and 3.9 R®, the density at the center of the
coronal hole is 105 - 108 cm-3, as Opposed to an order of magnitude more
with constant boundary values. The flow speed, in the right panel, is corre-
spondingly much larger, reaching almost 250 km/s at the center of the hole
at 3.9 R®. The temperature varies little with height because of the poly-
tropic index being 1.05, so little can be inferred from the temperature plot.
Again, it must be emphasized that this is an 'effective temperature.'
The low density in the coronal hole is obviously mainly due to the lower
boundary value for the density below the hole - the increase in flow speed
only accounts for about a factor of two reduction, while the boundary con-
dition raises the reduction to an order of magnitude. This is not quite what
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would be most desireableforsimulatingcoronalholes,but isabout the most
thatcan be expected from a polytrope.The limitationisthatthe polytrope
has a largeflowspeed at 1.0R® at the base of the coronalhole - 40 km/s.
This isperhaps an order of magnitude largerthan what reallyexistsat
thislevel.Physically,the solarwind undergoes strongaccelerationbetween
the transitionzone and a few tensofthousands of kilometersaltitude.Such
accelerationisnot representedinthepolytropemodel.Therefore,itisimpos-
sibleto achieveboth a low flowspeed at the base (and correspondinglyhigh
density)and a high flowspeed at l.l- 1.2R®. Consequently,the polytrope
has a densityscaleheightinthisregionthatismuch largerthan forthe Sun.
The only way to achievemore realisticvelocityand densityprofilesat these
low heightsisto incorporatesource terms intothe momentum and energy
equations.For the present,we make the cautionary note that thismodel,
although representingwellthe densitycontrastbetween streamersand coro-
nal holesabove ca. 1.1R®, does not do the same below that height.It is
a limitationinherentinboth polytropicmodels and models that explicitly
treatthermal conduction ifthey do not alsohave energy and momentum
sourceterms low in the corona.
3.4 POLAR PLOTS
The effect of causing the density and flow speed in the magnetically open
region to be more like that expected in coronal holes is large, and modifies
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the structure not only in the open region, but also in the adjacent closed
region. It is of order one importance in developing a model appropriate for
simulating the scattering of photospheric radiation in the corona because
of the line of sight contribution to the scattering (Noci, et al., 1993). An
impression of the effect can be seen using a polar gray-scale plot of the
density. Here, in the right panel of Figure 4, the logarithm of the number
density is plotted in this way, along with overlays of temperature contours,
flow speed contours, and magnetic field lines. For comparison, the left panel
shows a corresponding plot for constant temperature and density at the base
- the case shown by the dashed lines in Figure 3. In these plots, the gray scale
shows the logarithm of the density. Overlayed onto the gray scale plots are
contours and fieldlines. The solid contours on the left half of the panels are
flow speed (Min=0, Max=350 kin/s, 50 km/s contour levels). The dashed
contours on the right half of the panels are temperature (Min=i x 106,
Max=2 × 106 K. 2 x l0 s contour levels). The solid lines on the right sides
of the panels are magnetic field lines.
The main difference to be noted between these two panels is that the
density distribution on the left is far more spherically symmetric than on the
right. However, there are other interesting differences. First, the temperature
notch above the streamer (dashed contours, right sides) is much narrower
in the hole/streamer simulation. This reflects what is observed in the solar
wind. Next, it can be seen that the density follows the contours of velocity
(solid contours, left sides) better than the magnetic field lines. This reflects
the control flow speed exerts on density in the corona - it is not a hydrostatic
medium. Conversely, the magnetic field lines do not seem to closely refelect
the background density distribution.
There are many detail differences between normally observed coronal
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Left: Constant T,n on boundary. Right: Coronal hole/streamer simulation.
structure and the structure in this model. The streamer is not so pointed at
the cusp as seems to be the case in white light eclipse photos and the edges
are not so sharp. Whether this reflects structure in the flow speed or in the
magnetic field is not clear. However, these differences will be used to help
guide further development of this model.
4. Summary
The objective of this exercise has been to develop a useful global model for
simulating coronal observations that will be made using LASCO and UVCS
on SOHO. This objective has been met in the sense that an order of magni-
tude improvement has been made in simulating the density contrast between
holes and streaaners. Details in the results raise further modeling problems
and will be used to guide future studies. In paralel, the experience gained
in this axisymmetric coronal model will be used to guide the development
of a fully three dimensional global coronal model.
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Abstract. A self-consistent time-dependent, two-dimensional MHD model with a realistic
energy equation is developed to understand the origin of bright coronal emission accom-
panying the occurrence of a new bipolar magnetic region. The motivation for this study
is the interpretation of anticipated observations to be made by the SOHO mission.
Key words: Coronal Heating
1. Introduction
It has been shown observationally that the appearance of the emergence
of a new bipolar magnetic region (BMR) is always accompanied by bright
coronal emissions (Sheeley, 1976; Meyer et al. 1979; Chou and Fisher, 1989).
Recently, Shibata et aL (1989) used a nonlinear, time-dependent, two-dimen-
sional MHD, two-temperature simulation model to represent the transition
region (i.e., photosphere, chromosphere and corona) to study the dynamical
responses of this part of the solar atmosphere due to emergence of mag-
netic flux. The purpose of this simulation study is attempt to explain the
brightcoronalemission associatedwith the appearance of a BMR. Because
the earliermodel did not model the realisticfeaturesof transition,in this
study we use a newly developed numericaltechnique(Song,Wu, and Dryer,
1993) which enables us to constructa transitionregion that includesthe
Harvard-Smithsonian standard atmosphere in the MIID model. We use this
model to simulate the atmospheric responsesdue to the emergence of the
magnetic fluxacrossthe transitionregionup to the edge ofthe corona with
the objectiveto exhibitobserved features.The fundamentals of the model
aregivenin SectionIf.Numerical resultsarepresentedin SectionIll',finally,
concluding remarks are given in Section IV.
• Purple Mt. Obser., PRC
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2. Fundamentals of the Model
The fundamentals which describe this physical system contain two parts:
2.1 MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION
The mathematical model used for this study can be described by the first
principle of the MHD theory, but the realistic energy equation was used as
follows:
Op j2
c9-'_+ (u. U)p + 7P(W" u) + (7 - 1)IV. Q - (-_-) + Gmech + Lrad] = 0(1)
where p is the plasma pressure, u is the velocity vector, 7 is specific heat
ratio, Q is the thermal flux, J is the current, cr is electric conductivity, Gmech
is the wave heating term and, finally, L_ad is the radiation loss term. The
terms of Q, Gmech and Lr_d are determined by specific models.
2.2 BOUNDARY AND PERTURBED CONDITIONS
The boundary conditions set for this calculation are divided into two parts;
(i) computational boundary conditions and (ii) physical boundary condi-
tions. It is realized that the left, right and top boundary conditions are
computational boundary conditions which are set as non-reflecting bound-
ary conditions at all times. The bottom boundary condition is the physical
boundary condition. At the initial time (i.e. t = 0), the quiet photospheric
conditions (i.e. p0 = 3.5 × 10-Tgm/cm 3, To = 6.5 × 104 o K and Be = 500
gauss) are given. The perturbed boundary conditions are prescribed at the
bottom boundary when t > 0, which are:
B 2
a. [p + _'_ ]lo.t.id. = 1.5[p + 8,, ]li..id.
b. In order to make sure that W • B = 0 is satisfied,
we set [Bn]outsid e ----[Bn]inside.
It should be noticed that this is a Lagrangian calculation. Hence, the bound-
ary conditions and perturbed conditions are functions of time.
3. Numerical Results
In this study, three cases of perturbed conditions are employed. These three
cases are:
Case I: The strong magnetic flux emergence strength is seven times the
background of the field strength. In this case, the magnetic field outside the
computational domain is pushed into the region by the pressure difference
between the outside and inside of the computation domain.
Case II: The strength of the emergence of the magnetic field is the same
as the background field strength but with a vertical velocity of 0.2 km s -l
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at the lower boundary. This velocity is required to carry the field into the
computational domain.
Case III:The strong magnetic fieldemergence with isothermal atmo-
sphere case is the same as Case I,but the transitionregion structureis
ignored.
We brieflysummarize the resultsin the following:The velocityvectors
and the fractionaldensity,temperature, and pressure contours at various
times forCase Iare shown inFigures I and 2 respectively.Figures2(b) and
2(c),respectively,show temperaturedepletionsand enhancements relativeto
the initialtemperature profilefrom the chromosphere, through the transition
regionand intothe corona.The schematicdescriptionofthe physicalresults
isshown in Figttre3.From theseresultswe noticethat the induced plasma
flowoscillatesat the Brunt-Vaisalafrequencywith a period of ,-¢200 s (see
Fig.I).In general,we observed from densityand temperature contours (see
Fig.2) that the cool regionsurrounded by two hotterregionsappeared in
the chromosphere and isidentifiedas the arch filamentsystem surrounded
by brightcoronalemissions(seeFig.3).Upward movement ofthe transition
region(T.R.)isindicatedby a verticalarrow in Figure 3.
Case II,not only induced the "Brunt Vaisala"osciUation,but alsoinduces
horizontalplasma flow which may be identifiedas the source of a Morton
wave.
4. Concluding Remarks
We have presented a two-dimensional,time-dependent MHD model with
realisticenergy equation which not only can be used for interpretationof
UVCS/SOHO data analysis,but alsocould be utilizedfor planning SOHO
observations.
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ABSTRACT
In order to study the relationship between different
forms of activity and transient variations of the north-south
component, B,, of the interplanetary magnetic field, IMF,
at 1 AU, we employ a three-dimensional numerical simu-
lation code to study several aspects of this problem. We
simulate one form of solar activity, the flare, by using a
pressure pulse at different locations near the solar surface
and observe the simulated IMP evolution of Bs(= -B_ ) at
1 AU. We found, for a given pressure pulse, that the orien-
tation of the corresponding transient variation of B, has a
strong relationship with the location of the pressure pulse
and the initial condition of IMF.
Keywords:
1. Introduction
The configuration of the magnetic field in the disturbed
solar wind has become important in magneto-
spheric physics, since it has been found that the direction
of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is an important
factor in causing geomagnetic disturbances. The north-
south component of tile IMF B= (accurately speaking, in
the solar-magnetospheric coordinate system) plays a cru-
cial role in determining the amount of solar wind energy to
be transferred to the magnetosphere (ArnoldS; TsurutaniS;
RusseLIS; Akasofu_; Akasofu 2). Specifically, when the IMF
has a large magnitude (>_ 107) and a large southward com-
ponent, the amount of the transferred energy becomes very
large. On the other hand, the transferred energy becomes
very small when the IMF is directed primarily northward.
Also, Tang r show that a simple relationship between the
orientation of the IMF Bz component and the magnetic
orientation of the associated flare region does not appear.
In this study we employ a three-dimensional numeri-
cal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulation code to study
the relationship between the solar activity location and tile
changes of IMF B: at I AU. We examine one form of so-
lar activity, the flare, by assuming that it call be simulated
by a pressure pulse for a period of several hours. Then
for a simple three- dimensional IMP configuration {undis-
turbed), we examine the IMF consequences at 1 AU. Using
this procedure, we explain why a simple relationship be-
tween the orientation of IMF Bz component at 1 AU and
the magnetic orientation of the associated flare region does
not appear.
2. Mathematical Methods
In order to understand the correlation of the locations
of various forms of solar activity and the changes of IMF B:
at 1 AU, we choose a MHD three- dimensional numerical
simulation code (Han s ) to study this problem. The gov-
erning equations represent the conservation of mass, mo-
mentum, and energy well as the induction equation for a
single-fluid, fully-ionized plasma in the spherical coordinate
system.
The basic numerical methodology used for the present
modeLing is an extension of the Lax-Wendroff finite differ-
ence methods. The details of the computation procedures
are given by Han s . We are not going to repeat these details
here.
3. Simulation Results
We consider a unipolar IMF as the initial magnetic
field configuration in this study. In this case, there is no
current sheet, and the magnetic fields are all of positive
polarity, i.e., the IMF is directed outward from the sun.
The other case has a current sheet near the equatorial plane
which will be discussed by Dryer 4.
To obtain a representative steady state solar wind, we
choose a set of plasma conditions at 18 solar radii that,
by trial and error in the ecliptic plane, can produce rep-
resentative solar wind conditions at the earth's orbit. The
conditions used at the inner boundary are:
p = 2.35 x lO-Skg/km s, V, = 250 km/sec, T = 1.1 x
10SK °, B, = 3 × 10 -2 gauss;
Be = - sin20 x 10 -s gauss; B¢ = -16 sin0 x 10 -s
gauss; Ve = V.(Be/B.);
v_=-_(B¢IBr)
where the last two expressions are found from the speci-
fication of the electric field E = V x B = 0. The com-
putational domain for this steady-state simulation covers
45* < 0 < 135"; 0 ° < _b _< 90*; 18R, < r < 215R,. An
open boundary condition at both 8 = 45* and 0 = 135" is
used so that there are no reflective disturbances. A con-
sta.nt grid size of/;d' = 30,/_r = 3R0 and/_0 = 3* are used.
Proceedings o/ the 26th ESLAB Symposium - Study of the Solar-Terrestrial System, held in Killarney, Ireland, 16-19 June 1992(ESA SP-346, September 1992).
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The integration along the radial direction continued until
the distance reaches 1.1 AU. We put a high pressure pulse
at different locations a.t 18 solar radii. There is no special
significance to this choice of lower boundary other than
the fact that it is representative of both a supersonic and
super-alfvenic zone where all input pulses will propagate
in the anti-sunward direction. We will show three major
cases ill this paper. The high pressure pulse has _p/po = 4
and 6T/To = 7.5. Temporally. the strength of the perturba-
tion increases from the initial condition to maximum in one
hour, then the perturbation lasts for four hours, and then
ramps downward to zero during the following hour. We
suggest that this initialization procedure may approximate
some representative long duration soft x-ray solar flares.
Spatially,'this input pulse is inserted at the three locations
noted below: (i) a northern hemisphere location at N24°;
(ii) an ecliptic plane location: and (iii) a southern hemi-
sphere location at S18 °. The first and third locations for
this first, simple unipolar case are, of course, nearly mirror
image cases.
Figure I shows the calculated variations of the Bo-
component of IMF (nearly equal to -B=) due to those three
simulated flares for the initial magnetic field configuration
being a unipolar IMF. These variations are monitored in
various locations such that the effects of the Bo variations
on the locations of the flare are clearly indicated. For ex-
ample, the variations of Bs observed at six degrees north
of the solar equator behaved differently in comparison to
'o° too
the case observed at six degrees south of the solar equa-
tor and in the solar equator. This feature has particular
meaning in the practical sense. Because, it gives the char-
acteristic for the prediction of geomagnetic activity. Since,
it has been suggested that when the B0-component of IMF
turned south and its magnitude reaches about I0 ,aT, it will
enhance the ionospheric current system.
Figure 2 shows the same results but with the initial
IMF configuration that incorporates a flat equatorial helio-
spheric current sheet. It is immediately noticed that the
arriving time is much ahead _ 10 hr. when the flare lo-
cation is at the equator (i.e., the location of the current
sheet}. This point is discussed by Dryer 4.
Figure 3 shows a three-dimensional view of the radial
component of solar-wind velocity in the ¢ = 45 ° meridional
plane at t = 50 hours, 75 hours, and 100 hours after the
introduction of the pressure pulse for initial unipolar IMF
configuration at various flare locations; N24 ° flare (upper
row), S00 ° (arid row) and S18 ° (lower row). The steep
"cliff" at the figures right side represents the outer bound-
ary's dropoff to the background as set by the computer
graphics, therefore, should be ignored.
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We notice that the N24 ° flare's fast forward MHD
shock can be seen (t = 50 hrs.) at the north-most bound-
ary of the computational domain and $18 ° flare's forward
MHD shock was seen on the opposite direction (i.e. the
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Figure I. The variations of Bo(-Bz) component of IMF at I A.U. for the initially unipolar magnetic field
configuration and at various locations of the flare.
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Figure 2. The variations of Be(-Bz) component of IMF at I A.U. for the initially magnetic field configur-
ation with current sheet at solar equator and at various locations o'f the flare.
south- most boundary of the computational domain) from
these results. Further, we also see the development of fast
reverse MHD shocks. A detailed discussion on the MHD
shock interaction will be presented elsewhere.
4. Conclusion and Remarks
We chose two cases of an undisturbed IMF configura-
tion. In one case, it was unipolar (positive outward); in
the other, a fiat heliospheric current sheet (positive in the
northern hemisphere; negative in the southern hemisphere)
was used. Then we used the same pressure pulse (to simu-
late a long duration solar flare) at various positions in these
two cases. From the above simulation results, we can point
to a simp]e relationship between the locations of the solar
flare, the IMP initial conditions and the north-south com-
ponents, B: at 1 AU. We catalog these simulation results
into two groups; the first group is the case for the uniform
IMF (i.e. without current sheet); the second group is the
case for a nonuniform polarity [MF (i.e. with the flat he-
liospheric current sheet).
For the initial condition of the IMF such that the po-
larity is everywhere outward from the sun, we found that
the orientation of the IMF turns northward (-B,) at 1 AU
when the simulated flare is in the northern hemisphere at
a time of 75 hours after the perturbation was started. The
orientation of [MF turns southward at 1 AU at the same
time after the perturbation was launched when the flare
is in the southern hemisphere• Therefore, in principle, it
would appear that it may be easy to predict the occurrence
of a geomagnetic storm from ihe location of a solar flare if
the IMF were everywhere outward from the sun. For ex-
ample, if there is a flare in the southern hemisphere of the
sun, then we might expect a geomagnetic storm at earth
three days later. On the other hand, if the location of so-
lar activity is in the northern hemisphere of the sun, we
might expect a small amount of solar wind energy transfer
to the magnetosphere resulting in only a weak disturbance
according to various studies (Arnold3; TsurutaniS; Russelln ;
Akasofu ] , Akasofu 2 )
From the above discussion, it seems easy to predict
the occurrence of a geomagnetic storm from "fl_e location
of the solar flare. [rnfortunatelv, the IMF configuration
is quite complicated and substantially different from the
simple unipolar example assumed here. A current sheet
near the equatorial plane of the solar coordinate system is
known to be present at solar minimum. Therefore, it is
necessary to study some cases in the second group which
has a current sheet in it in order to understand more details
about the behaviour of the north-south component, B, of
IMF at 1 AU. We note in passing, that the B, component of
the IMF is always measured in the solar-ecfiptic coordinate
system that is fixed to the spacecraft. We used, in the
model, the spherical coordinate system, fixed at the sun's
center, with 0 = 00 at the north pole. Thus, our Bo is
equal to -B, which, in turn, must eventually be converted
to the solar magnetospheric coordinate system for one-to-
one comparison.
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of solar wind velocity Vr iu the ¢ = 45° meridional plane at various flarelocation_ as indicated.
. The objective of this study was to examine the IMF
polarity changes at Earth's position, given initial (steady-
state) IMF configurations, following simulated solar flares
at several representative latitudes. The MHD simulation
results provide a basic picture of the IMF changes as a con-
sequence of realistic three-dimensional shock propagation
through the solar wind. The change of IMF polarity in the
north-to-south (or vice-versa) direction depends on the ini-
tial IMF co,figuration and the location of the solar flare.
In principle, if these two factors are known, the likefihood
of geomagnetic storm occurrence should be a more-easily-
predictable task. In any case. our study supports the study
of Tang _ who noted that there is no simple relationship be-
tween the dominant magnetic polarity in the solar flaring
active region and the orientation of the IMF B, component
at Earth after the flare.
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ABSTRACT
A fully three-dimensional (3D). time-dependent. MHD interplanetary glob-
al model (3D IGM) is used to investigate the effect of a flat hetiosphenc cur-
rent sheet (HCS) on the propagation of solar flare-generated shock waves
and the slructures behind them. The time series of the interplanetary mag-
netic field's meridional component. Be ( •-_ in solar-eclipbc coordinates)
is examined by Wu el at. ( 1992, this volumel for a matrix of 27 cases of flare
location and observer positions (e.g., Earth). A strong dependence of Be
phasing and rotation (by the nonlinear, large-ampfitnde MHD waves that fol-
low the leading shock), as a function of observer position relative to the flare
location, was clearly shown. The presence of the HCS compounds this de-
pendence, as ts obvious in a comparative examination of the case when the
HCS is absent. Imeraction of the incident, leading, fast forward MHD shock
upon r_ HCS may produce a plethora of products; we speculate that one of
these is a fast ra_faction wave that propagates in the anti-sunward direction,
within the HCS, faster than the shock itself.
Keywords: 3D modeling, heliospheric current sheeL shock interaction.
1. INTRODUCTION
The development of a fully three-dimensional (3D), dme-dependen! MHD
model of heliosphenc interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and solar-wind
flow (Refs. 4, 6) has made it possible to investigate a number of scientific
questions concerning the evolution of solar-generated disturbances and their
heliosphenc consequences. Kinematic studies, method-of-characteristics
schemes, and even numerical ID and 2D steady-state and dme-dependem
studies are valuable for early exploraoon of various questions; however,
only a fully 3D numerical model, with sufficient computer and graphics ca-
pability, _ expand our understanding of the complex p_eoomena thai chal-
lenge physicists who study the Sun and the mtefplauetary mediurn.
In this spiriL Ref. 12 addressed the question: what is the temporal behavior
at a given point (Ea,"_'s Iocauon would be an obvious choice) when a solar-
flare-genera[ed shock propagales pasl tb.atpoint? Those authors COnsidered
a simple, unipolar, outward-pomimg IMF (i.e.. with no beliosplienc cutrenl
sheet) and examined the comparative temporal Be ¢• -_) response follow.
ing individual flares in both northern and southern so/at hemispheres as well
as at central meridian and in the easlem and weslern hemispheres. They aJso
compared the response of Be with the more realistic case in which a flat,
equatorial, heliospheric current sheet (hereafter HCS) is present in the undis-
turbed ambient medium--.representative of solar minimum conditions. In
two arbilrarily chosen examples they found the following interesting situa-
tien: An observer Iocaled 6'* above, within, or 6"* below the solar equatorial
plane received information of a disturbance from an equatonally located so-
lar flare about 10 hours earlier [him reeeptiou of the same kind of informalmn
when the same representative times were located either 24" above or Ig °
below this plane.
This paper is limited to a brief discussion of velooty profiles in the
mendional plane; these profdes suggest the presence of a complex sequence
of products following the fast. forward interplanetary shock's interaction
with the HCS, A fast rarefacUon wave may be one of the products of this
interaction process fc.f. Ref. 7). This wave may move. anti-sunwa.,'d, faster
than the shock itself, thereby explaining the signal's earlier arnval at the oh-
servers r_)stlic_n when compared with the signals arnving from higher-
latitude I]arcs. The analysis pt'ocedure is sum/nanzed in Secuon 2. results
are given m _ecUon 3, and concluding remarks are presented in Secuon 4.
2. ANALYSIS
lhc an_d y_ts procedure., including the fmite differencing solution of the eight
fundamcnKiJ MHD equatax_ with infinite electrical conductivay-and ne.
glect t)f thsstpauon excetR at thocks, is given in detail by Ref. 6. Some fe-
sulLs are given by Refs. 2, 3, and 4 for a series of applications that include
shock propagmion and evolmioa of solar-generated plasmotds as well as a
croissant-shapexl plasamid that may be _entative of magnetic clouds.
As in these works, we will use a representauve, steady-state solar wind and
IMF Other profiles will, of ¢om"se, change the magnitudes discussed later,
but they will not change the basic trends. As in our earlier work. the com-
pulallonaJ domain is chosen Io be a heliolongitudinal sector. 0 ¢: ¢ '1:90 e,
where the outward axis in the solar equatorial plane may be conside_,,d to
be in the ¢ = 45" meridlonM plane. The heliolautudinal sector is taken to
be45":g 0 S 135".or, in tennsofsolarlatitude.45.* Z O < -45.*. The ooter
bboundm'y ts taken to be R = 238 R®; the inner boundary is at 18 R O. The
gndsuc tstlR = 3Re, AO - 3", ,4¢ . 3 o.
Thc flat t [( 7S is taken to he rel_sentative of solar-minimum conditions. The
velocity and density wilhin and near {lamudinally) the HCS me ann-Corre-
lated: the velocity at I AU rises from about 325 k.m/s in the equatonal plane
to al'_ut 44X)km/s at0 = :1:45 °. The density w_ increased to achieve pres-
sure b;tlance within and naaf the HCS (where the IMF decreases to zero)
The towt:r boundary is in the supe_,ocac and superalfv_ntc zone; thus arbi-
trary vMues of all eight depen_nt variables can be chosen for initialization
purl_ses. In this study, a moderate-sized solar time was simulated by a com-
bined pr_xluct of density a_l temperalure increases i suppofled by many X-
,_yp_,_ spec_r[ographic observations from Skylab, SMM, etc.)that peak at
/ = -0(seeRef. 12) at the dommn's lower boundary. Thispeak. to-
gether wire a sinusoidal dax_9.off to the background pressure, ts taken at the
center of a circular base of 210° angular radius at the lower boundary. It is
assumed thai a similar profile would have existed at the flare site near R =
1 R G The temporal duration of this pressurepulse ts aSsumed to be repre.
semattvc -fa long.duration X-ray event (LDE); its thermal pressure profile
m ume is taken to he a 4.-bout durauon with 1 -hour ramps at the start and end.
Three separate computations were made at the _ = 450 nleridioDal plane at
0 = 66% 90 °, and 108". The t4_nporal i_,ofilesfor all dependent variables
could, of course, be plotted at any of the 31 X 31 X 70 grid points---an enor-
mous Ut_k! In this effort tt was decided to examine Be at R = 165 RO (0.77
AI I--to be considered in mother paper) and at 1 AU, at a matrix of nine sets
of angular positions, as follows:
O = ¢8¢4°. 900, 96"): thereby simulating the observer's point fe.g. Earth)
6" above, within, and 6" below the solar equatorial
plane. For Earth, this procedure _xmmtes the
seasonal effect.
¢, = ¢33 °, 45", 69°): thereby simulating central mmdian (CM) positions
of the observer (viz Earth) relauve to flan_ in the
and westera hemispheres as well as at CM
(¢= 45").
Thus. as in Ref. 12. the stmulated Be time-series will be examined at nine
observer k3cauon.t,for a mamx of three solar points o0nsid_red to be tha cen-
ter of solar times at the poglions shown m Table I.
The computations were acuudly performed with the centers of the pressure
pulsesatthnmposiliommtbe_=45 ° merkfionalplane: 0=66°,900, and
108". as du.cemedbyRe£ 12. Hence, for thesethtee flares, observed m each
of the _ obeerver Iocatio_t given above, we have a to_ of 27 stmulaled
flare ths_. Section 3 com_ns a few general remarks about these
flare.
Table 1. Flarelocations.
Wesr_ Hemisphere CM Eastern Hemisphere [
IN24"WI2 ° N24"E00" N24*E24 °S00"WI2 ° S00"E00" 500"E24 °S18"W!2" S I$'E00" S 18*E24 °
3. RESULTS
The discu_ionofresultswillbelimi_dm [befollowing_pics:(I)a remark
about the Be _ sefi¢_ (2) a 3D view of the solar-wind velocity in the
_ - 45" ma'idimai plane at several tim_ after a flare ocom, ed az N24* and
S 18 °, and (3) a schematic discussion of d_epossible products of the mmrac-
fion of the flate-leneta_ shock with the HCS.
3.l -_T=._katu_AU
Ref, 12 has disomed the Be respoo.seas observed at6Oabovemulbelow the
soinr equalori_ plane. Sevend points should be made here. First, the direc-
tio_ oftbe polarity response(excepefor the flares in the equatorial plane) is
antio3nelaw, d for flans m the northern and southern hemispheres. Seco_.
the polarity time-series is sinusoidaJ, reflecting the Ix)st-shock, large-
amplitude, MHD waves that produce large IMF rouuions, Third, the shock
(or other _) from flar_ in the equatorial plane amves about 10
born3 earlier thtm the o_ber shocks. (An explanation for this phenomeno_
is offered in Secuon 33, where the veloctty in the mendional plane is dis-
cussed within the coraext of shock-HCS interaction.) At R = 165 R®, all
pmfdes returned to background values al t., 125 hout_ thereby providing
a ct_eckon the ao_tracy of the numerical gmulation.
3.2 _ocitv Prot'de:A 3D Vie_
Figurel isa 31)view oftheradialcomponem ofthesolar-windvelocityin
the @= 45" mendtonaJ plane at t ==50 ho_u_ 75 hours, a_d i(30 hours after
me starl of the pressure pulse. Shown here are the veloc, y profiles for the
N24" flare lupper row) and fortheS 18° flare (lower row). The steep "cliff"
at each carpet plo4"snght side _tz the outer boundary's drop-oHm the
background; no information is given bet_ OoL_de _ corrtputationai do-
main, and therefore _s area shoukl he ignoeed.
From thereader'svantagepoint, the N'24"flare'sfastforwardMHD
can be seen(t = 50 hours) at the northet_-mo6l boundary of the computation-
al dommn--Lhe veloctty profile closest tO the reade/', belwcen U_ Iwo verti-
ca) dolted lines. At the same booudary, _ development of a small fast
reverse MHD shock wave can be see_.
3.3_
A better vantage IX3lnt. ViS-a-vis the HCS, iS I_rovided by the view of the
518" flare's fast forward MHD shock. At t = 50 hom_ we can fee what
appearstobe a precursor "hump" in the velocity l_Ufile,where theshockin-
_ the deepest part of the HCS' velocity minimum in the ups_'eam,
steady.state solar wind. This hump penLua al t = 75 bouts, butcan no longer
be seen at t = IO0 hours because the 3D view rd_owsonly the mar Of [he
shocked structtire. The fast forward ,,hock has already moved out of the com-
putationaJ domain at the right side, The t = 100 hour perspective does, how-
ever, aJ;ow a view oftheremm totheoriginal, undisturbed,steady-store solar
wind---thereby indicating anocher check on the accuracy of the numerical
procedure (Ref. 12).
We believe thai the hump holed above il producd by mlentclioo of the inci-
dent fast forwardshock with the HCS. Cintsicai non-linear studJe, (Ref. 7)
of the "splitting of an initi_ disoonfinuity,, problem (viz slu3_-on-shock,
shock-on-tangenttal - .dlsconUmaty, etc.) have been used by Refs. 5, 8-10, aml
others. Wave-gu*destudieshavebeenmmdebyRef. il.andalmearnppenxi.
has been made by Ref. 1. The "shock-on-ro{al_md disa3ntJnuity"
probtem probably comes closest to the case studied here. In this case, the _
incident shock encounters a c_ sheet Um_gh which the IMF mvers_
direcbon by 1800, and the plasma density ri_ lind then drops off. Figure
2 shows a simplified sketchof thismUcked imeraclJon of the incident
shock. S/. with the HCS.
Flare Location: N24 o EO0 o Flat, Equatorial, Heliospheric Current Sheet
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Figure 2. Schematic sketch of the interaction of a fast shock. St, with
the HC5.
We ere not aware of a ngocousstudy of the oblique shock's interaction with
Ih¢ HC$ as described above. Based on related studies of Refs. 5 and 9,
however, we know that the impinging shock first decreases its speed as it en-
counters the denser plasma m the HCS; it then increases in speed as it moves
toward the other side of the HCS, and exits at the same speed with which it
entered the HCS. Other Wodu¢'_ of the interaction (in addition to the fast
shockjust discussed) may include a slow shock, contact discontinuity, rota-
tiolml discontinuity, a fast rarefaction wave, and a slow rare[action wave.
We believe thai a fast rarefaction wave propagates within die HCS "wave
guide" in the anti-sunward direction. If cotregt, this assumption could be an
al_ate physical explanaaon for the early amval of die disturbances
from the equatorial.plane flares, as discussed in Section 3.1.
4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, the ptopagauon of solar-generated shock waves has been inves-
tigated within the context of 3D nummcal simulaaons that included the
heliosphmc current sheet in an assumed flat co_gutation, representative
of solar-minimum conditions. In a closely related paper (Ref. 12) a stmpleo
unipolar IMF was considered. In the present study we found, for a matrix
of 27 umulated flare and observer positions, _ the Be ( • -/_ in solar-
ecliptic coordinates used by in situ interplanetary experimenters) ume series
is sltongly dependent on the observer's position relative to the flare--as
found by Ref. 12. The presence of the HCS compounded this strong depen-
dence. Funbet studies, f_.icul_y with animated, 3D colc¢ graphics, will
provide fmlher understanding o( the _mplex, nonlinear, large-amplitnde
MHD waves that follow in the wake of the leading, fast forward MHD shock.
Finally, out 3D simulauom yielded some brats concerning the interaction of
the HCS with the leading, fast forw&d intetplam_tary shock. We speculated
as to the prnducts of this mu_tion and suggested that a fast rarefacuon
wave, R+, would p¢opagate upstream (faster than the shock itself) thteugh
the effecuve wave guide provided by the HCS. The speed of R+ is probably
dependent on the angle, a, between the incident fast forward shock (as
shown in Figure 2) aad the HCS as well as on the profiles of IMF magnitude
and plasma density.
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_ Studio,ha.re _own.that _ Im_. es of fast coronal mass ejections (CMEs) trigger geomagnetic
u_hbv _r_y]oe__un .cauon or r_t _.F_ _ CME can help provide storm warnings, but detection of
=d" ony__sls ex .tremely atmeult. We suggest ..t.t._tenergeuc hydrogen atoms (EHA) between 2
u ,v u:v pmuucea aurmg me transat Imase of an Earth-directed CME by recombination between protons
8 _n_ snou4a wcrg II el113UgllEHA are mq._h.,..a beta ...... ,-:,_ r,tn- .......
aner metr ejecuon, me e.I-LAfluxes produced m the trutial pluue of fast CMEs propagate at their initial high
speeds (> 1 ,_ 103 icm st). Model simulations support this proposed mechanism. A coarse measurement of
the CME-producod ENA at 1 AU could provide storm wamin8 hours in advance, and finer measurements
could yield detaiJed informatioe on the likely geomagnetic effectiveness ofa CME, as well as the evolution
and pmtaption of CME between the Sun and Earth.
1. INTRODUCTION
Geomagnetic urn'ms, manifested in a decrease m the horizontal component of Ear_'s magnetic field
worldwide, have even mere direct consequences on the public in the form of telecommunication and
electrical power _ons. For this _ storm pt_Ection is of considerable interest.t
Thus far. geomagnetic rex'ms have been linked to the arrival at Earth of a compressed southward-
pointing interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and a ocmmai matt ejection (CME). A scheme to predict the
arrival of a CME up to three days in advance by monitoring the _ between Sun and Earth with a
photometer has been _2 However, flot all ties would trigger a major storm that could cause radio
and electrical power blackouts. OfaU the parameters associated with CMEs and [MY, that are relevant to the
trigge_3g of large storms, the init_l speed of a earthward directed CME close to the Sun appears to be most
crucial.
To avoid the difficulty of resolving a developing CME from the blinding background of the solar disk.
Gosling et aL 3 proposed to place coronalgraphs well ahead and behind Earth in its orbit to monitor
earthward directed CMEs in their initial stages near the limb. As an alternative option, we would like to
examine the possibility of detecting any other signals that could be emitted by earthward directed CMEs of
high initial radial speeds on a more affordable Earth-satellite. The Imghmess of the solar disk rejects serious
considerations of photons as candidates. 1"he spiral shape of the [MT that connects the Sun and Earth rules
out charged particles as a medium. What remains are neutral panicles Neutral particles produced in CME
in the initial high-speed stage can fly ahead of the CME as the CME slows down in its earthward
propagation. If the deceleration of the CME is significant, then the neutrals born in the initial high-speed
stage would arrive at Earth sufficiently early to provide warning. Fig. I iUustrates this basic idea.
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2. PRODUCTION OF H IN CME
The predominance of protons in space plasma allows us to concentrate only on the production of
hydrogen atoms in CME. Protons can become neutral hydrogen atoms in a plasma by one of two
interactions, provided the necessary ingredients are available.
Charge exchange: p + H --- H + p
Recombination: p + e -- H*
The p's on the L.HS are protons associated with the CME. which after the interactions become the H's
on the RHS. The disparity in the proton and electron masses f1836 : I) entails that the resulting H atom
carriesessentiallytheinitialenergyof theproton. Due tothelackofevidence of significantamount of ions
of energies>2 keV inCMEs, letusrelyonly on theinitialhighbulk speed and theexpansionof theCME to
providethehigh speedH atoms we need forstorm prediction.
Although some CMEs containlargeamounts of neutralH intheirearlystages,as observed inH a out to
-5 R, (solarradii),4 the number density of H, nil,isonly I0"sof thatof protons,np, for a typical
temperatme of I0e K.s Therefore,chargeexchange cannotbe of significancetotheproductionof neutralH
in CMEs. On the otherhand. the overallneutralityof plasma demands thatwithina CME np= ne. the
number densityofelectrons.Hence, we shallexamine only theproductionof neuwal H by recombination.
Al°ngthedirection°f_°n°faCME'theflu'x°fHin( cm2 s) "l resulting fi'om recombination
in a volume element moving with a bulk speed of v is
dr--a nz,n, v dtexp(-D) ¢I)
'_.l.n_a_uL:r._utrJ_on Or 1'IO I - a/Id h ......
recombination and the point of obs_'m_, 'L e. p o¢o-|omzatlon while m flight between the point of
D = j" LI" np(s ) dc* J" dE. lS(r0(m/2E)  } ds'. (2)
The m's arethecr_s-uctions forthevariousinteractionstoremove theEHA beforereachingtheobserver:.
_l forchargeexchanp with solar-windprotons,_2 forIm:xonimpactionizationof hydrogen (<7,.does not
includeol) and _ forelectronimpact ionizationof hydrogen are given by Freeman and Jones:6 B isthe
solarphotoionizationrateforH (= 8.8 x 104 s"tat I AU, and fallsoffas r"2)s.7 and m istherestmass of
H. All oi'sand thedifferentialnumber demitiesni's(subscrilXp forIx'oton,• forelectron)areexpressedin
the appropriaterelativenergy _tbetween H the respectiveIx_jectile.For each type of projectile,the
kinematictransformationisdiffes,ent;_, the intl.,lp-a_ over relative _ must be done separately.
After an H is born inside the CMF. it has to go through portions of CME and overtake the CME in order to
reachEarth'sorbitearlierthantheCME. In such cases,chargeexchange witha CME protonmay occur,the
resultingH willhave a speed slightlyslowerthan,but stillcloseto,theoriginalH. Therefore.we drop the
effectof chargeexchange withany protonof theCME. One may alsoignoreionizationby electronimpact.
sincee3 << both (_tand (_:.6Second and thirdencounterswith the solarwind particlesand solarphotons
need not be consideredsincethe localIMF would remove thenewly ionizedH from itsflighttowards the
observauon point.
Since the CME is moving towards Earth with a deceleration as depicted in Fig. 1 and since the CME has
a radial spread of several Rs at -20 Rs and continues to expand as it propagates. H flux produced in one
portion of the CME at an earlier time may arrive at the monitor at Earth's orbit simultaneously with those
coming from another portion of the CME at a later time. To find the H flux arriving at the observer as a
functionof time,we integrateF,q.(I)over allelements of theCME, as itevolvesand propQgates,thatwould
have the same arrival time. For the purpose of prediction of the arrival of a fast CME. we need only
consider the activities along the Sun-F_anh line.
To obtain the time prufile of the fast H atoms of C'ME origin, at the o4_-rvation point at Earth's orbit.
Ro,we patamecrize(forcomputationalconv_) the_Ivin_ [xopagatingC'ME _ by a three-
dimensional MH'D simulation, s' ) The radial profile of no (= ns,) is approximated by a gaussian disu'ibution
no(r) = no (Rs/01"6 exp [-(r- rp)2/&I (3)
where risheliocentricdistance;and the measure of thespreadof the densitydistributionevolveswith time
as
o(t)=(A + Bt) Rs.
The c,e_txoidof the distribution_ witha constantdecelaationa
rp= 15Rs + Vot - atZ/2,
where Vo is the initial radial velocity. For the lack of knowledge at r < 15 Rs, we take r = 15 Rs as our
initial r_. Consequently, radial vel_ty of any element away _ the c_n, uid has a time dependence
r'(0=vo- at + B(Ro-r-Vot+at_t2)/(A+ St)
which decreasesina nonuniform fashionas compared w thatof the cenu'oid,but more likethatfrom the
MIID simulation.
4..H OF CME ORIGIN AT EARTH'S ORBIT
Obviously,thefastestH thattraveledtheleastdigan(_ willarriveatEarth'sorbittint. For a model just
described,however, itisnot so straightforward. To f'mdtheH fluxarrivingattheobserveratEarth'sorbit
F_
+ = =
+
as a function of time. we integrate Eq. ( 1) over all elements of the CME that would produce H atoms ha,,tng
the same a.rnvaJ time. The vaJue of at in Eq. (t) is 1 x [0 "t4 crn 3 st for a gas at 2 x 106 K. temperature or"
the simulated CME. _° For each time of arrival at Ea.,'_'s orbit, tE, the limits of integration are
tt = tE- g(tE; m -- - 2.0) and t: "- tE- g(tE; m -- 2.0). where
vg(tE; m) = [tE-. 2 (vo. m B) rE/a ÷ 2(Ro-r-m A)/ai:" (4)
where m runs from -LO m +2.0. Any ¢onmbution from within 5 Rs is chopped due to the limitation of this
particularmodel. Neutralsgeneratedby any portionof the CME thathas alreadyarrivedor passed Earth's
orbit are also ignoe'ed for obvious reason.
• ,,The,v,oCUE+,:_,.,,dinm+.l=,,+m,,dwithth,,.,:_em_..,,C.mth+., tO"_ s" _+o,"
=t,2OOkms.tanda=2.TxlO.+kms-+forCMElanoVo=t,utyugrns anoa ,.._
CME 2. They sharetheotherparameters,based on the MIlD simulationmentioned earlier:,no = 5.8 x 10s
cm "3Rs 1.6,correspond/rigto5.7 x I03cm 3 at 18 Rs; A - 10;and B = 0.2 hr4. The resultsare shown in
thetwo panelsof Fig.2.
x.,=h ,,,. m,do_h,,,m,,',,..- ,h,,Cm,=+p,o_,,+...,,,.,to,.om+,!.._d:h+._t:d__!E+
to+,,)_ x_o__-++csmby.,+o,+m,+o_T_m+ _,-om_ d__o__._ ?_.+'___.-,....7,,.
.......... -,.,-- ,:--: ..... hi¢, bccau._ tl_ m tlUXl_ am commie w ms: qu.;,--,,,+
". ..... -_,e,.s_ ,nl..--2.-l"phml_tll3,_sdO_l'iVe,ll_t?- J llotl_elrllel"+tl_tVl.P'- tin=_'_,_._
solal"*WlrlO [IUX 01,_. x tv _u_ =, ..... . ,_ ......... ,__---a "1'1.., I4' atOITIS do
value of the CME IXOton flux, in both cam, is <lu" mat ot me qulm-umm ma,_r ,,,,-,-,- , ,,,+ ,.
a.mveera'Ira"u _pe_d.
3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
earlier than the de_lerated CMEs. The two ca._s differ only in me_r respecuve uruuaa v,, at _ us ,u,_,
-- __ .... __n_..d_d_..._ r_o,n. H = lOS, iscoosis_t wRh thai ofa ptasma at tO"
COIlSl;aJlt _ele_12_ a_ w_ _ _ r • . ............... _.
K. s The loss of H due to i_ by o0_lisi_i$ wtlh pe0_om and pe_xx_ is, nawes_ tot" mose n©uu-,u:,
produced close" to me Sua, which ha, a m_al 1o_ of - 10%.
Since the pm-ame_d CM]E is based oe the rmults of MHDsimulations of a CME starting at t8 Rs. we
consider our modet _ If our model is sufficiendy realistic, the que_o_ of bow we can benefit from
the earlier arrival of amaral_ of Od[E origin _ a question of _ mchniqu_. As Fig. 2 shows.
the lead time m I_ d_mds (3o the semfitivity of the aeumd-part_le de_'_. O_rviously. the lead
few times that of the qui_-tim_ solar wind. If a _ _ a _sUmty oi ttr l:mu_+_ t,.l- , then a
. . • , , • * .
,mr,eclict.ion of 3 houri or more is pe_blL One _'uciai _t.t_. oft on.d_e .s_.ti"v__oLt_+..2nsn'u....henntSu_Ss
;_.._,,.:hmw m reiem olin,ram,, since they _vem _ pamcm oamal du'ecuy _ .i,=.,..,...-.-_, ,,._ ,.t
...... a -- - -, ,. . -- ......... ,_ ,__ .-._ ....;.;..;,., h+,_+. _ oevelouecL
fordetectingneulnlsm thema'ly ranle ot + -zu _v w_m me req_ ++-.+,-,,,_.......
and some of them may be presentedinthissame issue.
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Figure 2
Although thereisno need for energy resolutionin such detectors,iftheirtask islimitedto storm
warning. Detectorswith even modest energy resolution,however, can actuallyprovide us informationon
the evolutionand propagationof CME between the Sun and Earth forthe firsttime. Since the fastest
neutralsare produced nearestto the Sun, we can even measure the initialhigh speed of the CMI:- thus
determinethegeomagnetic effectivenessof thatCME)
We hope theresultspresentedherewillleadtoimmediate actionsresultinginearly-warningcapabilities
forgeomagnetic stormsand first-handstudiesof theevolutionand propagationofCME.
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ABSTRACT larger than possible with an explicit
- me thQd. The most important advantage is
Th-6-ICEDIA-LE-(Implici-tlcon{inu_s ? ...... to avoid_the so-called Alfven problem
Eulerian-Difference Mesh - Arbitrary- which means that stability conditions
Lagrangian-Eulerian) algorithm which was severely limit the maximum time step when
originally suggested by Brackbill and the Alfven speed is very large compared
Pracht (1973) is modified for the study of with the maximum fluid velocity. Thus,
astrophysical plasma flows in which '" this method also allows us to deal with
dynamical effects are important. In their strong magnetic field problems with lower
work, the energy conservation includes
only the sum of specific internal and
magnetic energy. The kinetic energy of
the plasma flow was not considered by
these workers. In the present study, we
have derived the general energy conserva-
tion law based on the Boltzmann equation
which is suitable for astrophysical plasma
flows. Thus, the total energy density
includes three parts; kinetic, specific
internal and magnetic energies. Because
of this addition, the iteration procedure
is modified in the present study in which
we have included both total energy density
and magnetic field components as the major
iterative variables. Thus, the total
energy is computed implicitly and the
energy equation and magnetic induction
equations are satisfied at the end of the
iteration procedures to account for
convergence.
A numerical example is given for a
highly structured astrophysical plasma
flow which shows that the convergence
speed of the present scheme is better than
the original one suggested by Brackbill
and Pracht (1973). In addition, we also
demonstrated that the rezoning algorithm
can be used as a noise suppressor which
greatly improves the numerical stability.
I. INTRODUCTION
In solving magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
flow problems the ICED-ALE method
(Brackbill and Pracht, 1973 hereafter
referred to as BP) has more advantages
such as its ability to resolve arbitrary
continuing boundaries; to have variable
zoning for purposes of obtaining optimum
resolution; to be almost Lagrangian for
improved accuracy in problems where fully
Lagrangian calculations are not possible;
and to operate with a time step many times
*Director, CSPAR; Di|tin_ullhed Profeetor,
u,lw. of All. System
Follow, AI&A
**Permanent Add_O|O: Purple Nounta|n Obov.
Nanjjn;, People.$ Republic oF Ch|nl
***senior |cieht||t, Interpltnettry PhyI.
ratios of _he gas pressure to magnetic
pressure, (P/(B2/8_)). In astrophysics
there is often a necessity of disposing of
a severely nonhomogeneous boundary inter-
face on both sides of which gas densitites
or magnetic fields are quite different.
Several examples are the solar prominence
in the chromosphere and corona as well as
the solar magnetic flux tube in the
subphotosphere. The ICED-ALE method (BP)
potentially has the ability to solvesuch
problems. In view of this possibility we
will apply ICED-ALE to astrophysics
problems with some improvement and
extension.
First, in BP's extension of ICED-ALE
to magnetohydrodynamic flow problems, the
iterative variables and equations include
only the magnetic induction equations
together with the momentum and mass
conservation laws. The total energy is
computed explicitly. BP substituted the
magnetoacoustic speed for the adiabatic
sound speed and then introduced the
proportionality between variations of
augmented pressure and gas density as
follows:
a_ - c, + v. 5p. (1)
But the validity of equality (I) was not
strictly proved. Later we will demon-
strate that, in the case of ordinary fluid
flow the
2
equality 6p = co5 p used in the iteration
process corresponds to the energy
conservation law and, thus, the ICED-ALE
. algorithm (Herr, etal, 1974) seems to be
adequate. In the case of MHD flow, the
equality (i) is only an approximation to
the energy conservation law.
Therefore, instead of the equality
(I), we directly apply the general energy
conservation law to the iteration process;
thus, the total energy is obtained
implicitly at the end of the iteration
process. For the purpose of comparison we
compute an example in which the
convergence speed of the latter method is
L_
w
L
r_
W
_..-.
Substantially faster than that of the
former, rn fact, the total energy density
is considerably influenced by the
adjustments of velocities, positions, and
magnetic fields in the iteration process.
It is, therefore, reasonable to include
both magnetic fields on the one hand and
total energy density on the other hand for
problems of magnetohydrodynamics. The
magnetic field and fluid must be
considered equally in such problems. P _ E' ÷ s,
A full Lagrangian algorithm is very
sensitive to variations in velocities and
positions of vertices. Therefore noises where 7 is specific heat ratio (7 is often
in velocity and positions Will produce ........ taken to be 5/3 fo; a fully-ionized plasma
numerical instability and prevent obtain_ in Astrophyics). Q is the thermal energying a numerical solution. In order to - flux having the formulation _
remedy this difficulty, we use rezoning to " -' - -
eliminate or alleviate the numerical .... _-
stability which is caused by velocity
nolse (and position noise) by adding
another negative velocity noise and move
the vertices to their original places.
Such action is very similar to that in
some electronic apparatus in which the
feedback inhibition is used to suppress
the electric noises.
In this paper we extend th9 BP mgtho d
to include three components of B and V in
two-dimensional cylindrical (or Cartesian)
coordinates. In section 2, we describe
the initializing calculation or exPlicit
phase in which the electric current --
density, magnetic diffusion of field,
energy augmentation due to Joule heating
work done by gravity; and the zero-order
approximation of the flow velocity are
given. In section 3 we discuss the
iteration process or implicit phase, from _
which we obtain the exact Lagranglan
solution for energy density, velocity,
magnetic field, etc. In section 4 an
example is given from the field of solar
physics to illustrate the advantage of thepresent method.
2. INITIALIZING CALCULATION
The basic MHD equations Used in
astrophysics are as follows (see Soyd etal. 1969):
_D
--* 7 • ¢,%)i o,
,It
a 1
-- (,0.--_ x _) * 7 . _. ,_. 0,
_t 4zc
where p is gas density, _ flow velocity,
gravity acceleration, p gas pressure, c
speed of light, ¢ electric conductivity,
electrig current density, _ electric
field, B magnetic field. All quantities
used here are in c.g.s, and gauss units.
p_ is the total energy density which isdefined as
a
'o' ]8w ] 41r
C.+.-"' 3x_' ,,. ,._ . _,
ai
,_1:
4w
,,,il_],
c
m . t grad T,
where I is thermal : .... " _"_
conductivity, T gas ....
-: temperature. Joule heating _,_:. :-_ _,
_ is included in the term - _ .- _ X
The tensor _ is defined as (in cartesian
coordinates)
E_*B z E.E_+SID 1
,&, i _,UIU_ + Pi! _" _ ! I " •
... _, _ - _ _*0)
4_
In magnetohydrodynamics the electric fi_id •
can be neglected compared with the
magnetic field, because E has an order of :
magnitude - IUI/c B << B from eq. (7)-. In
the sa_e w_y the electromagnetic momentum
I/4_c E x B also can be ignored compared
With the gas momentum _U. When neglecting
the viscosity term the fluid stress tensor
PI_ is simplified as Pij = P _ij. " -
Therefore the momentum and energy
conservation laws take the following f0-_: •
_t (_,r.r,) . _ (._a_) .... p i_ - .-.i_.: _. ,,?_, (_a)
#
C
where p is augmented pressure defined as
• , p + (Oz/Ox).
(11)
In addition, the v . _ . 0 is used in this(_) deriver ion.
Our comDutatlonal mesh is shown in
(_) Figure 1 in the plane of which the axes z
and r (or x and y) lle, but it must be
kept in mind that the computation volume
has a thickness _ . a# , r (taken with a
unit azimuthal angle) or a thickness _z
(_) for Cartesian coordinates. Later all
formulae are written out in cylindrical
coordinates, but they are valid for the
Cartesian coordinates when replacing z, r,
(s) _ by x, Y, z respectively and the
thickness r is changed to az.
Similar to the procedure used by
Hirt, et el. (1974) _as pressures p,
(_) " "augmented Pressures p, temperatures T, gas
densities p, cell volumes V, total energy
wr --
= =
m
w
densities _e, magnetic field components
(B., Br, B_) are assigned to cell centers,
marked by A, B, C, D, etc. as shown in
Fig. 2, while coordinates (z, r), velocity
components (u, v, w) [u - Uz, v = Ur. w =
U_], current density components (Jz,'Jr,
jp) are assigned to cell vertices, marke
by I, 2, 3, 4 .... etc. as shown in Fig. 7.
Notice that in this paper all quantities
are independent of the azimuthal angle #.
It should be noted, however, that it is
not difficult to extend this procedure to
the three-dimensional case. Each of the
following formulae is an integration
approximation of the basic MHD equations
either over the cell volume V_ with its
su__q_ace indicated by the enclosed curve
1234 or over the vertex volume V 4
1/2 (V A + V 8 + V¢ + V_)] with___s [V4 =
indicated by enclosed curve [368. surface
To advance a solution one step in
time, St, we first need to complete the
initializing calculation. This part in-
cluded computing the current density
_)_r_g_r, (J4)$ [subscript 4 indicates
around the yertex 4], magnetic
diffusion term - 7 x (cj/_), Joule
heating, and energy gain from thermal
conduction. Because of the smallness of
these quantities, it is enough to compute
them explicitly using the last time-step
values (not the update data) only.
Furthermore, we have to calculate the
first-order apProxim@tio9 of.advanced
velocity components u4 ' v4 ' w4 (here the
tilde sign signifies the first-order
approximation) in this phase in favor of
entering the iteration phase.
Integrating eq (6) (Ampere,s law)
over the vertex volume V 4 gives
v_+v'÷vc+v_ c!__T_,,(J'}* "_ _'Srdr + _'S.dz] (I_)
2 4, _ .
Similarly, the other physical quantities
are expressed by Joule heating contribu-
tion = - _ 7 .
VA ' ] x d7 (13)
V_
'tllthermal conduction , _ _ 7 . _ dT
VA
V A
![ ![
sITFaem ssrFIci *mrfic! I
J
For example where the integration
43 surface
across the interface between vertices 4 and
3 which can be calculated as follows:
--- _.d_-_ _ a_ a_
Va Va ,,r;,i : _z _r ) (lS)
The initializing calculation for the
magnetic field and energy
density are represented by
L t" r, i (114)
• it:
{8,)i S_ m ? x _--] ,4
4
Mm 1 .--.
4 _ Cirri + _pb¢l) - _ _-. _
i.i
+ thenmaZ concribuCJLon + Joule heatinq contriJ_ution, (17)
where the superscript n indicates the oid +'"time-step.
Eq. (3) is integrated over the vertex
volume V 4. The integration of the left _ c
hand side of Eq. (3) gives the momentu_
variation with time in Lagrangian
coordinates. So Eq. (3) turns out to bein the form:
2J(i 2
/
r$ + _..] r I 4. ri -
* &"t 4, &'l l
"-------- P_ (r, - r,) _ + Pi (r, - re) _,
]I - J ."
2H I 4_ L 2 * (BIB-) m (r, - r=)
+ (B l 81 )C ( r e 1 r l + r *
2 - riJ _ . (8,Br) m {r x . re)
)
r, + ri] am" 1 r ""
IM i (B,Iris • (Z= - Z:) -- . (milirlS
_l 4- E"2
rO + _1
(Zo - Z_) _ _ (8,8r) e , (zl - z,) _ _ (Bmllr)l
r i 4. _1 1 "'
.,- ..,-;--j
;. - v, + at • g, . Pi " r, (z i - z_) + Pm r, (z, - zi)
• ' " " ] it 1+ P, • r, (z, - ill + P; , r, (*, - Zl) + -- • --
j 2X I 4 I[
_" _ rt + ri rt + _3(Brml)i ' (rl * i'll --" (Srml)l (r i - r)} --
2
(Drill) c (rm * ri) rl " rl ri ÷ l'l?
--+ (",n,), (r, - ri) _j
I 1 { r, + r:
" -- ' -- ()rml)l • {z) - ll) __ . (8rBr) | (Z i . ())
2Hi 4w 2
1"i _ r 2 c I + r 6
* (SrBr), (z! - Z,) -- _ (SrBr) | (zt * zm)
2
J
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m
i
N
W
w. - wj _ _: . g# * .... (BoBz)z (r3 - r:)
_8:B:)! {r, - r:) _ . {B?8_) c {r_ mt + ms
2 - r_) ---..._._.
2
rl + rl _ It I r
" (B_B:)(r: * rtl _' - _ • _i
2 ZM| 4rI (B_Br)l (ZS " Z:)
2 ' - z_)
' : 13]
2
where M 4 = (1/4) ' (MM + Me + M + M
VA ' #i- The averaae _;,,- ¢ .. D)_ MA
4 =n oreer to _eep U constant in the "=
steady state, if we suppose g = 0 I
O, gz = g. Of course, other _hoic_sg_ -
are allowed. Using Eq. (18) we start from
or r
the values at the last time-step and
obtain the first-order appoximation of
time-advanced velocity components before
commencing the iteration procedure.
The objective of this section is to
obtain new velocities that have been
accelerated with time-advanced augmented
pressure gradients and new maunetic stress
tensors. Since the new magnetic fields
depend on the new velocities, and the
time-advanced _ is based on the densities
as well as energies obtained when vertices
are moved with their new velocitiej, whlch
in turn, are functions of the new B and p,
these fields and augmented pressures are
defined implicitly and must be found by
iteration. The major iterated variables
we choose are Bz, Br, Be, #_ in order to
satisfy the induction equation (5) and
energy conservation law (4) exactly.
Because we have included the magnetic
diffusion term and Joule heating as well
as thermal conduction term, in the
initialization phase as described in
section 2, it is reasonable to leave the
dynamic terms (i.e. the terms associated
with U) in Eqs. (5) and (4) only during
this process. Therefore, the equations
which must be obeyed in the iteration are:
_. (_ _)_ . _ _) %- _ (? • 5),
_t {13)
-- (,,I * , • _,,01 -- , • (_ (5 • _),
4_ I
at (2}
Integrating Eq. (2) over the cell volume v_gives
_i u CO_S_. Or _ - _ a 0
which means that the mass remains constant
in Lagrangian coordinates. The integra-
tions of the left hand sides of Eqs. (19)
and (20) are none other than the time-
derivatives in Lagrangian Coordinates.
Considering that Eqs. (19) and (20) are
1
Vm
1
DUrDZ -
Vl
1
DUrDZ .-
V_
1
ARE - - r{Z=-Zz] (r,-rz) - (_=.rl| (z=__t] ],2
v: +v_+v_ +v_
vi = - - , {ARE),
4
i pp_ 0V._ (z"'z'z) (w_'wz) - (w=-w:} (r_*c:)
2 , ARE
1 _II 'VP (Z''at) (w_'w_)" (w,-w,) (Z.-Z:)Or3#DZ ._ _ dv =
V_ _z
2 • ARE
only satisfied gradually during the
iteration, we introduce some new functions
called "unsatisfactory,, quantities, s=, _
st, sd, s . which are defined as the
difference_s between the integrations of
left and right hand sides of Eqs. (19) -
(20). Thus, we get (after integrating
Eqs. (19) - (20) over the cell volume Vx).
•$
S: _ -- - :'B. DU.DZ - :'SrDU'DR *" =B:D, - _Z)_t " * .
• i 8 _l - . •
S r I " _ - T'M nit ._
.. --__Z_ .... -z--r_ " T'BrO_rD R + LB= W:+WZ+W_'V_
1 " -- ................ "----"-'-------.. LB.O,
', S r -Br/
Sr i ------------.--. ° LBzDU_D z . -/:+v:+vz+yl ",.'. _..
;t LBrD_0? DR + LB; -- * L_;O,. ,
• _(_.) . f,,)=, (24)
S_, I --" " :P " (_J.OZ + D,JrOR) . J"
_t . - -_.)z . DU.DZ
...._2.;-
- (_Br}ZDUpDR . _BaLS:DU:D z "<2, -.'_'i"
" :S:LSr " (DUrDZ * OU:DR), YT' _ :zs]
where superscript L denotes time-advanced
values and N denotes first order ....
approximations coming from initializing"
calculations and, ... _- .
O = -- ,. , dlv U dr - OUzD Z + DUrD R + Wl+Vz+v=*v= _I, 1
"_ JJJ °- - _ _,,$y16)
rt +_T+r].r# - _ . .
DU¢OZ .- --" dr e
Vi ,m1'z 2 • ARE (27)
- . ---...i dr = (Z_'_t)(U3"_t) " (u''uz}(Z='Zz) ._
ar Z • ARE (28)
P_I #vr (r''_'_)(v3"vt) " (v''vz)(r:'r:)" "
_dl' m
JJJ az
2 . ARE (29)
Prp av.
.,_ _,ld7 . (z_'zz)(v_-v:) " (v.-v:}(z_-Z.]
JJJ az- (3o)
2 • ARE
(31)
(32)
• ... (::)
Notice that the terms
{vz+vz+v_+v4)/(rz+rz+r=+r4) ,
(wt+w2+w3+w4)/(r;+r=+r:+r4) will disappear
when these equatzons are written in
Cartesian coordinates.
The iteration convergence process is
achijved by computing the adjustments of
p(, B as well as p, U which make the
magnitudes of S=, St, S#, S _ diminsh.
When they all go to zero, t_e exact
Lagrangian solutions for MHD equations
have been obtained. In order to find out
such adjustment for various quantities let
us have a look at what the independent
iterative variables are. From Eq. (!8) it
seems that they are Bz Br' B_ and p.
But the definition of augmented pressure
and energy density gives the exact
relationship between them:
B l pU !
" (Y-l)(_w) _ 62-I} _. (i-l} --
8x 2
Recalling Eq. (18) it can be seen that the
independent _terative variables are either
(Bz, B r, B_, p_) or (Bz, Br, B_,P). But
the loftier is better than the _atter,
because we have the energy conservation
law Eq. (20) which determines the
variation of p(. On the other hand, if
the set of variables (B,, Br, 84 , p) is
chosen, we do not know how to get the
adjustment for P appropriately. It was
for this reason that BP introduced another
2
relation _p = (C_ + vA) _p which expresses
an extension of the adiabatic sound speed
to the magnetoacoustic speed. However,
this relation is not fully self-consistent
with the energy conservation law.
Now let us find the adjustments to
8 z, B r and B_° From Eqs. (22) - (24) it
can be seen _hat Sz, Sr, S_ are
essentially based on B,, B_, B6 and only
weakly depend on (p() through the
derivatives of velocity DU,DZ etc.
Because we only need the approximate
values of such adjustments, it is enough
to compute the variations of S;, Sr, S$,
associated with B:, Br, B_. Therefore,
the total variation of S: can be written
as (expanded to include first-order terms
in Taylor series):
aS; 8S r as:
%Bz 8Br aB_
If we put ASz equal to the negative
unsatisfactory quantity S z computed at
each iteration cycle, then at the next
iteration S z would turn out to be zero or
very small. In this way, we are able to
diminish unsatisfactory quantities very
quickly.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to illustate the present
improved ICED-ALE algorithm, we will apply
it to an astrophysical problem concerning
the compression of a slender magnetic flux
tube beneath the solar photosphere. The
flux tube is assumed to be surrounded by a
gravity-stratifled ionized gas without
magnetic field (Parker, 1977; Sweet,
1972). First, let us present a mathemati-
cal model to describe the physical
situation of this problem. Due to the
small depth (-10 y cm, i.e. one seventh of
solar radius (R)) of the layer we will
study, it is reasonably assumed that the
temperature varies linearly, and that the
gas obeys the ideal state equation p . RpT
with a gas-constant R having a slow,
linear (beta-dependence) variation. Thus
from the basic equations:
- = T. - =r.'-Z:l, R _ ':. " 5{Z-Z.)
_p
:lz
,:-) we obtain the pressure and density
distribution in the sub-photosphere:
P " p_F,
!i .. j .
" F . Fp_/RoToj . I . _ (Z-Z=J _ _" " -- '.:-Z=)
R: r: '
: / " _ " r "Ill ". rS/_ - ,. : I
_" " ' L - _ (Z-Z:) / r i -- -- (z-z_) : :" : :
?_ . ," . R_ .,
Using the following parameters as the __
boundary conditions
-P, " 2.15 x 10 i dyne/era;, c] _ 2.7 x ZO 4 cm/1 _
_= - 4 _ L0 °| g_/C_:, a - 5.2 x i0 "_ '_/C_
" 4.9 X 104 '._,
" 4 X i0 "_ e_/K _l=-cl_
Z_ _ ) X 101 C,".t,
the computation of (35) and (36) gives the
respresentative mathematical model for the
flux tube which is assumed to be
perpendicular to the subphotosphere. This
model is in good agreement with solar
physical data (Allen, 1973; Stromgren
1965).
Next, a magnetic flux tube whose
length is 10 e cm and radius 1 x 10 _ cm is
investigated. In particular, we study the
propagation of physical disturbances along
its lower half-part. Inside the tube we
assume that there is a constant magnetic
field parallel to the tube's vertical
axis. For the reason of simplicity,
suppose that the gravitational force is
parallel to its axis, too. We divide the
lower half-part of the tube into 15 zones
axially and 10 radially. These 10 radial
zones are homogeneous but the axial 15
zones are nonhomogeneous whose lengths are
in a geometric sequence with the common
factor 1.2 (in response to the gravity-
stratification), as shown in Fig. 2.
According to the demand of discrete
mathematics we Will compute the steady
state of the subphotosphere (outside the
tube). Static equilibrium demands that
the pressure is independent of radius r
(see Fig. 2) :
Pt " P:' Pll " Pc, (m17)
and that the pressure only depends on z:
P_ " Pl [ l÷g, (ARE} _ (2_r, R_T|) " _] . [ I-g(ARE) i, L '_2_rR:T, ) " _) "
where the discrete temperature and gas-
constants are computed by
means of the following formula:
T: " _.4 xlO _ " _.2 X i0 "! (Z,+Zl,_)/;) '
R: _ 1.09814 x 10 "l . 4 X i0 -_ (Z;+Zi,I)/2, (39)
" I._317 × lOa + 7.6923 TI,
(Notice that T and R depend on z (on index
i) only). When the magnetic field is
present inside the tube, we have to make
the alternative choices: i) the tempera-
ture inside the tube is the same as that
outside, and there is a difference of gas
w--=
r --
I
=--
_mr
L_
densities between the inside and outside
or : ii) the densities are all the same
but the temperature is different between
the inside and outside of the tube. For
the PUrpose of simplification, we choose
the latter assumption, that is, we suppose
that the gas density and pressure (or
augumented pressure) depends only on z
regardless of whether the point of
interest is'inside or outside of the tube.
Numerical results are given in Fig. 3
which represent the steady state of the
present model, where the gas-constant
inside the tube is chosen to be 1.0944 x
lOS considering the dynamic_e_ec t andthe
gas pressure as _ei!as tem erat
calculated as p. = . - ___P ure are
(Pi/Pi)/l.0944 _ .n_ i -_/_" Ti "
_ • a=uer obtaining the
steady state. We tur1_ to study the
convergence property of our improved ICED-
ALE algorithm in comparison with that of
BP. As a first test, we apply the
following physical disturbance
the tube's low ....... - _o part of
Thus, this disturbed .... _:,. P|,ItLal-
_&_ WIll De pU_
forward, and the rest remains still;
then, as a result, the intersection region
between the two parts will develop a
strong shear motion. In Fig. 4 the
configuration of mesh and the distribu-
tions of velocity and magnetic field after
a 20 sec. - evolution (St = 1 sec.) are
given. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of
speeds of convergence for two methods at
the first time advance, t = 0 + St. From
this result; it can be seen that in _he
present method the relative error ISp/pl
drops to less than 10-3 only after
iterating for three times. On the other
hand, when taking 8t = 1 sea. the method
of BP failed to converge. When lowering
_t to 0.1 sec their method began to
converge, but the speed of convergence is
very slow and may attain saturation after
3 or 4 iterations. Therefore, the present
method has a more rapid convergence speed.
Furthermore, this convergence hardly
reaches its saturation. Sometimes itera-
tion can still achieve convergence for
more than 40 iterations.
As another example, we will calculate
the case in which a flux tube with a
magnetic field of 6000 Gauss has a lateral
force applied to part of the tube's length
as indicated in Fig. 2 {Without increasing
the temperature) by an enhanced lateral
pressure. The boundary conditions are asfollows:
i) A_ r = o (cylindrical axle):
_, _, P. T. 5z. Uz are symmetical
B:. U r are an_i-sYmmetrical
ii) _t lateral boundary [cylinder surface):
P, P, _, T remain the same as those in the
SUbphotosphere With the exception at
z-dlrectlon-lndex i - Ii. 12, 13
Pl,_l = Pgui_mtol.here • (l+10'fcos(4_Z_/L) I)
_=,|l Pi,;;/(T.R)jubph=taiphere,
iii) A_ the top and bottom:
free-propagation boundary.
that is, the enhanced pressure {: ii
Psu_ph. gtospher,) is added to the middle
part (i = 11,12,13) of the tube. This
means that such enhanced pressures tend to
cut off the tube and divide it into two
parts. When t is between 0 and 96 sec, 5t
is taken to be 0.2 sec. When 96 < t < i08
sec., &t = 0.4 sec., when t > 108 sec., &t
= 0.5 sec. The numerical results are
shown in Fig. 6 and 7. In this case the
mesh configuration is almost Eulerlani.e.,
the mesh nearly does not move. From
Fig. 6 it can be seen that the magnetic
field in the middle part of the tube
increases as_ the pressure-aPPfiCation_ --
continues. When t ~ 500 sec. the
intensities of magnetic field near the
axis reach about 8 x 104 Gauss where the
magnetic pressure has the same order of
magnitude as the gas pressure. On the
other hand, with continuation of the force
application on the tube's boundary, the
high pressure and high density gradually
invade the tube and, about t - 500 sec.
occupy the middle of the tube,s lower
part. Futhermore, as shown in Fig. 7 the
distribution of temperature inside as well
as outside the tube, more or less, remains
unchanged at first (t = 6 sec.) So the
property of this kind of "squeeze,, is
basically isothermal compression at first.
However, after 500 sec. evolution of the
temperature in the middle of the tube
reaches 1.85 x l0 s 'K which is about 4 ""
times larger than the original one. Note,
also, that, the density at this location
(i - ii) decreases dramatically,
indicating that the "squeeze,, is thereby
effective
in cutting the tube into two parts, a
lower and a higher portion. One may
speculate that the upper part may
eventually be expelled as a plasmoidal
"melon seed',.
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EXTENSION OF REZONED EULERIAN-LAGRANGIAN METHOD TO ASTROPHYSICAL PLASMA APPL/CATION_
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It is well known that the great advantages of using the
pure Lagrangian (or re'zoned Eulerian-Lagmngian) scheme
developed by Bracid_ill and Pracht I are (i.) dealing with
severely nonhomogeneus boundary conditions and (ii.)
avoiding numerical diffusion caused by nonlinear
convective terms. However, their method is limited to
simple configura_ons of the magnetic fields for which
analytical solutions can be found. Ia astrophysical
applications, there are a number of cases in which magnetic
field configurations are complex, and for which analytical
expressions of magnetic fields are not available. Therefore,
numerical procedures are necessary for the temporal
determination of magnetic field configurations and their
consequences. In order to implement this objective, therezooed
Ealemn-Lagean_Can scheme was modmed byintroducing two
discrete specific relaxation techniques to find a
solution for a thai analytical expression. These two
relaxation techniques are: (i) computing relaxation
coefficients and (fi) solving two quadratic equations. A
numerical test example is given to illustrate the milization ofthe new method.
It has beea recognized that there is a great advantage
for using the pure _gian (or rezoned Eulerian-
Lagrangian) scheme developed by Brackbm and Prachtl to
solve magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow fields with
severely nonhomogeneom boundary conditions to avoid
numerical di_on mused by non-linear convective terms.
However, the scheme developed by Brackbill and Pracht does
cause some machem_cal d_cultim in disposing of the
complex magnetic field topology. Hence, the original
scheme suggested by Brackbill and Pracht I is restricted to
simple configurations of magnetic topology (i.e. constant
magnetic field) for which an analytical expression is
* Fellow, AIAA
** Associate Fellow, AIAA
cop_t © 1993byS. 1".We. l_hed bYthe_aa Umam,e¢
Ammm_ 'ed _ U=.w_ _mm_oe "
In astrophysical plasma applications as well as in
engineering applications (MHD generator design), there are
numerous msm m which the magnetic field topology is
complex. An example is the quadmpolar field with x-type or
Yqype neutral point; analytica/functions of magnetic field
¢xpres_ons are not available for the initial conditions so that
numerical procedures may be initiated for their temporal
solution. Therefore, we must seek a way to determine an
exact numerical soimion for the initial field topology in
order to proceed. In section 1I, two methods are proposed to
determine the initial field topology for which no cal
expressions are available N_ .... analyti
these methods • ,,-,-_,,,_u examples to Jllugrate
are given in sec'aon HI. Finally, the
concluding remarks are described in Section IV.
!L ]_lax_.._on and O_-_fic-_
For the pro'pose of constructing the complex magnetic
field topology for the initial state, two techniques an=
suggested as follows:
Relaxation Methods-
The mathematical model governing the initial state is
the magnetohydrcstatic momentum equation, such as:
-Vpo =o4x_ o (I)
where _ is the gravitational acceleration, p is the pressare,
p is the density and B is the magnetic field induction with
subscript "0" representing the initial state.
ratio _For very small plasma beta (i.e. _ = Pplasma/PB,the
ca pmsma to magnetic pressure), r.quauon (1) could bewritten as,
+ = 0
and (2)
--o
O)
This approximation implies that the inhial magnetic field is
a force-flee magnetic field in which the plasma is confined
within the magnetic field and all the currents flow parallel to
the magnetic fields. Under the present circumsta_es, the
initial magnetic field would be determined solely by the
force-free condition (i.e. Eq.3). The discretization of Eq. (3)
in two dimensions (z, x) gives:
-[ (B2 l 2+ 2)+(8,
+(B:_)_(,,- _)+(B,B.)_,(,,- ,)j=0
(4a)
(,,-,,)+(,. -
+(,:+,: +(,:+ )o(,,-,,)]+
+2[ (B,B,) (,_,-,:,)+(B,B,),(,,-,,,)
+(B_Bx)c(X.-X6)+(BxBx)D(xi-Xs) ]
+(B:)_ (,, -,,)+(,_)o (=, _,,)] = o
(4b)
whereBz and Bx represent,respectively,the vertical and
horizontalcomponents ofthetwo-dimensional magnetic
field. The z and x are, respectively, vertical and horizontal
coordinates. The A, B, C, and D identify the cell as shown
in Figure 1. It is well-known that the initial distribution of
the astrophysicalplasma parameters (Poand Po) is
exponentialalongthevenialcoordinate(z-axis) because of
the gravitational effect, thus, it is convenient to choose the x-
coordinate to be homogeneous and the z-axisto be
nonhomogeneousasshown inFigure I,such as •
(x,-x, )=-(x,-x,) =-(x,-x,) = (x,-x,) =,,ix
= Constant,
Z I --Z 6
-(z,-,_) =(.,-,,) __;
2
('-,-,,)---(z,-,,)- -_' -_--_-'with(_,-_,)n_.
2
conslanL Usingtheserelations,F.qs.(4a,b) become,
B 2(_:÷_:),-(_:_ _),-(_,_+_:):-(_,_+_)o
•_-[-(B:,)_-(B,n_)_+( :,)_+(n:,)_,]2
zl-z6 =0 (5a)
2
B 2I(':-':), +(':-,:),-(,:-,:):-(,:-)o]
•1-,, _[(B.B.)_-(8:. ), -(B:_)_+(8:.)o]4
•_=0 (Sb)
InreferencetoFig.l,itcouldbe notedthatpointA
respresentshecell-Alocatedintheposition(Zi+l,X_+l)'
whiletheceII-Bislocatedin(zi,Xj+l),ccll-Cl_:atedon
(zi,xj)and celI-Dlocatedin(Zi+l,xj).ThisleadstoEq.(5)
becominganalgebraicmatrixsystemwhichcanonlybe
solvedbyan intcrationa d relaxationtechnique.
To performsuch a computation,the first requirement
istosetup thetrialfunctionswhicharedenotedby SSZ and
SSX. Thesetwotrialfunctionsareobtainedbytakingthe
differences between the leRand right-hand sides of the Eqs
(5a,b) and they become,
S.SX
where
a = (z_-z6)IAx, b = 4Axl(z I-z6) ,
CT2 = A2 +A3-A4 +a(-B 2 +B3 +B4),
C'7"R= A2 - A s- A4_b(_B2 _ B3 + B4),
+(B:),-(,,B.) 1
.42= (B,_ -B_)a
A, = (B,_ - B_)v
B 2 = (B=B:) a
B 2 = (B=B:)o
with
A, (s:, 2= -Bx)_,
,43= (B_,- B_)c ,
BI = (B=Bz)A ,
B 3 = (B,cB:) c ,
(7)
IfthemagneticfieldcomponentsBz,BxincellsB, C,and D
areknown,therelaxationcoefficientscouldbedetermined
fromEq.(6)viathevariationprinciple,thus,
rw
w
w
=_
w
=
O(SS2 )
---'--'--- = -2 (B z )A - (Bxb( Bz )A )A .a
t( ssz )
a(Bx )A =2 (B x)A -(Bz )A .a
a(s_) (8)
-------" =2(Bz)A -(BX)A .ba(Bz )A
a( s,._ )
= -2(Bx)A -(Bz)A .bO(Bx )A
where a and b are arbitrary constants as the measures of
vertical and horizontal scale.
From Eq. (8), we noted that SS'Z and _are
dependent on BZA and BXA which forms the basis to initiate
the relaxation procedure for obtaining the true solution
according to the governing equations (i.e. Eq.(5)) in. This
assures IIS'SZ and AS.q[ as being approximately zero. To
implement this relaxation procedure, we adjust the values of
BZA and BXA to BZA + ABz A and BXA + ABxA
reslx_vely, where ABZA and ABxA are estimated
according to the value, of the first order of the Taylor's
expansion. Then, we begin the iteration process to achieve
A(SSZ) and A(SSX) as being zero or very small. During the
iteration process, we observed significant numerical
oscillations for the numerial solntion OfB z and Bx;
sometimes this process even caused the solution to be
divergent. In order to remedy this deficieacy, we introduced
a relaxation factor "w', during the iteration process, thus
8Z÷')= +
BL"') (9)
where k indicates the number of iteration steps, and ABzA
and ABXA are calculated at each iteration step as follows:
t-SSZ 0
------(SS2)
ABz'4= -fi'fil OBx_
0
OB_
_kB.r,4
_o--_ (_ ")
30)
withPP = 2(a +b).(B_ + B_ ).
It should be noted that tim above treatment is centered
for a paniodar cell -A. To obtain a txue solution in the
whole domain, it is necessary to derive a set of similar
expression,, for teal-B, C and D. The iteration procedure
be smnmari2_ as follows:
1. Take an initial guess for BZ and Bx in the whole
compntationaldomain Thisinitialguessusually
could be the approximate solution from the analytica
expression.
2. Applying F_,q.(I0) to all cells in the computation to
_-.sutm vaRiC_ Ulat
}
A,B,C,D
2 2 -
,B,C,D
(II)
Ideally, c should be zero, but, we have chosen z to be 10-5
for the present cal_on. When the iteration reached such
a limit, we assume it to mean that the solution had
converged to a true solution The procedure was
accomplished.
(:Zuadrati(; Equations Meth__..._._
If there should be a null point (or discontinuity) in the
domain, the above relaxation method becomes invalid.
Therefore, we have derived a quadratic equation for
B 2 and B_ fi'om Eq.(6) to assure that the relaxation
could go on to reach a converging solution. We call this the
"Quadratic Equation" method.
FromEq. (6), wesetSSZ =&2y= O. _some
mathematical manipulation, we obtained a quadratic
equation for magnetic field at a cell.
-c:_-o
(12)
where a] represents eL and eL, respectively, and
c = (crz +CTR)/ (a +b),
1 =(b'CTZ-a.CTR)/(a+b).
The Solution of Eq. (12) gives
1
I (13)
It can be shown that solutions of Eq. (12) are unique and that
no singular points exist within the domain. With these
solutions, we will return to the usual relaxation procedures,
namely, we make adjustments for BZA and BXA according
to
ABza = (Bz_)_rsw - (Bza)ozo 1(14 )ABx_ = (Bxa)_m, -(Bx_ )OLD
where the (BzA)NE W and (BxA)t_n _ are obtained from Eq.
(13). Then, using Eq. (9), we get new appro_amate solutions
for the next iteration step. Of course, these procedures will
be camed out for ceils B, C, and D during a sweep of the
whole domain.
III. NumericalExamv!e_
To illustrate the newly developed methods, we have
selected an example for the dynamical simulation of the
compression of two bipolar magnetic field with a x-type
neutral point. The first step in the initialization of this type
of simulation is to obtain the initial state which is the
configuration of a bipolar magnetic field with x-type neutral
points.
To construct such a solution, we need to use the
Quadratic Equations method as described in the previous
section. To implement this solution procedure, we need to
prescribe an initial state and its analytical representation as:
Bo =
with
_ (z+ZoXX-x,.)]+ +
[(Z+Zo),+(x-X,o),]
(]5)
with i being I and 2 _ly. Where ]_0t arid Bo2 are
the usual two-dimensional potential field components. By
chosing the computation domain as 0 < Z < 2000bn and
-14O0bn < X< 1400/an, we setZo = 280km,X_0 =.
700/on,andX2o = 700/on.With theseprescribed
conditions,we willbeginouriterationaccordingtothe
method defined in Section II. In the present calculation, the
grid size is chosen in such a way that there are forty uniform
grid points in the x-direction (horizontal direction) and 30
exponentially variable grid points in the z-direction (vertical
direction). The steady state solution obtained from Eqs. (9),
(12) and (14) is given in Figure 2. This result has an
accuracy to the order of 10"3after 1000 iterations and then
saturates at 4743 iterations which provided an accuracy of~
10.4. The accuracy is defined by
ACZ = MAX
ACX = MAX
i,jat A,B,C,D
i,jat A,B.C,D
For further testing the numerical code, we performed
a time_ test, that is by giving a horizontal velocity
(u)=+lkm/satj<20 and #= 0 where indicesj and i
represent the horizontal and vertical grid points. These
results are shown in Figm'e 3 for the magnetic field
configuration at 500s and 1000s, respectively. The initial
plasma parameters (Po, To, Oo)for this calcrdation are taken
from the Harvard Smithsonian standard atmosphere model.2
_IV. Concluding Remarlc_
Inthispaperwe havedemonstratedthattlm
improvementbasedon theBrackbilland Prach[method
couldbeutilizedtoconstructa highly compl_ magnetic
field configuration for magnetostatic equilibrium s_te with a
disconRnnityinthecomputationaldomainasshown in
Figure 2. It also shows that the method could be used to
studythedynamicalevolutionarystateasshown m Figure 3.
Finally,a solutionwas presentedforthestructureofthesolar
atmospherewhich includesthethintransition regionlayer.
The plasmaparanmmrswithinthisthinlayerpossessed
severalorderofmagnitu_ variations.The physicsofthis
studywillbediscussedina separatepaperbyWu etaL3
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The time-dependent numerical boundary conditions for time-dependent
magnetodydrodynamic fluid flow simulations have been studied. In this
paper, the formulation of the time-dependent numerical boundary condi-
tions are described in a systematic way such that they can be adapted to
different applications. In particular, the algorithm presented here could be
used to solve both parabolic and hyperbolic systems of partial differential
equations. A numerical example for an astrophysical application in the
context of photospheric shear induced dynamics was chosen to validate
this new formulation.
J. Comptational Physics, 1993 (submitted)
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, 1. INTRODUCTION
Applications of numerical models in the field of astrophysics seek solutions of
hyperbolic equations inside a finite domain with boundaries on which no physical
boundary conditions can be specified. This approach is called the free boundary
value problem. The method of characteristics is often used to specify numerically
such boundary conditions in order to keep false physical properties from propagating
into the domain as investigated by Wu and Wang [1].
Nakagawa et al. [2] developed the method of projected characteristics both to
specify the numerical boundary conditions and to solve for the solutions in the
computational domain. Hu and Wu [3] used the method for the numerical boundary
conditions and developed the Fr.CE (FuU-Implicit-Continuous-Eulerian) algorithm
for the solutions inside the domain. The purpose of the present algorithm is to solve
both parabolic and hyperbolic systems of equations. The algorithm used in the test
run of this paper is a refined version of the FICF_, algorithm which has been renamed
as the NrcE (Nimble Implicit Continuous-Eulerian) algorithm [4]. However, the
method of projected characteristics requires complex formulation which may not be
easily modified to suit different applications.
Thompson [5] extended the concept of non-reflecting boundary conditions to the
multi-dimensional case in non-rectangular coordinate systems. He later developed
a general boundary condition formalism [6] for all type of boundary conditions for
first-order hyperbolic systems. However, these boundary conditions are limited to
fluid dynamics. Vanajakshi et al [7] then applied Thompson's method to solv-
ing boundary value problems in magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) particularly for
isothermal plasma. Consequently, for non-isothermal plasma, the semi-analytic ap-
proach in solving numerically the eigenvectors of a modified version of the coefficient
matrices is no longer valid.
In this paper, a new analytic approach is presented for non-isothermal plasma. In
addition, when there are two eigenvectors that are parallel at a boundary, a special
treatment is devised. The theoretical approach for this study is the same as that
of Thompson's [6], namely, to systematize the formalism. In order to demonstrate
the utility and accuracy of the present algorithm, numerical simulation for the
dynamical evolution of a force-free magnetic field is presented. These simulation
results are compared with a set of quasi-static analytical solutions given by Martens
et al [ 8] for the accuracy test.
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The normalized MHD equations for a perfectly conducting fluid can be expressed
in the following vector form:
0p
_" + V.(pv) = 0, (1)
0v
p_- +p(v. V)v = 1 2
7MfVP ,OoTM_B × (V x B)- V_,, (2)
op
+ (v. v)p = -,'pv.,, + (7 - 1)AQ, (3)
0B
= Vx(v×B), (4)
where the equation of state p = pT is used in the energy equation to replace pT
with pressure p. ¢I, is the stress tensor or the gravitational potential or both. AQ
is the net rate of irreversible energy (heat) gain or loss per unit volume and a is
=the speed of sound. The two non-dimensional parameters, Math number 11//'o and
plasma beta Bo, are expressed, respectively, as following:
U U
M'o -- -- = - po
ao =
where the constants subscripted with ()o are scaling factors for normalization pur-
pose. Other scaling factors are po = po/RTo, Zo Vo, and to Zo/Vo.
_-_:-__
=
= .
3. METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
For the convenience of using the method of characteristics on the boundary, the
MttD equations need to be expressed as
0W 0W 0W A(s)0W+ A(_)_ + A(_)-- + = E.
Oz, cgx_ Ozs
The vector of primitive solution variables is
WT= (P, u,, u_, us, p, B1, B2, Bs).
The 8 × 8 matrices are
( u,
0
0
A(t) 1 0
h, 0
0
0
0
U2
0
0
AO ) 1 0
h_ 0
0
0
0
p 0 0
ul 0 0
0 u, 0
0 0 u,
a2p 0 0
0 0 0
Bz -Bx 0
Bs 0 -B,
0 p 0
u2 0 0
0 u_ 0
0 0 u2
0 a2p 0
-B2 B, 0
0 0 0
0 B3 -B2
0 0 0 0
0 0 - _p-aB I 0
0 0 0 --F--aB 1
ut 0 0 0
0 u, 0 0
0 0 u, 0
0 0 0 u,
0 0 0 0
0 -rp-aB_ 0 0
6 , o0 -_-'=B=
p
u= 0 0 0
0 u_ 0 0
0 0 u2 0
0 0 0 u2
(6)
(7)
(8)
wA(3) 1
ha
( ua 0 0 p 0 0 0 0
0 u3 0 0 0 - _Ba 0 0
0 0 us 0 0 0 - F_pB3 0
o o o u3 & _B, _B, 0P
0 0 0 a2p ua 0 0 0
0 -Ba 0 B1 0 u3 0 0
0 0 -Bs B_ 0 0 us 0
(9)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u3
where a: = 7T, Fv = 1/(TMo _) and FB = 2Fv//3o. The factor hi is the scale length
of the coordinate in the ith direction for the orthogonally curvilineax coordinate
system. The vector of inhomogeneous terms is
--P()"_i=l,a Y_j=l,a uifjl -- Zi=I,3 uifii)
Z,=_,d,4 - coBi)f. - Zj=,,_(u,uj - _oB,Bj)f_j - (V@),
E = Z,=_,d,d - _oai)f,_ - ZJ=,,d,_:,j - _oB,B_)f_ - (V@)_
(3' - 1)AQ - a2p(E,=l,, Zi=l,s u, ys, - E,=l,a uJ.) (10)
u,(B,A_ + B2fz_ + BsAa) + BI(UlA_ + u2A2 + u,Aa)
u_(B1A_ + B_A_+ B_A_)+ m_(u,A_ + ,,_A_ + u_A_)
where Co = 2/(TpM_flo) and
(II)
In the j direction, where j -- 1, 2, and 3, the eigenvalues of A(j) are;
where
n
u__) = Ib_l
U_./)' 1 b_ b_) _ ,
= ](a_+ +¢(a'+ -4a'b_)
U(./)_ 1 b_ b_) _= (v+ _,/(o,+
The definition of b is
j=l, 2, and 3,
(12)
(13)
ww
w
= .
w
w
and
b _ = _ bjbj.
j--I
For simplicity, the following analysis is restrained only in zl direction. Details of
the formulations in the other two directions are shown in the Appendix.
The inverse matrix S{ t, whose rows are the left eigenvectors 1 T_ of A 1, which
gives
S_-t =
Fpa _ 0 0 0 -Fp
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -bls bt: 0
0 0 b_s -b12 0
0 t 1
U/u// -b_W) -b_3U) Fv_ _.
0 _ t 1 u
J
0 x Iu_._..b_u_. b_,u_.F.•
0 0 0
c_ 0 0
0 c_U_ -c,U_
0 _U_ -c_U_
I
0 --c2t_.t --c3Us
!0 -_2u_ -c3u.
, (14)
whereu}=(U))2'u.=(U_.),u}1=u_l b_,u..=b_-u.,cb= , cl = c,b/,
and b_ = bib s. _l can be calculated according to the definition
., OW
_I __ A1SI _'xt' (15)
and results in
_ = _ _ eL_--_, (16)
kfl,S
where _j, is the element of 51 at row i and column k, and W_, is the kth element of
W. Then, appropriate boundary conditions are applied to specify the value of L_
for the outwardly pointing eigenvector A_ with respect to the solution volume.
Now d' = $1£ 1 can be solved with known S_"I and £1 through the set of equations
S_'ldl = £1. (17)
Note that the eigenvectors (left or right) of A j will always be linearly independent,
but they are not orthogonal, and it is possible that any two of them may be nearly
parallel. Consequently the matrix S -_ may be ill-conditioned, because it is close to
the vicinity of the singularity for which the numerical solution of Eq.(17) is poorly
determined. In our case, this means bl _ 0. Therefore, Eq.(17) has to be solved
analytically and the elements of the solution vector d _, in analytic form, are
where
d_
M,IU) + M31u;
2U/b,(bl + hi) , (19)
= . - _ 2_s2d:)
2U/b,(b_+ b_) , (20)
= - 2_ssd 5)
1 1 22U]u/(b_ + b]) ' (23)
- 2_s6ds)d_
(18)
(21)
11 2 , (24)
_h ' (25)
= - £2_+,), (2_)
= L:_+_ + £_+_. (27)
Note that d_ are displayed in the solving order in which some of the solved elements
may be used for solving the remaining unsolved elements.
mIn the case of bt = 0_, then, this leads to any two eigenvectors being parallel
and the analytical solution is not defined. Subconsequently U t = 0 aud U] = 0.
Physically, this means that the component of the magnetic induction normal to the
boundary vanishes or the magnetic lines-of-force are parallel to the boundary. In
this situation, a set of new eigenvectors needs to be sought. The determination of
these new eigenvectors is described as follows:
Observing closely the original eigenvectors in the rows of St 1 in Eq. (14), one
can see that l_, l_, l_, and l_ still remain linearly independent to each other, i.e.,
they are still valid eigenvectors, while t_, l_, l_, and l_ vanish. To find other valid
eigenvectors, the original forms of the vanished eigenvectors are used in cooperation
with ttle linearly combined eigenvectors, and then the limit bt _ 0 is taken. If l_
and l_ are summed up and the resulting vector is scaled by 2U,_, from which a valid
eigenvector
m
w
w
l_ = (o,o,o,o,o,o,_b_,-_b_) (28)
can be derived. Scaling the summation of I_ and t_ with 2tt_ and taking the limit
b_ _ O, one gets another eigenvector
tT= (o,o,o,o,F.¢/_p, o, -_b,, -c_b,). (29)
Since the third and fourth components of all the eigenvectors available so far are
zero, the most natural selections of the remaining two eigenvectors linearly inde-
pendent to the other eigenvectors are
t_ = (o,o,_,o,o,o,o,o), and ff = tO,O,O,_,O,O,O,O). (30)
t ;
Tile new S_"I is now
Fpa _ 0 0 0 -imp 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 cb 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ebb3 cbb_
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 U} 0 0 Fp/# c_b2 c_b3 0
0 -U} 0 0 Fp/p cbb: c_,bs 0
0 0 0 0 Fpb2/a:p -ct, b_ -ebb3 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
The solution of Eq.(177 becomes
(31)
2¢h ,
al - c_,
Ch'
a_ = o_c; + c_ + 2c,_
4 - c_
_]o'
4 ep b'z:_'+ b:(z:; + z:_ , ,= - 2_ssds)
2b = -,
= - 2'_ssds )
2b _ --,
__ - _lsds
(327
(33)
(34)
(35)
(367
(37)
(38)
(_' (397
After the above procedures are carried out in all three directions, the solutions
dr, d 2, and d 3 are known. The time derivative of the primitive solution variables
OW/Ot can be calculated as
0W
"_-'-= -d' - d 2 _ d a + E.
The time derivative is integrated through time with
(40)
w(t + _t) = w(o + at o__w_w
at (4z)
to give the boundary values for a new time step.
4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF MHD EQUATIONS
There are basically two different types of time-dependent boundary conditions
that generally need to be treated with the characteristics method in the simulation
of space plasma phenomena.
The first type of boundary condition is the non.reflecting boundary condition
which is commonly used when there is no physical boundary involved. Encountering
this type of boundary in the problems of astrophysics is inevitable if the simulation
domain is in a finite volume.
The second type of boundary condition is the coupled boundary condition which
deals with boundaries at which only a portion of the physical properties is known. It
is worth noticing that at arty time t the boundary conditions contribute only to the
determination of OW/Ot at the boundary, and never define Witself. For example,
a boundary treatment which explicitly sets the normal velocity of a fluid to zero at
a wall boundary is not appropriate in the hyperbolic system. Instead one would set
the normal velocity to zero in the initial data and then specify boundary conditions
which would force the time derivative of the normal velocity to be zero at all times.
One advantage of this approach is that it decouples the boundary treatment from
the time integration of the differential equations, so that the integration may be
performed without reference to any special time behavior at the boundaries.
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4.1 Non.reflecting Boundary Conditions
At the boundary xj - zj, u, wave modes for which A{ > 0 are propagating out of
the computational and physical domain, and £{ may be computed from its definition
in Eq. (15) using one-sided finite difference approximation to OW/Ozj, using only
interior data. (Similarly, at z_ = z._,.i, we may compute £_ from its definition in
Eq. (15) when )_{ < 0, using one-sided differences, as this case also corresponds to
an outgoing wave.)
However, if )_{ < 0, then those waves are propagating into the computational and
physical domain and generally may not be computed from interior data. In this
case we make use of the non-reflecting boundary condition of Reference [4] and set
£,3. = 0 (and set £{ = 0 at the inner boundary if )_ > 0), which may be done
conveniently by replacing )_ by 0 or letting OW/Oz¢ be 0 in the definition of £{.
In the practical applications, two spatial derivatives denoted by W_ and W_
in each of the three directions (j = 1, 2, and 3) are calculated at each boundary
point. Both spatial derivatives are calculated using one-sided differencing: W_,
backward differencing; W 2 forward differencing. W 1. is set equal to zero at theJ_ j
boundary points z._ = zs,.t., evaluated with two point differencing at the points
r_ = z¢.l. + Az¢, and evaluated with three point differencing elsewhere. Likewise,
W_ is set equal to zero at the boundary points z_ = zj..., evaluated with two
point differencing at the points z_ = zj... - Azi, and evaluated with three point
differencing elsewhere. The differencing scheme for these two spatial derivatives at
different positions is summarized in Table 1. .,
Then in Eq. (15), WJ is used in place of OW/Oz¢ when A¢ > 0, and W_ is
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Table 1: The differencing scheme for W_ and W_.
Position
a:j
z_ = z_ + Azs
Value or Differencing Scheme
wr ibackward)W (forward)
0 three point
two point three point
Axj three point
tlaree point
three point
three point
two point
0
used when )hs." < O. This approach has one advantage over replacing ,_ with O:
because the stability and accuracy of the upwind scheme in hyperbolic systems can
be obtained.
w
4.2 Coupled Boundary Conditions
=
= f
L
,¢....
It is very difficult to give a general description of the boundary treatment for
the coupled boundary conditions. Therefore, we have selected an example to illus-
trate the procedures of the treatment of the coupling boundary condition. In this
numerical experiment, the normal direction of the boundary is in the xs direction
which is z in the Cartesian coordinates. The experiment is done with symmetric
conditions in the xz direction such that O/Oz2 = O. The boundary conditions at
z = 0 are u_ = us = O, u= = u_(z_,t), p = po, and Bs = Bs(zl). Since the normal
velocity us = 0, the number of outgoing wave modes is three, which is the number
of variables on the boundary needed to be determined. These variables are p, B1,
and B_ for this particular example.
Eq. (40) with d 2 = 0 becomes
0W
- -d 1 - d s + E. (42)Ot
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The known OWi/Ot denoted by (W,)t = 0 are (P)t = O, (ut)t = O, (u,),, (,t3)t = O,
and (Bs)t = O, whose indices are i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8 respectively. In the equation,
d 1 can be evaluated using Eq. (15) and the vector of inhomogeneous terms E can
also be evaluated assuming that the dissipation terms are either known or equal
to zero at the boundary. Now Ep, corresponding to the in-coming wave mode for
which Ap >_ 0, must be evaluated such that the time derivatives can be treated as
the known values.
We began with the solutions d s of Eq. (42), such as
d+' = .M,IU? + M31uP (43)
2(,d - _+) ,
_ _ 2_84d4)d+ = -Upb_M, b,(M, _
2UySs(+ 2 + b]) ' (44)
_ _ 2_s4d4)d_ = U_b,.M,b,(M, , s
2U_bs(b+ b+) ' (45)
X,/,,_ + H:,I+,+,_ (48)
65/-.)
dl- El (47)
v_Ntb+u - 2(ssds)d++= _+ b,ul(]¢_ _ s,s 3 _ (48)
2U4%,(b_ + b])
- 2(ssds)
3 3 2 +2U,lu/(bt + b]) (49)
- (tsds (50)dp - _;P +
+h
and the eigenvalues are:
w
A,+= 0, _ = 0, _++= ul, _+,= -ul,
_++=u_, _++=-up, _=up, A,+=-u.+ (51)
The components of Ep that need to be specified are L:_,L:l,L:_,/:s3,and E_. From
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observation, one immediately noticed that, by setting (P)t and (Ba)t = 0, this
procedure automatically determined L:_ and £_ respectively. To determine the other
three/.:_'s, .M1, .M2, and .M3 have to be solved from the simultaneous Eqs. (44),
(45), and (43). The results are
.Mr = 2b3(btd] - b,d_), (52)
3 3 2M, = -2tr_b3(b,d]+ b,d])+ 2trsa,(tr_ - hi), (_3)
UjI
where d_, d_, and d_ can be obtained from
w
d_ = _-d_-(=1),, (55)
d] = e3- d_- (=,),, (56)
dl = e, - d_- (=,),. (57)
U
w
w
where ei is the ith component of the vector of source terms E. Finally, we have
1
c_ = z:_+ _._,, (5o)
cl = cl + _._,. (60)
Now d_, d_, and _ can be determined from Eqs. (46), (48), and (40) respectively.
Consequently, (p)t, (Bt)t, and (B_)t are obtained from Eq. (42).
5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are done to verify the validity of the coupled and non-reflecting
boundary conditions separately. The physical problem of interest is the dynamic
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evolution of a magnetic force-free field driven by the shear motion of the foot points
of the magnetic field lines.
In this scenario, we consider a force-free magnetic arcade straddling a photo-
spheric neutral line. The arcade has translational symmetry along the neutral line,
and rotational symmetry about an axis below the surface. In this Cartesian coordi-
nate system, z denotes the height above the photosphere, x the projected distance
from the neutral line, and y the coordinate normal to the x-z plane along the neutral
line. A parameter t denotes the depth of the symmetry axis below the photosphere
(z < 0).
One of the closed form analytical solutions for the physical scenario described
above for the nonlinear force-free equation
x B = aB (61)
obtained by Martens et al. (1992) is
t 2 _ r 2
B, = - BoZ'exp( 2 ) (62)
B_ = - Bov/(1 - _) exp(t' - _) + C' (s3)
t 2 - r2
B, = Boa: exp( 2 ) (84)
(2 - ,.')e_p(_ ) (6S)"Or ---
- exp(t'- +C'
where z' = z + t and r 2 = z 2 + z '2. The foot point of a magnetic line-of-force has a
shear displacement along a direction parallel to the neutral line given by
/ky(z,y,z = O,t) = tan-'(t)_l --t 2 - x2 4- C 2 ezp(x2). (66)
Velocity of the shear motion on the lower boundary of the computational domain
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can easily be obtained by taking time derivative of the displacement in the above
expression, Eq (66) such that
v- t _ + z" x/1- t 2 - x 2 + C'_ ezp z _
(67)
The time scale used in this numerical experiment is merely a parameter to describe
the displacement of the foot points. The magnetic arcades and the displacement
profiles on the photosphere are shown in Figure 1 with the the parameters C = 0.4
and in (a) t = 0 and in (b) t = t,_.x = v_2 + 2log C.
5.1 Test One: Verification of the Coupled Boundary Condition
To test the validity of the coupled boundary condition, two runs are carried out
by using mathematical model Eq. (5) with the same initial and upper and side
boundary conditions except that the boundary conditions at the lower boundary
in each run are different. In run one, the lower boundary is specified with the
known physical quantities. In run two, the coupled boundary condition in the
previous section is used to calculate the physical quantities at the lower boundary.
The results of the two runs are then compared to validate the coupled boundary
condition.
In both runs, density, gas pressure, and temperature are kept constant at the lower
boundary. The non-reflecting boundary conditions are used at the upper boundary
and the two side boundaries since these are the arbitrarily chosen boundaries and
no physical boundary conditions can be specified on them. In run one, the lower
boundary is specified with all of the magnetic induction components evaluated from
16
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the analytical solutions with z = 0 using Eqs. (62) - (65).
Initially, the atmosphere is isothermal and hydrostatic. The velocity field is de-
scribed by
--Z_g
U :
z 2 + (z + t)_ -
v = t2 + x, 2 - + ezp - arctan -I
-z(_ + tt
W _
z_ + (z + t) 2
where z' = _(t + z) 2 + z _ - t _.
In this test, the simulation time period is equal to one tenth of the maximum time
and starts from zero, i.e., 0 < t < 0.041 with C = 0.4. The physical parameters are
listed in Table 2. The domain size is 36 grid points by 25 grid points with the grid
Table 2: Physical parameters
Parameters Numerical Value Unit
(68)
(69)
(70)
=
to 5000 sec
L 5.0 x 108 cm
U 1.0 × 105 cm/sec
7 1.67 Dimensionless
R 1.653 x 108 erg/g-K
Po 1.67 X 10 -'4 g/cm s
To 3.0 x 106 K
Bo 45 gauss
size Az = 4/25 and Az = 1/6. This makes the computational domain physical size
28,000 km in the z direction and 12,500 km in the z direction (height).
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There are four monitored stations located at the grid points (19,10), (19,20),
(30,10), and (30,20) as shown in Fig. 2. The first two stations are close to the
neutral llne and away from the lower boundary at which the analytical solutions
are specified as the boundary conditions. The second station is twice as far as the
first station away from the lower boundary. The third and fourth stations are in
the region away from the neutral line.
At these four monitored stations, the magnitude of the vector magnetic induction
obtained from the numerical simulation is compared with that of the analytical
solution. The relative errors of the comparison versus the time normalized with the
simulation period are shown in Fig. 3 for run one and Fig. 4 for run two where
the four frames show the comparisons at four different grid points as (a): point
(19,10), (b): point (19,20), (c): point (30,10), and (d): point (30,20). Also in each
frame, the results of three runs with different time step are shown for the purpose
of asymptotic analysis. The results from run one with 1000, 2000, and 5000 time
steps in the simulation period are expressed in dash-dotted llne, dashed line, and
solid llne respectively. The reason for recording results with different time steps is
to investiage the asymptotic behaviour of the solution, i.e., the time accuracy of the
algorithm that solve the physical quantities in the computational domain. Since
the results with 1000 time steps are close enough to the asymptotic solution with
5000 time steps, thus, the 1000 time steps are used as the number of time step in
run two. The dotted line is the two-degree polynomial least square fitting of the
curves of the error in each frame. These dotted lines indicate the center lines of the
oscillating numerical results which deviate from the analytical solution by less than
18
2% for run one and 6% for run two.
From these results, it is easy to notice that the waves propagating outward from
the lower boundary in run two are eliminated. This indicates that the forced bound-
ary condition at the lower boundary in run one creates spurious waves while the cou-
pled boundary condition eliminates the spurious wave generation as demonstrated
"by run two. We may conclude that the coupled boundary condition is superior than
the fixed boundary condtions.
At the region of monitored station (a), the deviation of the numerical results from
the analytical solution becomes larger as time progresses. The excessive decrease of
the magnetic induction is caused by the convective effect of the dynamic system that
brings in lower magnetic flux from a higher elevation through the convection process
of a slightly over-predicted down-flowing velocity field in comparison with analytical
solutions. As for the other three monitored points, the gradients of the magnetic
induction in the vicinity of these points are not as large as at station (a). Therefore
an over-predicted velocity field affects the magnetic flux very little through the
convection process. However, this reflects the deviation of the dynamic simulation
from the quasi-static solution, and the maximum deviation of the magnitude of the
magnetic induction at monitored station (a) is only around 6% at the end of the
simulation.
5.e Test Two: Verification of the Non-reflectin 9 Boundary Condition
The non-reflecting boundary conditions are used in run one and run two of test
one without verification because the test one emphasizes the accuracy of the lower
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boundary. In test two the non-reflecting boundary conditions will be investigated.
To carry out this test, all the parameters are the same as in run one of test one
except that the domain size is larger so that the boundary grid points imposed with
the non-reflecting boundary condition in run one of test one become interior grid
points in this test. Then the physical variables at these grid points resulting from
run one of test one are compared with those resulting from tMs test (i.e. test two)
in order to verify the performance of the non-reflecting boundary conditions applied
especially in the two-dimensional case. The reason for using this setup for run one
of test one instead of that of run two of test one is that run one of test one creates
waves which are considered to be undesired in a real simulation but are useful for
this test.
Since the positions of interest in this case are the intersections of non-reflecting
boundaries, three monitored grid points are selected. The grid point (36,25) shown
in Fig. 2, will be referred to as station (a) which is an intersecting point of two
non-reflecting boundaries. The other two grid points (35,24) and (34,23) will be
referred to as station (b) and station (c) respectively. These two stations are used
to monitor the influence of the non-reflecting boundary condition on the interior
grid points. The comparison of the results from run one of test one shown by dotted
lines and the results from this test in dashed Lines are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6
with three monitored stations in each figure. The two physical quantities compared
are the normalized velocity component u in Fig. 5 and the normalized magnetic
induction component B v in Fig. 6. From these figures, the non-reflecting boundary
condition is proven to work well in the multi-dimensional problem.
2O
6. CONCLUSION
A new analytic approach of solving the time-dependent boundary conditions of
MHD flow is developed for multi-dimensional non-isothermal plasma. In addition,
for the situation when two of the eigenvectors are parallel, the solutions of the
boundary conditions are shown to be achievable. Numerical experiments to test
this formalism of the coupled boundary condition and the non-reflecting boundary
condition are presented.
The test results of the coupled boundary condition show that the determination of
OW/Ot at the boundary which is indeed outrange the artificially defined W(cf.[4]).
This is especially true when the defined W is the solution of a set of steady state
equations.
For the non-reflecting boundary condition, the test results demonstrate that the
solutions on the upper and side boundaries in run one of test one act just like the
solutions at the interior points in test two. The most troublesome point is the
intersection of two non-reflecting boundaries which is one of the monitored points
in the numerical experiment. This test proves the validity of the non-reflecting
boundary condition in the multi-dimensional problem.
An application of this newly developed time-dependent boundary conditions, can
be found in the work of Martens et al. (1992).
APPENDIX: SOLUTIONS OF THE BOUNDARY EQUATIONS
In the x_ direction, the inverse matrix S2 "1, whose rows are the left eigenvectors
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I Ti of A z, is
Fpa 2 0 0 0 -Fp 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 cs 0
0 -b23 0 b,, 0 c3U] 0 -qU]
0 b_3 0 -b12 0 c3U] 0 -clU_
S_ l 0 -bl,U_ 2 ,= Fp_ ci_3 o _3.3u_u. -b.U_ .5
0 b12U_, 2 2-tS_ . b.v_ f. _"3 o _"3
2 2 20 b_2U 2, U.u. b,sV 2, Fp _2-_b._-c,. 2, 0 -cau,
0
-U, u. -b2aU° 0 -cau,
, (71)
2 (u;) ', ttl,f U_ b], b_where u_ = (U_)', u, = - : '
and bq = bibj. The elements of the solution vector d 2 are
2(u_ -%:) ' (72)
- _ 2_s_d_)
2u,s_(b_ + b_) ' (73)!
-- __ 2_83d3)
2cr]b,(b_+ b_) ' (74)
2(_h/=i + _ _ '_,_1_,)d_ = (75)
d; = el:___:
eb
_ 2_ssds)2
2 2 22_,_(_ + _)
- 2_td_)
2 2 2
- _xsd_d_ = £; " '
(76)
(77)
, (78)
(79)
where
= _ £,i+,), (80)
M 2 2
"-- £2i+1 Jr- £2i+2o (81)
In the z3 direction, the inverse matrix S_ "_, whose rows are the left eigenvectors "
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I T, of A 3, is
Fpa 2 0 0 0 -Fp 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 cb
0 -b_3 blz 0 0 c_U] -clU_ 0
0 b23 -bl_ 0 0 c2U_ -clU_ 0
3 3 u_
o -bl_ul-b.ul u,u. F,.-" c,_,_ c,,,_ o
0 b_3U_ b23U_ -Uju H Fv .
o b,_u_, b.v _. u.,_..3_ F,,_ -c,. _, -c,,d o
0 _bldg., _b=3U 3 3 3
-U, u,. Fe_ -c,u3, -c,u a, 0
, (82)
3 3 The solution vector(u;)', _t = _-b_, _nd_..where u} = (Ul)= , u, = = b32 -u..
d s is given in Section 4.2.
m
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Figure 1.
Figure 2
Figure 3
Figure 4.
Figure S.
Figure 6.
FIGURE CAPTIONS
Magnetic field configurations and displacement profiles for the photosphere with the parameters
C = 0.4 and t = 0 in (a) and t = t,_ffin (b).
• The coordinate system and the locationsof the monitored grid pointsfor the experhnents of
the plasma shear flow•
•The relativerrorof the magnitude ofmagnetic inductionbetween numerical simulationsand
analyticM solutionsin run one (i.e.specifiedlower boundary conditions with known physical
quantities)of test I at four monitored stations;(a) at (19, I0), (b) at (10,20),(c) at (30,10)
and (d) at (30, 20) respectivelyas shown in Figure 2.
The relativeerrorofthe magnitude ofmagnetic induction between numerical simulationsand
analyticalsolutionsin run two (i.e.,the quantitiesat lower boundary are calculatedaccording
to the conditionsdiscussedin (4.2))oftestIat four monitored stations;(a) at (19,10),(b) at
(19,20),(c) at (30,10)and (d) at (30,20)respectivelyf as shown in Figure 2.
Comparison between the coupled boundary conditionswith specifiedlower boundary condition
(Run one of Test I) and non-reflectingboundary condition (Test II) for the resultsof the
normalized u from EsG and EsN at three monitored grid points ; (a) at (36,25), (b) at (35,
24) and (c) at (34, 23) respectively.
Comparison between the coupled boundary conditionswith specifiedlower boundary condi-
tions(Run one of Test I)and non-reflectionboundary conditions (Test If)for the results-of
the normalized By from Esa and Espy at three monitored grid points;(a) at (36,25), (b) at
(35,24) and (c) at (34, 23) respectively.
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